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Hinweise zu amtlichen Verlautbarungen zur Corona-Pandemie
A - 00
Die Entwicklung der Corona-Pandemie verläuft auch in Europa unterschiedlich.
Das Auswärtige Amt der Bundesrepublik Deutschland empfiehlt daher, sich
rechzeitig vor Antritt einer Auslandsreise über die Bestimmungen im
beabsichtigten Zielland zu informieren. Hierzu werden laufend aktuelle Hinweise
auf der Homepage des Auswärtigen Amtes veröffentlicht.
Die aktuellsten Bestimmungen für Albanien sind zusätzlich auf der Homepage der
Deutschen Botschaft in Tirana unter
https://tirana.diplo.de/al-de/-/2318192
veröffentlicht. Diese Veröffentlichung wird laufend aktualisiert.
Auch das Österreichische Bundesministerium für Europäische und internationale
Angelegenheiten veröffentlicht auf seiner Homepage
https://www.bmeia.gv.at/reise-aufenthalt/reiseinformation/land/albanien/
ausführliche Hinweise für die Einreise und den Aufenthalt in Albanien.
(Stand 15.07.2020)
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Einleitung/ Impressum

B – 1 /1

Die albanische Adriaküste war viele Jahre lang eine 'terra incognita', also ein Seegebiet, über das
man nicht viel wusste und das damit nautisch wenig reizvoll erschien. Das führte dazu, dass
Yachten auf Kursen zwischen Italien und Kroatien nach Malta und Griechenland oder zurück meist
einen großen Bogen um diesen Küstenstreifen machten.
Mit dem Ausbau neuer Marinas in Montenegro richtete sich der Blickwinkel jedoch mehr nach
Süden, und immer häufiger laufen auch Yachten in die Häfen und Buchten der albanischen Küste.
Allerdings meist ohne weitergehende nautische oder nautisch-touristische Unterlagen.
So stand noch in einer Trans-Ocean-Veröffentlichung von 2016
.

Das wird sich jetzt ändern.
Nicht nur, dass ein gutes Angebot an internationalen Seekarten für die albanische Küste auf dem
Markt ist, sondern auch durch die Veröffentlichung der

Sailing Directions for Adriatic and Ionian Seas ( Albanian Coast)
herausgegeben vom Herrn Direktor Alfred Velaj,
Direktor des albanischen Dienstes für Hydrographie (Shërbimi Hidrografik Shqiptar)
ferner des vollständigen albanischen Leuchtfeuerverzeichnisses sind eine große Hilfe für uns
Skipper.
Die vorliegende Ausarbeitung soll damit der Förderung des nautischen Tourismus an der
albanischen Küste dienen.
Seite 2

Einleitung/ Impressum
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Angaben in der Zusammenstellung "Albanien - Nautik"
Die Zusammenstellung enthält Angaben, die für Wassersportler beim Befahren des Gebietes von Bedeutung sein
können. Die Art der Darstellung entspricht diesem Zweck und kann damit von anderen rein textlichen
Zusammenfassungen abweichen.
Die Aktualisierung der Angaben erfolgt, wenn neue Daten bekannt werden. Der Stand der Bearbeitung ist auf der
Titelseite angegeben. Ältere Fassungen können daher überholte und nicht mehr gültige Angaben enthalten.
Der Zeitpunkt der Bearbeitung eines Kapitels wird bei jedem Kapitel am Ende durch die Angabe des BearbeitungsMonats und –Jahres angegeben.
Wichtiger Hinweis / Haftungsausschluß
Die Angaben werden so gut wie möglich recherchiert. Trotzdem kann es vorkommen, daß die eine oder andere
Angabe geändert wurde, ohne dass die Änderung rechtzeitig veröffentlicht oder bekannt wurde. Eine Gewähr für die
Richtigkeit aller Angaben kann deshalb nicht übernommen werden. Es muß bei der Benutzung der Angaben stets mit
der Möglichkeit von unzutreffenden oder veralteten Angaben gerechnet werden. Jede Haftung für eventuelle fehlende
oder nicht gültige oder überholte Angaben ist daher ausgeschlossen.
Copyright-Hinweis:
Die unerlaubte Vervielfältigung und Weitergabe dieser urheberrechtlich geschützten Inhalte ist nicht gestattet und
strafbar.
Der Nutzer darf die Dateien und Inhalte nur zu eigenen Zwecken nutzen und ist nicht berechtigt, sie auf sonstige
Weise Dritten zur Verfügung zu stellen, sei es entgeltlich oder unentgeltlich, auch nicht als Print-Version, soweit nicht
der Zweck der Dateien und Inhalte dies im privaten Rahmen gebietet.
Bearbeiter und Copyright: © Hans Schmidt, München
E-Mail: Nautik.Schmidt@t-online.de
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Seenotruf-Telefon-Nummern (Kurzwahl-Nummern)
Stand: März 2020

B-3

In den meisten Ländern gibt es besondere Seenot-Telefon-Rufnummern, die bei
medizinischen Notfällen ohne Vorwahlen o.ä. angerufen werden können.
Nachfolgend ist die Rufnummer für Albanien angegeben, ferner die ggf.
erreichbaren Nummern von Montenegro, Griechenland und Italien.
Die Rufnummern nach Deutschland sollten nur dann verwendet werden, wenn
keine andere Hilfsmöglichkeit besteht.
Albanien

125 ("blaue Nummer")
ferner Handy: 00355 68 80 47 399.

Griechenland:

108

Italien .

.

.

1530 ("numero blu")

Montenegro

.

129

Deutschland

.

+49 421 536 870 ( Seenotleitung Bremen, kann aber
nur als Relais-Station fungieren ).
+49 472 178 5 ( Notrufnummer TMAS Germany )
(Telemedical Maritime Assistance Service Cuxhaven)

Medizinische Notfälle:

Hinweis: Vor einem Anruf bei TMAS unbedingt den Notfallbogen (siehe nächse Seite )
beachten.
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Amtliches albanisches Seehandbuch / Einführung

B – 4a

Die vom albanischen Hydrographischen Institut (Sherbimi Hidrografik Shqiptar) in Durrës unter Leitung
von Herrn Direktor Alfred Velaj verfassten
Sailing Directions for Adriatic and Ionian Seas ed. 2016
stehen in englischer Sprache zur Verfügung. Ein Abdruck im Rahmen der Förderung des nautischen
Tourismus in Albanien wurde offiziell genehmigt.
Die Sailing Directions beschreiben nicht nur die großen, von der Berufsschifffahrt angelaufenen Häfen,
sondern berücksichtigen insbesondere auch die Ankerbuchten, die in aller Regel von Sportschiffern
bevorzugt werden.
Das vorliegende Exemplar wurde bereits durch eine amtliche Aktualisierung der Angaben zu
Sperrgebieten an der Küste auf den Seiten 64, 68 und 83 korrigiert.

Impressum
Autor:
Direktor Alfred Velaj
Shërbimi Hidrografik Shqiptar (SH.H.SH)
Durrës
Genehmigter berichtigter Abdruck 2020:
Informationsstelle Mittelmeer München
Hans Schmidt
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PREFACE
Sailing Directions is a complementary document of nautical charts. It contains all the information that
can not be presented in a nautical chart, in particular, it describes the coast as it is presented to a
navigator, seen from the sea. Sailing Directions generally provides information on the Albanian sea
(Adriatic and Ionian Seas) as follows:
1. General data
2. Data given in table formats, regarding existing services offered in ports and along the coast.
3. Vertical description of coast and orientation objects in it, navigational dangers, roadsteads, ports
and anchorage zones.
Where necessary, an overview of port laws and regulations in force is presented. Sailing Directions
contains extensive information about hydrographic, navigational, meteorological and geographical data
for the navigators in the Albanian Adriatic and Ionian Seas and coasts. Sailing Directions offers to
seafarers detailed information about the navigational area by presenting full knowledge of the region
and therefore making possible setting of a safe course for the ship. This Sailing Directions contains
different hydrografic-navigational, hydrometeorological, geographical, astronomical, etc., orientation
information which are used for solving the navigational tasks. Sailing Directions is one of the key
bridge documents.
The first and the second edition in Albanian for the Albanian Adriatic and Ionian Seas and coast were
published in 1967 and 1992 by the Hydrographic Service of the Albanian Navy. During these 20 years,
great changes have taken place in the mode of navigation, on the low coastline area and the depths
adjecent to it; in the main bays and the main coastal areas, major ports etc.
The third edition of this Sailing Directions prepared by Albanian Navy Hydrographic Service contains
up to date data, statements and photographs. Regarding the changes that will occur after this time in the
regime of navigation and recommended courses, sailors are obliged to correct the charts according to
data published in Notices to Mariners, issued by Albanian Navy Hydrographic Service .
Unknowledge of the laws and rules of navigation in the waters (sea and coast) of Republic of Albania
can not avoid offenders from their responsibility. By neglecting recommended sailing routes or
forbidden anchorage areas given in the this Sailing Directions, the responsibility for all possible
consequences falls on the offender. In those cases when the region described in the guide, especially in
the lower area of the Albanian coast, undergoes frequent and unexpected physical-geographical
changes, instructions are given in text and it is the duty of the navigator to take the necessary measures
in response to the situation for the sake of securing the ship .
Sailing Directions includes the Albanian coast from Cape Stillo to the delta of Buna river, the northnortheast of the Ionian Sea and southeastern part of the Adriatic Sea, also describing the coast of the
Greek and Montenegrin border areas.
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Signing of the implementer

NOTICES TO MARINERS
For the correction of Sailing Directions, navigational charts and other navigational documents, so
keeping them constantly update, the Albanian Navy Hydrographic Service, requests seafarers to report
the required data as follows:
1. Newly discovered navigational dangers, shallow waters, rocks, volcanic formations etc.
2. In cases of non-compliance of maps, guides and other navigational documents with the current
situation.
3. In the event of discrepancy in determining position via maritime objects of reference and
orientation.
4. The wish to plot in chart visible points and other objects that can facilitate determining the
position of the vessel and in general for everything that is important for normal safety of
maritime navigation.
The data on the risks, should be accurate in order to be possible the determination of the location.
Sailors are encouraged to recommend publishing of new maps and other documents that may serve for
the safety of navigation. For printed materials sailors are requested to indicate the year of publication
and the page where it will be amended. For charts and geographic coordinates sailors are requested to
indicate number of chart, place and year of publication.
Note: Any discrepancies in nautical charts and documents or new navigational dangers you are
kindly asked to contact the Albanian Navy Hydrographic Service at the address:
Shërbimi Hidrografik Shqiptar (SH.H.SH)
Lagjia Nr.1 Rruga"Tregtare"
Port Durrës.Tel +355 52 227988
e-mail hydroal@gmail.com
General Remarks
When using the Sailing Directions keep in mind the following remarks:
Distances: given in nautical miles (1 nautical mile = 1852 m), the cable (1 cable = 0.1 mile) or in
meters.
The heights of buildings: are given in meters from their base, the heights of other facilities are
provided by zero sea level.
Depths: are given in meters below sea level and in the corresponding charts is given as zero depth.
Directions: true given in degrees by dividing 0 ° to 360 ° or at the point of the horizon.
Lighting Sectors: Lighting sector's directions of the lanterns and light marks are given as seen from
the ground.
4

Directions of objetcs with coverage: given twice, first with reference from the land and second with
reference from the sea.
The coordinates of points: are given approximately, geographical longitudes are given from
Greenwich.
Time: is given in accordance with the International Time Zones. New date starts at midnight from
0001 hrs to 2400 hrs.
Temperatura: is given in Celcius centigrade.
Sea state: expressed in number in accordance with Douglas Sea Scale.
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CHAPTER I:
OVERVIEW
Geographical Description of the Albanian coastline
This Sailing Directions describes the Albanian coast from Cape Stilo up to Cape Mendres. The coast
lies mainly in the southeastern part of the Adriatic Sea and partly in the north-northeast of the Ionian
Sea.
Adriatic Sea, bordering Albanian coast also constitutes the largest bay of the Mediterranean Sea and is
deeply inserted in the north between the Balkan Peninsula and the Apennine. The narrowest part of the
Adriatic Sea, which makes its entrance, is located between Cape of Gjuhezes on the Albanian coast and
the Cape of Otranto on the Italian coast and it is called Strait of Otranto.
The Adriatic Sea lies from the southeast to the northwest of nearly 460 miles; widest breadth of it is
110 miles, and the narrowest 40 miles (from Cape Gjuhezes to Cape Otranto).
Name of Adriatic Sea originates from city named Adria, founded on the coast of the northern part of
Adriatic in 1376 BC. This city was once the main town on the Adriatic Sea but now lies in ruins.
Through the Strait of Otranto the Adriatic Sea joins the Ionian Sea which alos borders the Albanian
southern coast.
The Ionian Sea is located in the central part of the Mediterranean Sea between the west coast of the
Balkan peninsula, the southern coast of the Apenin peninsula and the eastern coast of the island of
Sicily. By the name Ionian sometimes is called the eastern part of the Mediterranean.
It is likely that the name of this sea comes from old Albanians, ie. by Pelasgians who lived by its side
and that should come from the word "ion", ie. Our sea. (Albanian ion means ours). This word may have
been adapted in Greek and Latin.
The coastline and landscape of the Albanian coast. Albanian coast, from Cape Stilo on the south to
the Buna River in the north, has a total length of approximately 220 nautical miles. From Cape Stilo to
the port of Saranda the coastline has a meridian stretch. From the port of Saranda, to Cape Gjuhezes
extends towards the northwest and from Cape Gjuhezes to the port of Shengjin the coastline again
stretches meridionally and then it continues northwest.
Albanian coast from Cape of Stilo up to the Bay of Vlora is mountainous with steep slopes. It descends
directly into the deep sea. In this part of the coast is situated the famous Albanian Riviera, starting from
Cape Qefali up toRruget e Bardha (White Paths), while the rest is bare, especially mountain summits.
Highest height in this area is that of Çika Mountain, which reaches 2045 m. The coast from Bay of
Vlora to the Bay of Drin is low, field-hilly with a width of 5-30 miles.
Current coastal line is generally divided into two areas, which are distinguished from each other.
Depository coastline, which is represented by the Adriatic coast and the abrasive coast area
characteristic of the Ionian Sea. As in the first and in the second, the opposite processes my be noticed.
6

Morphological elements of the coast are not stable because as a consequence of river depositing solids,
dynamic action of waves and sea currents, complicated geological processes and human intervention,
they have changed and formed and are going to change again in the future. In the low coastal region, a
lot of wetlands like those named Tërbuf, Karavastasë and Thumanës have been dried for agricultural
purposes. In this context, considerable change has happen during the last decade along the Albanian
coastline by enormous number of new biuldings that are built.
(Scematics of charts: International chart of Mediterranean sea. Catalog of Admiralty and Italian charts)1
Formation of coastline and consequently the scope of Albanian Adriatic coast has been conditioned and
still is conditioned mainly by deposits of large amounts of solids numerous rivers bring, without
excluding slow but steady perpendicular movements. Rivers transport into the sea about 50 million tons
of solid each year. In-depth country coast begins to rise and exceeds to hilly. Generally this area is
forested with trees and vegetation.
An existing problem is that of river mouths that change the configuration of the coastline through solids
and waste that various rivers deposit rusultin to a pollution of marine environment. Despite rivers
depositing activity, recent years there has been observed that sea is entering more and more into the
land. This phenomenon is observed in areas as Divjaka and Lezha coast.
Coastal mountains are composed mainly of limestone and their summits are bare. As distinguishing
landmarks along the coast are mostly mountain peaks, capes and lighthouses.
The Albanian coast is connected with the inner side of the country through narrow canyons and bays,
which are directed to the most important centers of Albania.
The coast is surrounded by a range of hills, which from the coast to inside the territory, close their
valley or pass parallel to the coast of which the most important are those of Skanderbeg (Rodon),
Durres, Selita, Treport and ridge Karaburun. In addition, several rivers run through the coast generally
flowing from east to west, dividing the territory of the Republic of Albania in parts. The most
important rivers flowing into the sea are: Vjosa, Shkumbini, Mati, Drini and Buna. These rivers in
general form deltas in their mouths.
Depths, landscape and sea bottom.
Overall Adriatic Sea is the shallowest of all other seas in the Mediterranean basin. Only in the south
part, in the Strait of Otranto depth exceedes 1000 m.
The seabed along the Albanian coast is almost flat. Depths from the coast gradually increase towards
the sea. Isobath 100 m runs 5-23 miles offshore, and depth 800-1000 m is at a distance of 37 nautical
miles off the coast.
The Ionian Sea is deeper and due to the mountainous coast, deep depths are just near the coast. Isobath
100 m passes at a distance of no more than 1-3 miles off the coast and in some areas is almost adjacent
to the coast.
1

Chart catalogs of respective countries. (Noted by the authors).
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In the distance about 25 miles from land, the depths increase significantly up to 900-1000 m. Further
seabed is almost flat. Deepest depth in the Ionian Sea (4023 m) is located 17-18 miles southwest of the
island Zakinth. Water has great clarity and a dark blue color.
The bottom, in general, is made of sand and silt, in some places there is clay and stones. In the open sea
seabed is composed of dun and yellow clay.
Terrestrial magnetism. Magnetic variation in the Adriatic Sea, in the lower part of the Albanian coast,
for 2015 is calculated to be 3.79° E. Annual change is approximately 0.10 0 E, (increasing). Direction of
isogonal lines is meridional. No magnetic anomalies are observed in Adriatic sea.
In addition to annual changes, magnetic change undergoes daily changes too. This change in a summer
day is about 0°,17 ÷ 0°,25, while in winter is about 0°,07 ÷ 0°,1. Larger eastern (increasing) magnetic
change to the compass occurs during 07:00-09:00 hours, while a western (decrease) change occurs
during 13:00-16:00 hours.
In addition to periodical daily magnetic changes, non-periodical changes are also present, like magnetic
disturbances or magnetic storms. During a year from 1-5 up to 30-40 magnetic storms are observed. As
a rule, the magnitude of magnetic storms in the Adriatic Sea does not exceed more than 1°. 70% of all
magnetic storms are smaller than 0°,5 and 10% of them reach up to 2°.
Horizontal intensity (H) varies from 219 milioersted in the western part of the sea up to 250 milioersted
in the southeastern part of it.
Navigational tools and equipment. In general, the Adriatic and the Ionian Seas coast, including the
Albanian coast, have a network of developed coastal navigational tools. In capes and the islands
various lighthouses are built, serving for the safety of navigation at sea and for a safe approaching to
the major harbors, day and night. Navigational dangers located near the route and recommended
courses for entering in ports, as a rule are marked with buoys and marks. In addition, on the Italian and
Greek coasts other radio technical tools like radio beacons and aero radio beacons are available.
Ports and roadsteads. As in all of the Adriatic and the Ionian Sea coast, the Albanian coast has a
series of large and small ports that play an important role in Albania's economy.
The largest port is the port of Durres and the second large one is port of Vlore. In addition, in the
Albanian coast there are four ports with economic importance such as Saranda, Himara, Portoromano
and Shengjin.
Along the coast there are a series of bays and roadsteads where ships can be protected from wind and
strong ripple. Such bays are: bay of Saranda, Panorma (Palermo), Vlora, Durres, Lalezit and bay of
Drini.
Repair and sypply capabilities. At the present, repair and shipbuilding capabilities are availbale only
at the Pashaliman Naval Shipyard. In this shipyard are built new ships up to 250 GT. Repair work and
hull maintenance of ships up to 250 GT is carried out. Different maintenance of deck, radio navigation,
radio location, engine etc can be done. Repairs without drydocking can be done in all the Albanian
8

ports, through authorised private contractors. In all Albanian ports ships can be supplied with sufficient
amounts of potable water, fuel, oil and food
Pilot service. Pilotage is mandatory for all foreign ships entering Albanian ports. Calling of pilot is
done by means of the International Code of Signals .
Communication. Ports of Durres, Porto Romano, Vlora, Saranda, Shengjin and Himara connect
Albanian coast with the main and most important ports of Adriatic, Mediterranean ports and other
regions of the world through regular commercial, passenger and tourist shipping.
Coastal navigation carried out by means of motorboats, small boats and touristic boats has a great
importance to Albania's economy. Albanian rivers are not navigable exept river Buna in which small
local boats navigate.
The coastal area is crossed by a series of roadways, which pass parallel to the coast and by the
roadways that go from the coast deep into the country. An important roadway that runs throughout the
coastal area is one which connects the most important economical cities of Shkodra, Tirana, Durres,
Vlora, Saranda and Durres –Kukes.
In addition to motorways, railways run through the whole low coastal area and most importantly is the
one that connects the cities of Shkodra - Tirana - Durres -Vlore. Through communication node located
in Rrogozhinë, this railway is connected with the railway Rrogozhinë - Elbasan – Pogradec.
Telecom and mail is widely developed . All coastal residential centers have electronic and telephone
communication link between them as with Europe and the world . Major coastal cities are Durres with
300000 inhabitants, Vlora with 250000 inhabitants, Saranda with 30000 inhabitants, Himara with 5496
inhabitants and Shëngjin with 8,000 inhabitants (as of 2013).
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METEOROLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Climate and weather.
The region is located in the subtropical area with a Mediterranean -Atlantic climate, which is
characterized by a moderately warm rainy winter and a dry, clear (cloudy scarce) and hot summer.
The main factors that determine the climate and weather in the Ionian and Adriatic Seas are seasonal
changes in the distribution of atmospheric pressure over the Mediterranean and the neighboring regions
of the continent. Crossings frequent cyclones during the winter and the protection of the seas from the
east and the northeastern mountains and surrounding land relief.
Ionian Sea coast to mountains that prevent the penetration of air masses from the north and relatively
high temperature of water are the main reasons of too warm climate for such geographical latitude .
Winter is the time of volatile, cloudy, heavy precipitation and a significant temperature change during
the change of the winds, especially during the transition to the north winds. Passage of cold fronts
associated, as a rule, with strong winds, storms, rain or snow. Rainfall usually fall in the form of rain
and sometimes snow, frosts are rare.
In summer cyclonic activity is virtually absent, therefore prevails stable weather, clear and no
precipitation, fog, and high air temperature.
Autumn begins in October, when the air temperature falls rapidly, wind (named briza) sustainability
breaks and cloudy weather and rainfall increase.
Factors that act more forcefully to the formation of the meteorological conditions of the sea are the
conditions of general circulation of the atmosphere, the intensity of which is determined by the location
and interactive character of baric centers of the atmosphere, especially anticyclone and the Azores
High, the Euro-Asian winter anticyclone and summer depressions centered on the Sahara desert and
Asia Minor. Change of the intensity and location of the baric field causes changes in terms of the
movement of air masses, roads of cyclones and associated to them, weather conditions in different
seasons of the year.
During the winter season (October to April) on the southern coast of the Mediterranean Sea lies an
extension of the Azores High anticyclone, to the north lies the extension of Siberian anticyclone and
over the sea takes form an area of low pressure centered in the region of Corsica and Sardinia, the
Adriatic Sea and in the southeast of the island of Cyprus. The average pressure is about 1016-1018 mb.
During summer the extension of the Azores High maximum (anticyclone) turns north of the Azores. On
Saudi, Iran and Afghanistan at this time establishes a wide depression. Concerning them the polar front
lies to the north of parallel 45° N. Roads of cyclones that develop in polar front, go north thus not
capturing regions we are describing, which creates good conditions for anticyclonal weather (cloudless
sky, North winds without rain, no fog, etc.) that characterize the summer season of the year. The main
types of air masses that determine weather conditions in these regions are polar tropical air. Polar mass
prevails mainly in winter, while in summer tropical mass prevails. In addition, Mediterranean Sea is the
source of the formation of another particular mass, a certain "Mediterranean air mass", which is formed
over the meeting of cold air, coming from the north and warm air coming from the south.
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This Mediterranean air mass has the characteristic features of having the same physical characteristics,
increased humidity and high air temperature. In winter a major role in the formation of cyclones warm
sectors is played by tropikal continental air and on rare occasions the arctic air that enters the
Mediterranean Sea through the Balkan peninsula, not excluding any polar air entry through France. In
summer, in addition to marine-tropical air, a significant weather change is caused by tropical
continental air, which prevails mainly in the eastern part of the region. Tropical sea air currents have a
powerful peak development which passes easely over the mountains that surround the sea and
penetrates into the Mediterranean at the time that the air, which is formed in the area of Euro-Asian
anticyclone, because of his power peak, enters in sea only through narrow passages between the Alps
and the Pyrenees, as well as through the Alps and the Balkans and as the consequence of this, its action
extends over relatively small areas.
The annual performance of pressure in specific regions of the sea is different and related to the
relocation of the main baric centers. However overall pressure increase is observed during the cold
season and its reducing during the warm period of the year.
As stated above, in winter on the sea, low-pressure area centered over Corsica and Sardinia is formed,
with an averages 1016 to 1018 mb. In other regions pressure is likely higher in between 1016mb to
1018mb.
Average air pressure at sea level in mb. Monthly average lowest pressure in the Albanian coast is
noted in July (1012.5), while the highest value is observed in October (1,017.0). In warm period of the
year, thanks to the formation of the low pressure area over Middle Asia and the displacement of
anticyclone of the Azores in the Atlantic, the pressure decreases as a whole from the west to the east
and rolls at an average of 1,018 mb in port of Messina up to 1012 mb on the island of Corfu (July).
In the Adriatic Sea the following weather types are noted:
1. Weather type Murlani or otherwise called the anticyclonal "Bora". It is mostly cloudless dry, highpressure and average cold weather. This type of weather happens when on Central Europe lies high
pressure area. During this time in the coastal regions strong winds called murlani are observed. This
wind in the Adriatic basin is known as "snow". It weakens away from the coast. Murlani is mainly
characteristic for the cold season of the year, when it may take 2-3 weeks.
2. Murlani “Bora”weather type is characterized by strong winds and continuous from north to east.
Weather is most cloudy and rainy, in winter it is cold and it snows. Before this type of weather starts,
the atmospheric pressure decreases, the sky during this time coveres with Altostratus (As) clouds,
moving from the southwest. In the western part of the Mediterranean Sea an area of low pressure
forms.
3. Weather type Shiroku “Scirocco” anticyclonal is characterized by winds of the south and southeast,
the sky without clouds or sometimes Cirrocumulus(Cc) or Altostratus (As). Precipitation is very rare.
This type of weather is conditioned by the interaction between the intense pressure area, located in the
northwestern part of Europe, which usually stays there for a long time and high-pressure area to the
south or southeast Europe. This kind of time is observed more in the spring, early summer and autumn.
4. Weather type Shiroku “Scirocco” cyclonal is characterized by average fresh winds from the eastsoutheast to south-east, which sometimes reach storm strength, cloudy dense and low and sometimes
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with strong rain. Before the start of this period usually Cirrostratus (Cs) clouds gathering is observed to
the west and northwest. Typical of this weather are disintegrating rain clouds (Fnb), moving from south
and southeast. Clouds of the high altitude after thickening, start moving down and turning to Nimbus
(Nb), then the rain starts. During this time the atmospheric pressure falls more rapidly, which indicates
that this time this type does not last long.
Weather type of Shiroku “Scirocco” cyclonal is conditioned by interaction between high-pressure area
located over the northwestern part of Europe and the low pressure area located over the western part of
the Mediterranean Sea with the center on the Ligurian Sea and its extension over Europe Central.
5. Weather type of southwestern and south winds is characterized by rich precipitation in mountainous
coasts, from low atmospheric pressure and the strong waves of the sea. Before starting of this type of
weather, atmospheric pressure reduces obviously. In the southeast horizon, low cloud precipitation with
a very defined bottom limits forms and latter on it changes to thick clouds.
6. Weather type of northwest winds, as a rule is better, clear and associated with lower temperatures. In
winter this time can stand for several days. In the summer time the northwest winds may change the
time type Shiroku “Scirocco”. In this case it is accompanied by lightning but does not last long.
Weather type of northwest winds is conditioned by low pressure area, placed on the Balkan peninsula
and by shifting to the southeast of the high-pressure area located northwest of the Adriatic Sea. The
annual average temperature of the lower Adriatic, including the northern part of the Ionian, rolls around
17-18° C. Differences between the average temperature of the coldest month and the warmest of the
year usually does not exceed 20 ° C.
Throughout the territory of the Republic of Albania including the coastal zones as well, the coldest
month is January. Temperatures below 0 ° C on the coast are rarely observed. The month of July seems
to be the hottest month of the year, although it should be noted that the difference between air
temperature in August and July is very small. And other distinguishing characteristic is that spring is
more cold than autumn.
Winter goes from December to February, but the coldest month is January, often also February.
Monthly average temperature for this period is 3-11°C. Lower temperature reaches 1-0°C, but in
exceptional cases may fall to -7°C.
Spring is short (March-April). Since the end of March begins the increase of the temperature, and in
April its average values reach 13-14°C. In spring the temperature can rise to 24°C and drop to negative
values (below zero), mainly in March.
Summer is the longest season of the year. It begins in late April and continues until September. The
average monthly air temperature in July is 26°C. The highest temperature of 42°C has been observed at
different locations along the coast in August. Fall starts in October, when the air temperature decreases
sharply to 18°C. In November it does not exceed 13°C. Sometimes it happens that November air
temperature goes down to 0°C. The air temperature above the sea is approximately 3°C, higher than on
the ground (January). In spring, temperatures are equivalent, while in summer the air over the sea is
more fresh than on earth. Greater humidity is in winter from November to February period (70-80%),
but less in the spring and summer (50-70%). During the day it is much less than at night. Moisture
regime is associated significantly with the wind direction, when for example dry wind shiroku blows,
the humidity usually falls sharply.
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Winds and storms. The regime of winds in the Ionian Sea is diverse and is determined by the
character of the distribution of air pressure and physical and geographical features of the coast.
In summer the pressure on the sea in general is higher than on land, so in this season sea winds from
the west and northwest directions prevail. In winter the air pressure is higher on land than on sea.
Regarding this, winds from the ground, which have mainly north and northeast direction prevail. Wind
named “bora - snow” is observed and cyclonal activity develops.
During transitional periods, wind are so many. Often at this time the south wind Shiroku “Scirocco”
blows. The speed of the winds in winter reaches a large force, especially during the passage of cyclones
and when wind Murlani “Bora” blows.
Wind Shiroku “Scirocco” that blows in the region, is an continental-tropical air current, with high
temperatures in summer and average temperatures during winter. Causes that create the wind are
related to cyclones relocating over the Mediterranean, warm sector of which is filled with air formed on
the African desert. Shiroku is born in the deserts of Africa, Palestine and Syria and mainly blows in
spring and summer. Shiroku wind is two types: dry and wet.
When dry Shiroku blows, it brings a lot of dust in the air, with very high temperatures and very low
relative humidity, which sometimes does not exceed 5%.
In summer, when dry wind shiroku blows, the temperature often reaches 40-30°C.
Wet wind shiroku could be rainy or dry. When wet wind shiroku without rain blows, the sky during day
is clear, and at night it coveres with lower altitudes clouds and large dew drops. When wet wind
Shiroku with rain blows, weather is cloudy and mild rains incessantly for a long time. Atmospheric
pressure drops since before shiroku starts. During winter wet Shiroku may reach storm strength,
causing rippling sea and last several days.
Dominant local winds in the region are poor up to average wind strenght force 2 to3 (in the region of
Saranda strength force 1 to 2).
Stronger winds blow ranging from November to April, but especially in December to January.
During summer more dominant are sea brize blowing from the southwest or northwest and the land
breze from the coast.
Cyclones in the Mediterranean are frequent and come from the Atlantic, but they can also develop,
especially on the Ionian and Tyrrhenian Sea. As a rule they move from west to east as follows:
1. Bay of Genoa - Tyrrhenian Sea - the Strait of Messina - The island of Crete and Cyprus (spring-fall);
2. Bay of Genoa-northern Adriatic and Croatia (spring autumn);
3. northern Adriatic - Strait of Otranto - Ionian Sea - Levant (autumn) or straight of Otranto -Ballkan Aegean (winter - spring).
The speed of the cyclone could reach 50 km/h, that is to say that from Gibraltar to Asia Minor can do 5
to7 days, but sometimes cyclone hinders 2 to 3 days in the Bay of Genoa, so that its passing lasts 7 to10
days. During the approaching storm, north winds cease and southern winds commence, the sky gets
covered with clouds and it rains, sometimes very dense.
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Southern winds last about two days and when many cyclones transfer or when the cyclone moves
slowly winds can last 3 to 4 days. When the cyclone moves further east, south winds cease and the
north winds commence again. In the Adriatic in general the northern and northeast winds dominate
(about 60% per month), and in the southwestern part of the Adriatic, northeast winds dominate at about
30 to 36% and those of the southeast at about 18-24%.
Northwest winter winds often become stronger and take the name Murlani or "Bora" which is dry and
very strong wind blowing in the Adriatic and Dinaric Alps. Murlani usually blows with great strenght
and can reach speeds up to 40 m/sec and last from several days to several weeks.
Strong Murlani causes great rise of high seas, posing a danger to ships staying in open ports to this
wind. As a rule, Murlani strengthens in the morning and evening and during night it weakens. In the
southern part of the sea it undergoes a significant weakening. In winter, due to the transfer of cyclones,
northeast and northwest winds are often replaced by south winds. In southern Adriatic during the
winter calm weather is no more than 5% of the time.
In spring winds regime it is quite mixed, but more common are the southeast winds (around 25-30%).
Also, as in winter it has a little calm weather.
In the summer offshore more common are north and northwest winds (about 20-40%).
Northeast winds in summer, which are called "borina", are weaker than murreri, but sometimes these
blow with great force. "Borina" lasts no more than 3 days and at the time it blows, the sky is clear. In
the fall direction of the wind is very unstable, but again most often are northeast or southeast winds,
frequency of which is 20-30%. In addition to these winds in the port of Durres north wind is quite
frequent.
Annual average speed is about 3m / sec.
Storms are observed mainly in the northern regions of the sea, where winds like Bora acts (Murlani). In
Albania coastal regions, particularly in Durres, the storm is about 2 to 4 days per month during the
period from May to September. In the summer usually they are short, mainly from directions northeast,
north and northwest. To the bay of Vlora southern (southeast) winds are more present.
Fog and visibility. Offshore fog is very rare. It mainly observed in the coastal areas.
But at sea and especially in the coastal zone, there is a fine mist in the form of smoke, which limits
visibility quite, especially the first half of the day. During the year, fog is more often observed from
October to April, but the average number of days with fog is not more than two per year. Fog and
visibility are associated with winds. For example Shiroku is accompanied with fog especially in the
early morning hours. Over the seas surface throughout the year prevails a good visibility (over 10
miles), especially in the warm season of the year. In winter the distance of horizontal visibility,
compared with other seasons, is less. On the coast dominates a 2 to 5 mile visibility for almost 50% of
the time. Visibility over 10 miles is observed only during the weather without or with few clouds when
the north winds blow.
In these special cases mountain peaks as that of Cika etc., may appear up to 50 miles or more.
Horizontal visibility distance under 2 miles is observed in regions of the ports and industrial centers
during the early morning hours when the visibility of under 0.5 miles reaches 50% of the time.
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In the spring of visibility range increases, while in the summer anywhere it is over 5 miles. In the
autumn due to frequent rainfall, dense fog and low stratus cloudiness, visibility deteriorates.
Cloud and precipitation. In the Ionian and the south Adriatic seas cloud cover increases in winter and
decreases in summer. Their average monthly value in winter is 4 to 5 tenths of the surface of the sky,
and up to 1 to 3 tenths in the summer (July and August). (Number of fine days per year on average is
120-130). In July-August there are up to 25 fine weather days per month. For winter is characteristic
changing shapes of clouds, associated with the relocation of cyclonal fronts.
Increasing of clouds begins in October. On average there is an estimation of around 9-15 cloudy days
in a month. The average amount of precipitation is about 700 mm per year. Most of the rainfall occur in
October-December (monthly average is about 60-90 mm). Smaller amount of precipitation occurs in
July, about 13-15 mm. In summer precipitation is characterized by short heavy rains. Snow rarely
occurs and in the coast it last very short.
Special meteorological phenomena. In Albanian coast, there is a special phenomenon, most often
when the weather is calm; horizon rises and objects that are usually hidden behind the horizon can be
seen. These objects rise up. This phenomenon, also called mirage, occurs when the boundary layers of
the atmosphere density of the airchanges, ie atmospheric layers that meet the sea become much more
dense than the layers which are higher. In these cases, the visibility is good.
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HYDROLOGICAL DESCRIPTION (OCEANOGRAPHIC)
Hydrological regime on the Albanian coast is determined by flow of waters within the Mediterranean
Sea, that is associated with the regime of the latter. It is also affected by geographical position, the
northwest extent of the Adriatic, the great depth change between southeastern and southwestern part of
the sea, coastal refraction and the climatic conditions of the region.
Hydrological regime of the sea is characteristic of high water temperature, salinity, high density,
insignificant level change, poor rainfall and no major repetition strong ripple.
Average and extreme seasonality surface water temperatures, in Celcius degree centigrade
Surface temperature of the sea water rises mainly from north to south and from west to east. The lowest
temperature is observed in the month of December to February, when the average temperature is
around 15 ° C in the Saranda region, while in going north reduces. In May the average temperature
reaches approximately 19 ° C. In July, August reaches higher temperatures and rolling at 23-25 ° C.
During these months the temperature distribution is in contrary in comparison with that of winter. In
the autumn months the water temperature at the sea surface decreases and during October-November it
reaches about 16-17 ° C. Seasonal water temperature change mainly occurs to depths of 200-250 m.
Below it remains constant (around 13 ° C).
High rate of evaporation and few rivers flowing in, like in all the Mediteranean sea, salinity in Adriatic
and Ioninan sea is higher than in Atlantic oqean. During the year salinity is 37-39 0/00. Salinity is
higher in the southern part of the sea. Along the coast, lower salinity rate is observed during the winter
and higher during the summer months, depending on precipitations and river water flow and
evaporation. Highest salinity levels are measured just before autumn. Lowest salinity levels are around
30 0/00 and highest levels reach 39 0/00. During the year, in Durres it changes from 35,80 0/00 up to 38,80
0
/00 having its minimum in January and the maximum in October. Average salinity level in Durres is
about 37,30 0/00 to 37,50 0/00. The same numbers are valid for Vlora having a change of 0,7 0/00 from
that of Durrës.
In the bays of Durres and Vlora salinity changes gradually with depth because the lack of water flow
from rivers. So during the summer measurements in surface have shown 38,06 0/00 and 38.68 0/00 at
depth of15-20 m. In the bay of Lalzi, salinity in surface is 37.07 0/00 and 38.48 0/00 at the depthof 35 m.
It is understanable that salinity chages during the year but the average salinity in Adriatic and Ionian
seas is from 31.5 0/00 to 38 0/00.
Higher density of surface sea water is in winter (October - March) and varies 1.026-1.030. During
summer (Aprill - September) surface sea water density decreases up to 1.025-1.026.
(Check scematics) Tide in Adriatic and Ionian seas, Albanian coast.
Level change and tide
Level change in the Adriatic and Ionian seas is not large and is caused mainly under the action of the
force of the tides and winds. Tides in the Albanian Adriatic coast are mostly irregular semidiurnal and
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in Ionian sea regular semidiurnal, but the tidal range in Albanian coast is small having an average value
of about 0.2-0.4 m.
High and low water sometimes may start before the wind blows. This fenomenon may serve for
weather prediction causes. In strait of Corfu, South winds may cause a rise of the level of water up to
1.2 meters. South winds rise the water level in northern bays of the coast, while the northern winds
push the water causing coastal wetlands dry.
Highest levels of water (average and maximal) in the coastal area are observed during November and
December. On the other hand lowest levels of water happen during July and August. Seasonly there
are high levels of water during autumn and winter and low levels of water during spring and summer.
High levels are observed during the action of particularly dense southern winds, which in Albanian
coast have high speed and long duration. These winds "compress" the amount water on the shore,
causing a significant increase in sea level. The opposite happens with the winds that blow from land to
sea, which "push” the water mass towards the sea, causing a low water.
Higher levels in Shëngjin are justified by the position of Shengjin itself with respect to winds that blow
from the south with high speed and long duration.
Currents. In the Adriatic sea a continuous tidal and wind caused slow current is observed. (See chart)
Superficial currents in the Adriatic and Ionian seas.
Currents in Albanian coast circulate counter clockwise direction which is the continuation of the
overall turnover of the waters of the Ionian Sea. The waters of the sea, entering the Adriatic on the east
side of the Strait of Otranto, condition northwestern coastal course. This flow continues over the
northeastern coast of the sea to the Croation islands of Lastovoand Mlet, turns to the west and
continues partly in Dalmatia. From northwestern coastal streams, in the region of the islands of Lastovo
and Mlet, a branch seperates and heads toward the islands of Pelagruzha and Cape Testa del Gargano,
where it joins the southeast flow by increasing it. After spinning of the southwest in the northern part of
the sea, coastal flow continues along the southwest coast towards southeast.
When approaching the Strait of Otranto, in the region of Brindisi, coastal southeast current heads
eastward and joins the northwestern coastal current, thus closing water circulation of the Adriatic Sea.
But the main part of coastal southeast current continues southward and enters the Ionian Sea.
Continues coastal current speed is variable and depends heavily on winds and seasons, limping on
average about 0.4-0.6 knots. In summer it is slower. The speed of curretn in Ionian Sea, moving
northward along the Greek coast, is faster than in the Adriatic, but usually does not exceed 0.5-0.7
knots. When strong winds blow southeast and especially after western winds, the speed of the flow
increases significantly.
In the Strait of Corfu there is a southern current, the speed of which, due to southern winds, reduces
and changes direction.
Current which has a tidal character in the Adriatic and Ionian seas, as a general rule are semidiurnal
and their speed increases with the increase of latitude, but rarely reaches 1 knots speed.
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Currents caused by the winds can be strong enough, particularly when winds are strong, in which case
they are long-lasting and converge with the general direction of flow. Usually winds are temporary, but
when the winds are steady and strong, a new current may be created, the speed of which in some cases
can reach up to 2 knots.
After the break of a 2-3 day in one direction blowing wind, an opposite current may be bord in respect
to the previous current because water pushed downwind returns back.
Waves. Waves that observed in the coastal area of Albania are mainly formed in open waters of the
Adriatic and Ionian Seas. In those areas of the coast that are more or less protected from the impact of
the waves of the open sea, such as bays of Saranda, Vlora, Durres, etc., most often observed waves are
caused by the wind, capillary or wind waves, swell generally penetrates with difficulty. The opposite
happens in the open area of the coast, where swell is a common type of wave.. While in bays of Vlora,
Durres, Saranda Shengjini waves types prevailing are those of wind, in open areas as Treport swell is
met more often. Furthermore ripples are usually observed.
The direction of the waves in the coastal area of Albania depends primarily on the direction of the
wind, on bathymetry and the configuration of the sea coast line.
Bays of Saranda and Vlora are in general protected while high waves are more present in open coast
(Cape Treporti). Directions are southwestern and western dominant, southwesteren winds being more
strong, they also cause higher swell.
As a general rule, the maximum wave height is around 3.5 m, while in the open coast height of waves
may reach up to 4.0 to 4.5 m and 70-80 m length.
Water visibility and color
Water visibility in Adriatic and Ionina seas near the coast of the Republic of Albania is 20-40 m. Along
the coast it comes being reduced. Water color is characterized by shades of blue.
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CHAPTER II
GENERAL NAVIGATION RULES
NAUTICAL DOCUMENTS AND THEIR CORRECTION
Nautical documents are the set of charts dhe publications related to them, needed for a safe navigation.
All ships are obliged to have general and specific charts, notices to mariners and every other
publication and navigation instruction neede for a safe cruise.
All these publications must have been published by the authorized state body, must be in force and
updated in the manner prescribed.
The main official documentation issued by Hydrographic Services are:
Nautical charts. Are navigational geographical charts published by the authorized state body, usually
the Mercator projections, in which necesary information and elements for the conduct of a safev sailing
is shown. Those charts show but are not limited to bathymetric information, navigational dangers,
orientation and reference points for the day and night, announcements, restricted areas etc. (See
International Map 1 INT for the symbology).
Nautical charts, based on the usage can be grouped into:
1. General chart small-scale (<1: 500,000);
2. Coastal navigation chart, with average scale (between 1: 500,000 and 1: 150,000);
3. Chart of ports and bays with large scale (> 1: 150,000).
Sailing Directions. Are additional documents to nautical charts. They contain all the information that
could not be included in the nautical chart, in particular it describes the coast as anavigator views it
from the sea.
Sailing Directions gives the following information for a specific geographic area:
1. Information of a general character;
2. Information in the form of tables, associated with existing services in ports or along the coast
described in;
3. Description of the coast in the vertical aspect and orientation of the reference points on the
navigational dangers, mooring and anchoring areas and harbours. Regarding the hoarbour there you
may find a brief summary, where appropriate, of harbour rules applicable and in force. Information and
description of the coast is filled with photos of the points with navigational importance.
List of Lighthouses and Lanterns. It is connected with the publication of nautical charts, describes all
marine signaling (lighthouses, lanterns, buoys with lighting or not, fog signals, platforms at sea) at sea,
coast or ports. For each signal are shown position, the characteristics of the structure (shape, color,
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height, etc.), the characteristics of light or acoustic that are needed in order to be recognized from the
sea.
Updating of the nautical documentation. Ships are obliged by law to have on board as an official
document, marine maps and their complementary publications issued by the authorized state body, and
to have them systematically updated.
Updating of nautical charts has a vital importance to the safety and engages mostly hydrographic
services and users as the situation presented in hydrographic and topographic maps and nautical
documents is ongoing, especially in ports and in their vicinity. Frequent changes occur temporary or
definitive, particularly in marine signaling. For this reason, the safety of navigation and life at sea
depends on the distribution of notices in the fastest possible time but also from users seriousness and
professionalism.
Ships at sea which determine the existence of a navigational danger not yet noticed, despite the duty to
alert other ships in time, they also must inform the state officials (hydrographic services) which mainly
relays on notices and information from navigators and sailors while fullfilling the task of updating the
maps and nautical documents.
From the standpoint of updating, nautical documents fall into two categories:
1. Documents systematically updated;
2. Documents that accidentally update.
The first category includes nautical charts, sailing directions, list of lighthouses andlanterns, notices to
mariners while all others fall into the second category.
MARITIME LAW
The legal regime of the sea, in the form that we know currently, originated from the Convention on the
Law of the Sea UN UNCLOS (United Nations Convention On The Law of the Sea), issued by the
Third Conference on the Law of the Sea , started in New York in 1973 and concluded in Montego Bay
(Jamaica) in 1982. Albania acceded the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III) in 1990,
when by the Law Nr.7366, dated 03/24/1990 amended the Law Nr.4650, dated 03.09.1970 "On the
border of the People's Republic of Albania" and ratified the Convention by the Law Nr.9055, dated
24.04.2003 "On accession of the Republic of Albania in the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea ".
The Convention entered into force on December 16, 1994, a year later the UN deposit of the 60th
instrument of ratification for countries which have acceded or ratified it, among them Albania.
Current Sea Convention takes a different legal regime depending on its geographical position toward
land. Albanian maritime space divided as follows:
1. Territorial waters,
2. Internal maritime waters,
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3. Contiguous zone,
4. Continental shelf,
5. Exclusive Economical Zone (EEZ).
1. Territorial waters, are composed of areas of the sea that can not exceed width of 12 nautical miles,
measured from baseline at the low tide or (when allowed by the physical configuration of the coast
also) from the stright baselines. In this area the coastal state sovereignty is total, except the right of
third parties to innocent passage. Regarding Republic of Albania, territorial waters include the area of
the Adriatic and the Ionian Sea that lies in its coast to a width of 12 nautical miles (equivalent to 22 km
224 m) from the sea shore and in bays, from the straight line that connects the two points that define
natural breast entry. In the Corfu channel the border line passes in the middle of the channel.
Albania claims a limit of 12 miles, using straight baselines for both its territorial waters and fisheries
jurisdiction. In the Corfu channel the border line passes in the middle of the channel.
2. Internal waters are an integral part of the territory of the State, consisting of rivers, lakes and waters
included within the baselines (straight or physical). In 2012 was the return of a base straight line to
Albania by Law 60/2012 dated 25 April 2012 while maintaining straight line according to Law no.
8771, dated 19.04.2001 "On the state border of the Republic of Albania". Through this amendment was
reinstated, only Article 3 of Law 8771, dated 19.04.2001.
Restoring a straight-line basis Albania became Law 60/2012 dated 25 April 2012, the law which guards
the basic right stipulated in Law no. 8771, dated 19.04.2001 "On the state border of the Republic of
Albania". Through this amendment was reinstated, only Article 3 of Law 8771, dated 19.04.2001
Article 3
Territorial waters and internal waters
1) Territorial waters of the Republic of Albania extend all the coast, in a width of 12 nautical miles,
starting from the basic straight line that runs from Cape Rodon (Muzhi), Cape Palla, Cape Lagji (Castle
of Turra), mouth of Seman, mouth of Vjosa, western coast of Sazan Island, Cape Gjuhezes and Grama
bay, and then between the Albanian coast and islands of the Hellenic Republic up through the Corfu
Channel. The width of the territorial waters from mouth of Buna to Cape Rodoni extends up to the
Albanian - Yugoslav (Montenegro) border.
2) Internal waters of the Republic of Albania are the waters of the Adriatic Sea and the Ionian Sea that
lie within a straight-line basis that permeates mouth of Buna river, capes referred to in paragraph 1 of
this Article and a base straight-line that crosses Cape of Grama bay, the cape of Porto Palermo bay,
Cape Qefali, Cape of Saranda and hence waters of border lakes and rivers inside borderline.
3. Contiguous Zone is adjacent area and the outside of the territorial waters, the width of which does
not exceed 24 miles measured from the baselines, in which the state exercises the right to prevent the
violation of the laws thereof. This area should be declared by the coastal state. Republic of Albania
exercises its full sovereignty over the territorial sea and the internal waters, on the air space above and
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the seabed below according to the applicable laws and rules of the "International Law", recognised by
the Albanian state. This zone known as "contiguous zone” is a stretch of 24 miles from the basic line or
12 miles from the territorial sea. In this area the State has a right to prevent and protect the laws
established by the state (which still must conform to International Law), including the prohibition of
abusive recovery of archaeological objects from the seabed.
Innocent passage. Ships of all states enjoy the right of innocent passage in the territorial waters of
another country but the aircraft did not enjoy such a right.
Passage is considered innocent interim it is uninterrupted and immediate, not prejudicial to peace, good
order and national security.
For the implementation of these international legal norms Albania has legislated its own laws which
determine that: non-combat foreign vessels are allowed to sail in the territorial waters of the Republic
of Albania, while in Corfu channel should pass through its middle. For foreign warships it is allowed to
sail in Albanian territorial waters only by a decision of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of
Albania, except when there is breakdown or a sinking hazard.
Foreign vessels while innocent passage through Albanian territorial waters must fly their state flag and
comply with international regulations to prevent collision of ships at sea.
The right of sheltering the ship is one of the norms of international law. According to this right foreign
vessels are permitted to search shleter in the open ports or other costal suitable areas (allowed for
shelter) without permission, respecting the rules established by the coastal State and the notification to
the Master nearest.
Under the Albanian legislation, foreign noncombat vessels during navigation in the territorial waters of
Albania, in the case of damaged or risk of sinking, have the right to shelter in one of the open ports
(Durres, Vlora, Saranda, Limion, Shëngjin) and in bays allowed for shelter (anchorage area of Rodon
and the northen part of the bay of Lalsit) without committing unlawful acts. Entry and passage of
foreign warships in Albanian territorial waters is allowed only with the approval of the Council of
Ministers of the Republic of Albania and in accordance with the norms of International Law.
4. Continental Shelf
Definition of the continental shelf. Natural underwater landmass of the the continent and
complementary part of the territory of the coastal State, where the latter has sovereign rights for the
purpose of exploration and exploitation of its natural resources up to a maximum distance of 350 miles
from baseline. The coastal State is not obliged to officially declared, but must justify the outer limit
when exceeding a distance of 200 miles from the baseline, by submitting the proper documentation
before a committee of the UN set up for this purpose.
The right of the coastal State over the continental shelf:
a. Coastal State exercises over the continental shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of exploration and
exploitation of its natural resources.
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b. The rights referred to in paragraph 1 are exclusive in the sense that if the coastal State does not
explores the continental shelf or exploits its natural resources, no one may undertake these activities
without the express consent of the coastal State.
c. The rightsof the coastal state over the continental shelf do not depend on effective occupation or
notions, or by any proclamation expressed.
d. Natural resources referred to in this part consist of the mineral and other non living seabed and
underwater resources, together with living organisms belonging to species sediment that is to say,
organisms which, at the time of the collection, or are stationary, or below the seabed, or they are
impossible to move in constant physical contact with the seabed or underwater.
Albania has a delimitation agreement of the continental shelf with Italy. On 18 December 1992 the
agreement on the delimitation of the continental shelf with Italy was signed. The agreement was
reached on the middle line calculated from the baseline provided by Decree no. 4650 dated 03.09.1970
"On the border of RPSSH"
The agreement was ratified by the Italian Parliament with Law no. 147 dated April 12, 1995 and
entered into force on 26 February 1999. Also, the Albanian Parliament has ratified the agreement by
the Law no. 7685, dated March 15, 1993 and enacted by the President of the Republic Decree no. 500,
dated 26 March 1993. For the Albanian side agreement entered into force on 15 March 1993.
Of the 17 coordinates of the delimitation of the shelf, extreme coordinates no. 1 (north) and no. 17
(south) are open. Closing and their determination will be made later by the tripartite agreement, which
will include two other interested countries bordering Albania, Montenegro respectively in the north and
Greece in the south.
5. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and external adjacent to the territorial sea, the width of which
does not exceed 200 miles measured from the baseline. In which the coastal state has sovereign rights
over the research and exploitation of natural resources, water, bedding or under the seabed and airspace
over the sea. EEA should be declared; in the absence of which, no State or entity is authorized to
prevail over the rights of the coastal State.
The right of hot pursuit at sea is the norm of international law expressed in the "Convention on the high
seas" of 1958. Under this convention warships are allowed to follow, stop and escort to the nearest port
foreign noncombat ships if they break the rules and laws set by the coastal State to allow the passage of
ships in its territorial waters. If a vessel violates the regime of navigation in Albanian territorial waters
taken, immediate measures are taken for verification, stopping, forcing out of territorial water or for
escorting to the nearest open port and hand it over to Harbour Master or investigative bodies. Hot
pursuit in Albania is applied to the limit of the territorial waters of neighboring states and is terminated
when the offender enters these waters, but in case of an agreement or permission from respective
authorities, hot pursuit can continue in these waters.
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SUMMARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS FOR PREVENTING COLLISIONS
OF SHIPS AT SEA (COLREG 72/81).
International rules to prevent collision of ships at sea (COLREG) elaborated in London in October
1972 and amended by the IMO through Resolution A.464 (XII), entered into force on 19 November
1981 (COLREG 72/81), is updated by the various IMO resolutions the last of which came into force on
4 December 1995. The provisions laid down in this Regulation does not prohibit special provisions set
by each country regarding the increasing number of headlights position, light signals, daily or sound,
but these should be as conform to these provisions and without any confusion to COLREG 72/81.
Albania has ratified the convention by Law No .9166, dated 01.22.2004 "On accession of the Republic
of Albania in the UN Convention on" International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 "
and its annexes. It consists of 5 parts and 4 annexes:
A. General
B. Steering and Sailing
C. Lights and shapes
D. Sound and light signals
E. Exemption
I. Positioning and technical details of lights and shapes
II. Additional signals for fishing vessels fishing in close proximity
III. Technical details of sound signal appliances
IV. Distress signals
COLREG a separate and special nautical publication which should be recognized very well by
seafarers, the inclusion of some of the basic rules of his in this guide navigation is made to expand
existing ones to previous Sailing Directions, in order to remind seafarers great importance that it has
for navigational safety.
In this edition you will find:
1. Lights and shapes (Table 2.1 Lights and shapes)2
2. Maneuvering rules (Table 2.2 Maneuvering rules)3
3. Lights visibility, (Table 2.3)4
4. Manoeuvring and warning signals (Tab. 2.4 - Rule 34)
2

http://www.quizperlapatente.it/Colreg.pdf
http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/?pageName=navRulesContent#rule22
3
Idem, http://www.quizperlapatente.it/Colreg.pdf
4
Idem, http://www.quizperlapatente.it/Colreg.pdf
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5. Sound signals to be used in restricted visibility (Table. 2.5 - Rule 35)
6. Distress signals.
Rule 22 – Visibility of lights (in nautical miles)
Master
head
light

Side
lights

Stern
light

Towing light

White, red,
green or
yellow light
360°

Tow less visible

-

-

-

-

3

Vessels 50 metres or more i
length

6

3

3

3

3

Vessels between 12 – 50
metres

5(1)

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

Length (O.A) of the ships

Vessels less than 12 metres

(1) – 3 nautical miles for vessels length < 20 m.
DISTRESS SIGNALS
The signals used by ships to indicate distress and need of assistance. They are described in the
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (Rule 31). The following signals used or
displayed together or separately, from a boat (or seaplane on the water) in the disaster, which requires
assistance from other vessels or from the shore.
1. a gun or other explosive signal fired at intervals of about a minute;
2. a continuous sounding with any fog-signalling apparatus;
3. rockets or shells, throwing red stars fired one at a time at short intervals;
4. a signal made by radiotelegraphy or by any other signalling method consisting of the group . . .
— — — . . . (SOS) in Morse Code;
5. a signal sent by radiotelephony consisting of the spoken word "Mayday";
6. the International Code Signal of distress indicated by NC;
7. a signal consisting of a square flag having above or below it a ball or anything resembling a
ball;
8. flames on the vessel (as from a burning tar barrel, oil barrel, etc);
9. a rocket parachute flare or a hand flare showing a red light;
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10. a smoke signal giving off orange-coloured smoke;
11. slowly and repeatedly raising and lowering arms outstretched to each side;
12. a distress alert by means of digital selective calling (DSC) transmitted on
(i) VHF channel 70, or
(ii) MF/HF on the frequencies 2187.5 kHz, 8414.5 kHz, 4207.5 kHz, 6312 kHz, 12577 kHz or
16804.5 kHz;
13. a ship-to-shore distress alert transmitted by the ship's Inmarsat or other mobile satellite service
provider ship earth station;
14. approved signals transmitted by radiocommunication systems, including survival craft radar
transponders.
Note: Vessels in distress may use the radiotelegraph alarm signal or the radiotelephone alarm signal to
secure attention to distress calls and messages. The radiotelegraph alarm signal, which is designed to
actuate the radiotelegraph auto alarms of vessels so fitted, consists of a series of twelve dashes, sent in
1 minute, the duration of each dash being 4 seconds and the duration of the interval between 2
consecutive dashes being 1 second. The radiotelephone alarm signal consists of 2 tones transmitted
alternately over periods of from 30 seconds to 1 minute.
The use or exhibition of any of the foregoing signals except for the purpose of indicating distress and
need of assistance and the use of other signals which may be confused with any of the above signals is
prohibited.
Attention is drawn to the relevant sections of the International Code of Signals, the Merchant Ship
Search and Rescue Manual, Annex III and the following signals;
(a) a piece of orange-coloured canvas with either a black square and circle or other appropriate
symbol (for identification from the air);
(b) a dye marker.
RADIOTELEPHONE PROCEDURES
Reception of Safety Messages
Any message which you hear prefixed by one of the following words concerns SAFETY. They
transmitted to (VHF channel 16, which is always on watch and only used for safety communications).
“MAYDAY” Indicates that a ship, aircraft, or other vehicle is threatened by grave and imminent
danger and requests immediate assistance.
“PAN”

Indicates that the calling station has a very urgent message to transmit concerning the
safety of a ship, aircraft, or other vehicle, or the safety of a person
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“SICURITE” Indicates that the station is about to transmit a message concerning the safety of
navigation or giving important meteorological warnings.
 If you hear these words, pay particular attention to the message and call the master or the officer
on watch..
Transmission of position using the International Code of Signals
Bearing and distance from an object.
1. Letter A (Alfa) followed by a group of three figures showing the true bearing from the object.
2. Letter R (Romeo) followed by one or more figures showing distance in nautical miles..
Latitude and longitude.
3. Latitude. Letter L (Lima) ) followed by a group of four figures; (two figures showing degrees,
two figures showing minutes) N (November) north or S (Sierra) South.
Longitude. Letter G (Golf) followed by a group of five figures (three figures showing degrees,
two figures showing minutes) and E (Echo) East or W (Whiskey) West.
Distress type using International Code of Signals
Letter

Words

Meaning of the signal

A E

Alfa Echo

I am abandoning my vessel.

B F

Bravo Foxtrot

Aircraft is ditched in position indicated and requires
immediate assistance..

C B

Charlie Bravo

I require immediate assistance

C B 6

Charlie Bravo Soxisix

I require immediate assistance, I am on fire..

D X

Delta X-ray

I am sinking.

H W

Hotel Whiskey

I have collided with surface craft.

Answer to Ship in Distress
CP

Charlie Papa

I am proceeding to your assistance.

ED

Echo Delta

Your distress signals are understood.

EL

Echo Lima

Repeat the distress position.

Procedure signals
Interco

In-Ter-Ko

International Code of Signals gruop are to follow

Stop

Stop

Full stop
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Decimal

Dej-Si-Mal

decimal

Correction

Kor-Rek-Shen

Cancel my last word or group. Correct word or
group follows.

Signals with a letter and additional part
A

with three figures

Bearing

C

with three figures

Course

D

with two, four or six l figures Date

G
with four or five figures
show degrees)

Longitude (the last two figures show the minutes, other figures

K

with one figure

I want to communicate with you …..

L

with four figures

latitude (two figures show degrees, two figures show minutes).

R

with one or more figures

Distance in nautical miles.

S

with one or more figures

Speed in knots.

T

with four figures

Local time (first two figures show hours, the last show minutes).

V

with one or more figures

speed in km/hours.

Z
with four figures
last show minutes).

GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) (first two figures show hours, the

( Table 2.6 Flags of International Code of Signals and Morse Code)
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INTERNATIONA BUOYAGE SYSTEM (IALA-AISM).
Efforts to create a common buoyage system originate in 1889 when a few countries agreed to mark the
left side of a channel with black cylindrical bouy and the right side of the channel with the red conical
bouys. Some European countries put the red light on the black buoys at the left side of the marine
channel, while in North America, red lights were put on the red buoys placed on the right side. Many
international conferences were held to establish a unified common system, but without success. In 1936
a convention under the direction of the UN was held in Geneva, which introduced a primary system
and a lateral system, under the principle that red buoys (white light double flashing) will be placed on
the left side, while black buoys (white light single flashing) be placed on the right side. But some
countries did not agree with the convention and continued to maintain its systems. After World War II,
since many systems were missing from the war, in the northwestern parts of Europe the system under
the convention in 1936 was restored, but with different interpretation, therefore used nine different
buoyage systems. Most countries of North America and South America and some Pacific countries
continued to put red on the right side and use only one buoyage system. By 1976 there were 30
different buoyage systems in use throughout the world and most of them had rules quite opposite to
each other. In 1973, seeing the urgency, other efforts were made to create a common system. Many
projects were studied by the representative of the International Association of Lighthouse Authorities
(IALA), which concluded that an immediate implemetation of a uniqe buoyage system would be very
difficult, but there could be used two different systems. In one the red color used on the left side of the
channal and the other used the red on the right side of the canal. These were named respectively region
A and B. The rules of the Region A including the main lateral marks, were completed and adopted by
the International Maritime Organization in 1976. Its use began and quickly spread throughout Europe,
Australia, New Zealand and Africa, the Persian Gulf countries and some Asian countries. Region B
rules were met in 1980 and were seen suitable for use in the American continent, in Japan, Korea and
the Philippines. Rules for both regions were similar, that the Executive Committee of the IALA saw it
necessary to combine the systems A and B in a single system known as the International System of
Buoyage (IALA). For this reason Appendix A was amended, without making obvious changes. At a
conference in 1980 with the help of the International Maritime Organization and the Hydrographic
International Organization, 50 countries and nine international organizations representatives concerned
with the safety of navigation came together and agreed to adapt the rules of a new combined system.
They also appointed buoyage regions (A and B).
Description of the IALA maritime buoyage system. This new system is used to show: lateral marks,
navigationladangers and other obstacles like sunken ships, newly discovered risks, areas where
navigation is carried out according to special rules etc. The system includes five types of marks that are
used in any combination. Lateral marks indicate the port and starboard side of a navigational route or a
channel (when the channel branches out, these can be used to indicate the most appropriate direction);
Cardinal marks indicate that the deepest water in the area lies to the named side of the mark. The
Isolated Danger mark is placed on a danger of small area that has navigable water all around
It . The combination of the cardinal marks with lateral marks is hard to understand immediately, but
illustrative diagrams explain their use together and should be studied as the acquired characteristics of
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each type of mark. The Safe Water mark has navigable water all around it, but does not mark a danger.
Safe Water marks can be used, for example, as mid-channel or landfall marks.
Marks during day will be distinguished by paint, shapes and figures on top of buoys, and night light
and rythm. Colors red and green are used on lateral marks, yellow for special marks. Other marks have
horizontal bands of red, yellow or black and red and white perpendicular stripes, as will be explained
below. Shapes of buoys are five: cylindrical, conical, spherical, pillar or spar. Shapes that are placed on
top of buoys can only be cylindrical, conical, spherical or shape like "X".
Color and rhythm lights: red and green marks are used in the lateral marks, while the yellow is used on
special marks. Other marks have white light, which differ from each other by the rythm of light.
Rhythms of red and green light can be whatever, as only the color indicates which side is navigable.
Special marks when lit, are light yellow with any rythm which has not been in use for the white light of
the buoyage system. Other marks have white light rythms: different rythms for cardinal marks, group
flashing (2) for isolated danger marks, isophase, occulting, one long flash every 10s or Morse “A” for
safe water marks. Coastal lanterns, which are not included in IALA system, can be placed features,
appropriate with those adopted for new discovered dangers. Care should be taken that they are not
misinterpreted.
Lateral marks are usually used for indication of well defined channels sides. They vary depending on
the region. (Tab. 2.7 - 2.8 - 2.9 - 10.2 lateral marks used in region A and B).
The “conventional direction of buoyage”, which must be indicated in appropriate nautical documents,
may be either:
a. The general direction taken by the mariner when approaching a harbour,river, estuary or other
waterway from seaward, or
b. The direction determined by the proper authority in consultation, where appropriate, with
neighbouring countries. In principle it should follow a clockwise direction around land masses and may
be marked on the map with a symbol. In some countries, such as the open straits, this direction may be
in accordance with the general direction.
4. Buoyage regions (Tab. 2.11 Separation of Regions A and B)5 are two international buoyage regions
A and B, where the lateral marks are different. Lateral marks geographical placement is shown on the
relevant scheme. Lateral marks in region A, red and green colors day and night, show the right and the
left side of the channels respectively. While in the region B it is the opposite, namely red color is on the
right side and green on the left side of the channel:
Cardinal marks are used to indicate safer waters for sailing. The four quadrants (North, East, South and
West) are bounded by the true bearings NW-NE, NE-SE, SE-SW, SW-NW, taken from the point of
interest.A Cardinal mark is named after the quadrant in which it is placed. The name of a Cardinal
mark indicates that it should be passed to the named side of the mark. Navigator is safe if he sails North
of the North mark, South of the South mark, East of the East mark and West of the West mark.
5

http://msi.nga.mil/MSISiteContent/StaticFiles/NAV_PUBS/Chart1/SecIALA.pdf.
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Cardinal marks can be used to indicate that the deepest water in that area is on the named side of the
mark. etc.
At the top of the pillar in the North Cardinal mark are placed 2 black cones, one above the other, points
upward,in the South Cardinal mark are placed 2 black cones, one above the other, points downward, in
the East Cardinal mark are placed 2 black cones, one above the other, base to base and in the West
Cardinal mark are placed 2 black cones, one above the other, point to point.
Buoys colors are black with horizontal bands of yellow. Light color is white with a light rythm fast or
very fast, which indicates the main directio; North VQ or Q, East VQ(3) every 5s or Q(3) every 10s,
South VQ(6) + Long flash every 10s or Q(6) + Long flash every 15s and West VQ(9) every 10s or
Q(9) every 15s. (Table 12.2 Key Signs / cardinal)6.
Q – Flash frequency is at least 50 or 60 flashes per minute.
VQ – Flash frequency is at least 100 or 120 flashes per minute.
(Tab 13.2 Other marks)7 An Isolated Danger mark is a mark erected on, or moored on or above, an
isolated danger that has navigable water all around it.. Location of the danger on the map is in the
center of the symbol that marks it.
Safe Water marks serve to indicate that there is navigable water all round the mark; these include
centre line marks and mid-channel marks. Such a mark may also be used as an alternative to a Cardinal
or a Lateral mark to indicate a landfall.
Color - Red and white vertical stripes
Shapes - Spherical; pillar or spar with spherical topmark
Shape on top - Single red sphere
Light - (when lit) white, Isophase, occulting, one long flash every 10s or Morse “A”
Special marks are used to indicate a water space or feature which is explained on the map in the sailing
directions or notices to the mariners. Such buoys can be marked to indicate their purpose. They can be
used for placing equipment for oceanographic or meteorological studies, traffic separation, if various
marks can cause misunderstandings, to mark the location of waste disposal, to determine the area of
military exercises, pipelines etc.
These marks can also be used to mark inside a channel, for example a channel for vessels constrained
by their draft, the entrance of a river, where a wider channel has a smaller depth and bordered by
yellow spherical buoys at the axis of the channel. Buoys shape is optional, but not conflicting with
navigational marks. At the top of Boves can be placed a yellow X.

6

http://msi.nga.mil/MSISiteContent/StaticFiles/NAV_PUBS/Chart1/SecIALA.pdf.

7

http://msi.nga.mil/MSISiteContent/StaticFiles/NAV_PUBS/Chart1/SecIALA.pdf.
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Light (if is lighting) should be yellow, any, other than those described cardinal marks, isolated danger
marks and safe water marks.
Marks of new danger are used to mark newly discovered hazards not yet indicated in nautical
documents. “New Dangers” include naturally occurring obstructions such as sandbanks or rocks or man
made dangers such as wrecks.
A new danger can be marked by one or more cardinal or lateral marks in accordance with the rules
IALA system. If the danger is large one of the marks can be duplicated with the same mark, until that
mark is announced in the notice for the mariners. Light rythm, if used, should be fast or very fast. If it
is not cardinal mark, it must have a white light, if that is the lateral mark, it should be red or green light.
Additional marks with the letter D (- ..) by Morse code can be placed on radiolocation lantern. (Tab
14.2 IALA Buoy day and night)8.
Lighthouses, marks and lights
1. Visibility. Lighthouses, which are manually operated, lighted mark or lights are lit at sundown and
off at sunrise. Lighthouses which are not manually operated, when not a photoelement switch is fitted,
work day and night. Some of them are located near the entrances to ports in regions with intensive
movement of ships and are equipped with light sources with great power, shining even during the day.
For the purpose of visibility evaluation, geographical, meteorological and optical (day and night)
visibility ranges are used. In Albania automatic lighthouses with photoelement are in use, menaing that
during day, the light is off and during night it is on.
2. The geographical visibility range (Rg) is the distance in nautical miles, in which an object with
certain height appears at the horizon line. For the lighthouse (mark) such a sight range is depended on
hight of observers eye (in meters) and hight of the lighthouse (object) "h" (in meter) observed and
defined by the formula known from navigation: Rg =2,08 ( √ h + √ e ).
3. Meteorological Visibility Range (MVR) is defined as the greatest distance at which a black object
of suitable dimensions (located on the surface) subtended at an angle of at least 0.03 in width and
elevation can be seen and recognized when observed against the horizon sky during daylight or could
be seen and recognized during the night if the general illumination were raised to the normal daylight
level. Such visibility depends on the atmospheric transparency T. MVR = ln e/lnT, e- visual threshold
of the eye, contrast sensitivity of the eye (without value).
4. Optical visibility range is the greatest distance at which the eye of the observer sees the object. This
depends on the strength of the light of the lantern, atmospheric transparency, geometric dimensions of
the object, background clarity of place and lighthouse (mark) and finally the frequency of observer
viewing. Optical visibility range can be determined day and night.

8

http://www.automaticpower.com/IALA%20Navguide%20Edition%204%20Dec%202001%20-%20English.PDF.
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5. Night visibility range is the greatest distance from the lighthouse, from which the brightness of the
lighthouse generated in the observer's eye is the lighthouse light, equal to the threshold of lighting.
(Tab 2.15)9 Visibility graph and curves.
6. Optical range of objects visibility during day is the greatest distance from which an object that can
appear under certain conditions of the time, completely disolves to the background and becomes
invisible. In nautical charts and sailing directions the smallest distance of lighthouses visibility is given
(in nautical miles), night optical visibility range, which is calculated for a factor T = 0.8 nautical miles
(which implies a lighthouse visibility range of MVR = 30 nautical miles, according to bullest 3 T =
0.75), the geographical visibility range for a calculated height of the eye of the observer 5 meters above
sea level. In practice for determining the range of visibility (day), when making the project of
lighthouses, only geographical dimensions of the object like width and height are calculated, but as a
matter of fact visibility range (day) Rg is depended also at the atmosphere transparency factor T,
illumination, the color of the lighthousen, the contrast of the background of the place and the vision
sharpness of the observer. Therefore Rg normally constitutes 50-60% of MVR at a given moment. This
should be taken into account in practical work at sea.
Visibility table
Factor T

9

Visibility in nautical miles
0.10

1.3

0.20

1.8

0.30

2.5

0.40

3.2

0.50

4.3

0.60

6.0

0.70

8.5

0.74

10.0

0.80

14.0

0.85

20.0

0.90

29.0

1.00

No limit

http://www.automaticpower.com/IALA%20Navguide%20Edition%204%20Dec%202001%20-%20English.PDF.
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Visibility range in the table, is given for the lighthouse light, sending to the observer's eye a brightness
of 0.2 microlux. This is the visibility of meteorological range factor value T with 0:05 contrast ratio.
When meteorological visibility is 10 nautical miles and the contrast ratio is 0:25, transmitter factor T
into the atmosphere 0.74. This means that 74% of the initial light intensity remains after passing the
distance of 1 nautical miles and 26% is absorbed (lost).
Visibility geographical range
Altitude of
light over the
sea level

Visibility geographical range in nautical miles, height of the observer
over the sea level.

3m

3.6

8.3

9.5

10.5

11.7

6m

4.7

4.7

10.5

11.6

12.7

7m

5.5

5.5

11.4

12.4

13.6

10 m

6.6

6.6

14.5

13.5

14.6

15 m

8.1

8.1

13.9

15.0

16.1

20 m

9.3

9.3

15.2

16.2

17.4

30 m

11.4

11.4

17.3

18.3

19.4

40 m

13.2

13.2

19.4

20.1

21.2

50 m

14.7

14.7

20.8

21.6

22.8

60 m

16.1

16.1

22.1

23.0

24.2

70 m
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CHAPTER III:
NAVIGATIONAL DESCRIPTION
CORFU CHANNEL
Chart: Albanian chart Nr. 101, Admiralty chart Nr. 188, Nr. 205, Italian chart Nr. 6015, 6017.
Albanian coast from the Cape of Stilo to Cape of Qefali constitutes the eastern coast of the northern
part of the Corfu Channel. This channel separates the island of Corfu from the west coast of this part of
the Balkan Peninsula. The length of the strait, which has a NNW - SSE direction, is 34 miles. The
width of the southern entrance of the Corfu Channel is 4 miles. In the middle of the strait it wides up to
10 miles, because of the bays formed on the coasts on both sides but 8 miles from northen entrance of
the Channel, coast of the continent and the island near leaving a narrow passage of a length of 3 miles
and a width smaller 7 cables between two Greek lanterns, Peristera and Varvara.

Corfu channel
The northern part of the Corfu Channel from the south borders the line between Cape Stilo on the
Albanian coast, with the Cape Agni (latitude 39° 44'E, longitude 19° 56' L) on the island of Corfu. But
from the north it borders the line between Cape Qefali on the Albanian coast, with the Cape St.
Catherine (Ayia Aikaterini) on the island of Corfu. The length of the northern channel is about 10 miles
and greatest width is 6 miles. Minimum width is 1.2 miles in the area of the coast of Cape of Shkalla on
the east and Cape Stefanos (Ayios Stefanos) on the west. While the width of the navigable part in the
most narrow channel between the rocks Serpa on the west side and the Albanian coast on E.SE of the
above mentioned roks is 7 kab. In the narrowest part there are submerged and surface rock groups. In
addition, during entry into the narrow canal from the north, almost in the middle of it, it is a surface
rock named Barketa.
The western coast of Corfu channel from the bay Agni goes towards N.NE with a length of 28 miles to
Cape St. Stephen, of which turns the W.NW and extends in this direction in a length of 5-6 miles up the
bay of St. Catherine. This part of the coast of the island of Corfu is quite bent and most of its expansion
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is deep. Narrow coastal shallows band that reaches a width of 3 cables between Cape St. Spyridon and
the St. Catherine, starts in the distance about 3 miles southwest of Cape St. Catherine.
Depths in northern part of Corfu Channel are deep as along the axis of the canal, as well as at the coast
side. During navigation should be aware that the eastern side of the channel is free from dangers than
the west side. Depths throughout the extent of the Corfu Channel are uniform and staggered within the
limits from 55 m to 70 m, including closer region located in the northern part of it. With the approach
to the coast, depths slightly reduce. The soil is mainly clay and silt.
Currents. Currents are observed in the narrow strait between Cape of Shkalla and Cape Ayios
Stefanos. Its general direction is north, although usually the current direction and speed of superficial
depends on the strength and direction of the wind. When the wind blows strong, it reaches a speed of 2
knots. A less important current having a northern direction flows along the east coast of the Strait of
Corfu.
FROM CAPE STILO TO BAY OF SARANDA
Charts: Albanian chart Nr. 101, Admiralty chart Nr. 188, Nr. 205, Italian chart Nr. 6015, 6017, 6116.
The coast from the borderline with Greece to the port of Saranda lies towards the north with a length of
23.8 miles of shoreline, but in a straight line it is 11.3 miles. The whole coastline is high and rocky,
except Butrint 1.1 mile length, which is sandy - and marshy and bay of Tetranisit (four islands) with a
length of 1.2 miles, which gently descends to the sea.
Presented hilly region, the southern part of it is lined with evergreen bushes, while in most of the region
have been established and flourish gardens and large terraces with citrus and olives.
When sailing in Corfu Channel on its east coast it is situated very well seen beautiful town of Ksamili,
built during the 70s and modernized as a touristic attraction after 2000, it just faces Tetranisi islands.
The highest peak of the region is that of Lëkurësit which reaches 261.7 m and 187.6 m peak of Dema.
Highlights distinctive in this area are: mountain of Lëkurësit which can be recognised easily from the
shape of its conical top, the fortress within which is built a bar and restaurant, surrounded by greenery
and night illuminated with light, from the lighthouse of Lëkurësit with circular shape of the built near
the top of Lëkurësit (latitude 39º51'51''N longitude 20º01'33.7''E). Concrete tower lined with decorative
stone brick color, height 5 m and a elevation of light 214 m.
As a well distinguished point is that of mountain Pandokrator height 906.4 m in the northern part of the
island of Corfu (8 miles north of Corfu town) in which top there is a monastery and TV antennas. The
coast line is rugged forming capes, caves and bays the most important of which are: Cape Stilo and the
Shkalla of Ksamili 1.6 miles southwest of Ksamil, cape of Denta, cape of Paladhës, bay of Ftelia, gorge
of Fokjano, gorge of Bati, bay of Butrint, bay of Tetranisit and bay of Saranda.
Depths and the bottom of the sea. The region is deep. Isobath 5 m passes 40-50 m from the shore,
and that of 10 m passes about 50-70 m from shore. Isobath 20 m passes 150-170 m from the shore and
that of 50 m passes 350-400 m from the shore. Isobath distances from the shore make a difference in
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the bays of Tetranisi and Butrint, going farther from shore. The bottom of the sea in this region is silt
and many rocky places.
Bay of Ftelja. This bay is located at the southern end, near the borderline between the Republic of
Albania and Greece. The bay is an insert within the continent with a width of entry of 5 cables to the
north and extends towards the east for 4.5 cables and then makes a turn south for 3.5 cables.

Bay of Ftelja
Throughout the bay, shores are rocky, sloppy and form abysses falling on the coastline. In the eastern
part of the bay, a mountain stream in times precipitation collects a lot of water and brings solid
material, which is deposited in the mouth of the stream. Depths in the bay are deep, isobath 5 m is 5070 m from the coast, and in the southeastern corner of the bay that depth is off the coast at 200-225 m.
Isobath 10 m veers to the east until 250 m before the bay extends to the south. At the entrance to the
bay is Tongo rocky island, which lies in the northwestern direction and has a length of 250 m and a
width greater than 100 m. In the north of the island depths are greater than in the south of it. Isobath 5
m in north is 20-25 m from the shore and this depth is no more than 45-50 m from the eastern shore.
The island is located within the territory of Republic of Albania. Small boats can find shelter within the
bay of Ftelia for all wind directions, whereas for the large ships the bay is open from the south or
southwest.
Gorge of Fokjano. Formed from Cape Stilo and promontory east of Fokjano. The gorge enters the
continent 4 cables towards north and breadth of entry is 2 cables. Depths in the gorge are good;
isobaths 5 m exceed 20-25 m from the shoreline.
Cape Stilo. (latitude 39°41'03''N longitude 019°59'02''E). It is Albania's most southern bay and out to
sea from the general line in a distance of 7 cables towards the southwest. Cape is rocky and extending
away from the coast, it forms a round top, where 2 miles in N NE it reaches the height of 269 m above
sea level. The shores of the Cape are high and depths near the coastline are great. Isobath 5 m passes
40-50 m from the shoreline of the Cape, and isobaths 20 m exceed 220-225 m from the shore. It is clear
from underwater dangers. Cape is connected through a pedestrian path with the village of Vrina.
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Cape and island of Stillo
Small island Stilo. Located about 3 cables southeast of the cape of the same name. The island is rocky
and partly lined with bushes with a stretch parallel to the coast and about one cable south of the latter.
It has a length of 150 m and 60-65 m width.
Surrounding the island are the same depths and isobath5 m from the shore of the island is 20-25 m
from the shore. Depth between the coast and the island is 7.3 m.
Gorge of Bati. It is a small gorge, formed between the Cape of Stilo in the south and Cape of Shen
Mehill, in the north. The gorge extenteds NE towards the continent for 3 cables and width of entry of
0.6 cables. Small boats can take shelter from the winds and the sea frome north, east and southeast.
This gorge is open from the southwest and partly from the south. Near the two capes that form the
gorge of Bati in a distance from the shore of 3 cables, 3 fish farms are installed for the raising of fish.
The farms are surrounded by marks for day and lighting for the night. Sailors should take care to pass
at a distance of 2 to 3 cables from the fish farms.
Bay of Butrinti. Enters the mainland about a mile to the east between the Cape of Shën Nikolla in the
south (latitude 39º44' N longitude 019º59' L) and “nose” cape of Kazan in the north (latitude 39º 44´.7
Nlongitude 19º58'.8 E). Eastern coast of the bay is low and hence starts Vrina valleys. The width of the
entrance is 1.1 miles. In this bay two rivers flow, Pavli and Butrint. Both these rivers, especially Pavli,
bring more loess. Therefore, the coastal area of the bay forms loess shallows, usually reaching the
surface. Isobath 5 m passes 500 m from the shoreline towards the river Butrint mouth and isobaths 50
m passes 2040 m from the shore. In the direction of river Pavli mouth, isobaths 5 m passes 200 m from
the shore, and isobath 50 m exceeding 1600 m from the shore. The width of the river Pavli mouth
reaches 45-50 m and it is not navigable because it is shallow, especially at the entrance, where depths
are not deeper than 0.4 - 0.5 m.
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Channel and the Lake of Butrinti
River of Butrinti. Stems of Lake of Butrint and flows in the northern part of the bay. This river is
more like a channel because seawater and lake water exchange depending on the tidal change. Its
length from the south of the lake where springs up in the mouth of the river reaches 3100 m. the first
700 m go towards the southwest, then makes a turn to the west and after some small shifts, it flows to
the bay. The width of the river at the exit of the lake is 120 m, while its narrowest width is 70 m in the
vicinity of the mouth. Depths in the river are 5 m near the lake up to 2 m in the vicinity of the mouth of
the river by the sea. Waters in the mouth of the river are shallow with depths of 0.5 to 1.2 m.
To navigate from the sea to the lake of Butrint, a channel from shallow sea area of the river Butrinti
delta up to the connection with 0.6 m deep section of the river has been biult. The navigation channel
has a direction from west to east with length 500 m, width 52 m and depth in the axis of the channel 5.0
m. In the spot where natural depth joins the river channel, the width of the latter reaches up to 105 m.
At the time of low tide the river, just before reachin the mouth of the river, excluding the channel, a
shallow area in the shape of an island stretching from the southeast to the northwest with a length of
500 m and width of about 200 m forms. Currently the channel is not navigable as pilotage service is not
offered, there is no navigation safety tools and depths undergo frequent changes. The flow in the river
and channel at low tide is in the direction from the lake into the sea at a speed of 1-1.2 knots, while
high tide the flow is in the opposite direction with a slower spped than before, about 0.2 knots. In the
southern coast where the lake meets the river and named Dajlani, fishing gear and a two storey built
stone house is located. Near the mouth of the river, on the north coast, it is a residential home of two
storey white stone.
In Ksamili small peninsula, where it joins the lake, there are the ruins of the ancient city of Butrint
(Buthrotit). Butrint city was founded by the late VII by the Greek colonies (Hellenic). According to
traditions the city was supposed to be established by the Trojans, who left from Troy after its fall. The
name "Butrint" comes from the Greek, meaning "rich country with cattle and pastures". Development
of the major city of Corfu (Kerkyra) near the city of Butrint, removed the opportunity of Butrinti to
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develop more. It is believed that the city has had up to 10 thousand inhabitants. It was surrounded by
walls and had 6 gates. North and the Lion (so named by lion sculpted in stone gate) gates have still
remained untouched. The city was decorated with buildings and sculptures, works of local residents.
Sculptures were the best art and sculptures "Goddess of Butrint" is one of the rare works of the genre.
Regular archaeological research in this ancient city have begun in 1923, which found many beautiful
monuments of great cultural and historical value but most of them have been robbed in the past. While
today monuments found by Albanian and foreign archaeologists are stored and showed in Albania`s
museums.
2.2 mile southeast from the city of Butrint is Xarra village, where archaeological excavations in recent
years have discovered signs of life in Albania in middle Palaeolithic 100 thousand years to 30 thousand
years B.C.
Anchorage. Is located in the southern part of the bay of Butrint, from the middle of the bay to 3 cables
from its southern shore. The depth here is about 25-28 m. This anchorage is considered as the best in
the area of Corfu Channel. During the sail to anchorage from the north, in order to pass clear of the
Butrint river mouth shaloow waters, care must be taken to pass from the outside of the bay, ie on the
west side.
Lake of Butrint. Located 4 miles south-southeast of the port of Saranda. Its length is 6850 m and the
largest width is 3200 m. The lake occupies an area of 4.4 square miles. Western and eastern shores of it
are hilly and steep slope falling over the lake, especially on the east coast. In the latter rises
immediately from the top lake Liapoi hills above 362.8, while on the west coast Dema hill (187.6 m)
and the monastery of Shen Gjergji stands. Minimum width of the belt that separates the sea from the
lake is 550 m, in the joint between the monastery and the height 76 m (north of the monastery). In
between the bay of Tetranis and the lake bandwidth of land is 600 m. But the widest land between the
lake and the sea is in the direction of Cape Shkalla of 4500 m. The north and south of the lake is plain
(areas) with a height less than 5 m above sea level. Before 1961, when Kalasa and Bistrica rivers flew
into the lake, the northern part of the lake has been the marsh. But after the channel in Çukë was dug
and the land stretching north of Lake Butrint was improved, rivers of Kalasa and Bistrica were put in a
single riverbed, which flow into the Ionian Sea, in the southeastern part Saranda Bay. Today the whole
northern part of the lake has turned into fertile fields.
Greater depths in the lake go up to 25 m, mainly in the middle of it, leaning closer to the eastern coast.
Isobath 5 m on the east coast, goes further east. The same depth are found also on the west coast. The
bottom of the lake is loess soil. Transparency of water is bad, up to the depth of 2 to 3 m, as color of
the water is as green, yellow mixed. During storms a few ripples with small wavelength rise and the
height of the wave reaches up to 0.7 to1 m.
In the southwest of the lake, in the lower part of the west coast, where the distance does not exceed 20
m, a canal out of the lake headed westward reaches to the sea towards a gorge southeastern of the
Tetranisi islands. The canal is 1400 m long, 10.6 m depth, near the lake, in the middle of the canal is
8.8 m and 3.8 m where it ends. The average width of the canal is 100 m, while the narrower width is 50
m, when out of the lake, and the largest one 1500 m at the end of the canal. The canal is not straight,
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but winding. Strip of land that separates the canal from the sea is 1400 m long as it is itself. The lake
water is salty (about 36.3℅).
Lake of Almura. Situated in the north of the river mouth of Butrint and separated from the northern
coast of the bay of Butrint by a narrow strip of land, low and marshy. Stretches, with a length of 1 mile
in the direction E NE – W SW and has a width of 0.3 cables. Northern shore of the lake is high and the
coastline is rocky, while other banks are low and the lake does not communicate with the sea. The lake
water is salty.
Cape of Shkalla (latitude 39° 45' 03" N, longitude 19° 58' 05" E). Is located 1.5 miles northwest of the
river mouth of Butrinti, 25 m from the shoreline.

Cape of Shkalla
From shoreline rises sharply up to 144 m height. It is lined with evergreen. At its edge out to sea is a
cliff into the water, 25 meters from the shoreline.
Between Cape of Shkalla and that of Cape Stefanos in the island of Corfu it is the narrowest width (1.2
miles) of Corfu Channel. With the exception of this promontory, where isobath 5 m exceed 100-120 m
from the shore, on the coastline of Cape depths are good and isobath 5 m passes only 20-50 m from the
shore. When sailing from Saranda to the Corfu channel, cape Shkalla is projected on the horizon and is
better recognized than one other cape.
Bay of Tetranisi (four islands). Situated between Cape Qafa e Permetit (1 mile north of Cape
Shkalles) and the cape of Mertesa in north . This bay enters 7 cables east of the line that connects the
two fore mentioned capes. The width of the entrance to the bay is 1.5 miles. Bay coast is steep and
deep. Its northern part is totally clean from navigational dangers and depths are great. isobath 5 m
exceeding 25 m from the shoreline and isobaths 20 m passes 100 m from the shore. In the southern part
of the bay there are 4 small islands, called islands of Tetranis of which is named the bay described
above.
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Islands and the bay of Tetranis (Ksamil)
The islands are formed from a tectonic subsidence of the land not long before and are a continuation of
the coast. The largest island is the one in the southwest of the group with 400 m length and width
greater than 150 m. It lies with direction from northwest to southeast and at the middle forms a “neck”
wide 40-50 m. At its farthest northeast of 220 m from it, lies another island with nearly round shape
with dimensions 200 x 175 m and height 24 m above sea level. The two other islands are small.
Although the depth between two large islands reaches 20 m, it is not advisable navigation at night at
their vicinity because there may be the case of rocks and other underwater stones which endanger the
navigation.
Anchorage.At the Tetranisi bay can be found shelter from the northern eastern and southern winds, but
from western and northwestern directions is completely unprotected. The bottom of the bay is sand and
fine gravel, near the islands is rocky sole. Anchors can be dropped between the southern island and the
coast of this bay. Depths here are 16 to 18 m. The soil is sandy but the ships may stay in the northern
part of the bay. In the distance 9.3 cable (west) from Cape Mërtesës there are two rocks named Barketa,
the largest of which emerges above the surface of the water almost between the narrowest part of the
entry into the strait from the north and has the shape of a boat capsized. Sailing in between Barketa and
Tignosos is clear from dangers.
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Rock Barketa, lantern and island Tignoso
Depths around them are 50-60 m, but care should be taken during navigation at dark and foggy time. In
the distance 1.6 miles west of the cape of Mertesës, there is a small island named Tignoso or Peristera.
On top of this small island there is a white building with tower Tignoso lantern. The small island with
Tignoso lantern is observed very well from Saranda, from Cape Qefali and during the sail in all the
entrance of the Corfu Channel. The island consists of circles of white limestone. In the upper part of it
there are bushes.
Sailing closer than 2 cables from the shoreline from Cape Mertesës towards the Monastery of Shen
Gjergji is not recommended because there are four surface stones about 150 m from the shore. In their
vicinity there are other underwater stones.
Cape Denta. (latitude 39° 50'.2 N longitude 20° 00'.7 E) It is the bay that forms the southern edge of
the bay of Saranda and known as Red Nose. The shores are rocky headlands and high. Cape is not very
steep slope and is the continuation of the descent of hills Gormati, height of 167 meters above sea level.
It's totally naked and there are many places with fallen stones. 1 mile northeast of Cape new canal of
the mouth of the river Bistrica river is dug. Both river Kala and Bistrica which previously flew into the
lake of Butrint now discharge through this canal. The canal is formed by excavating the 25 m wide
neck of Çuka. The total length of the canal is 450 m. Water depths in the canal are small of 1 to 2 m
and it decreases approaching the sea. Water passing through, flows fast, especially in winter. During
the rains due to muddy water flowing from the canal, the sea in the bay of Saranda obfuscates upto 2 to
3 miles from the mouth of the canal. Because the banks of the canal are steep and rock, they are visible
up to four miles away, when coming from the northwest to the bay of Saranda.
Bay of Saranda. Formed between Cape Denta in south and Cape Paladha northwest. Enters the
mainland coastline 6 cables in the form of an arch to the north and constitutes feet of the mountains
range that run parallel to the coast. The coast in this bay is all rocky. In the hillside at a distance of 5
cables from the coast and 2 miles N NE of Cape Denta, there are the ruins of the village of Lekures.
Little further away, on top of the mountain at the height of 261.7 m, it is the castle of Lekuresit. In the
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south of the castle of Lekuresit at the height of 209 m concrete lined with decorative stone, Lëkures
lantern 5 m high tower was built. Saranda Bay is deep. In its entrance depths are 20-50 m. Isobath 5 m
exceed 20-30 m from the coast. Isobath 10 m exceed 100-120 m 10 m from shore. But the northern part
of the coast is shallow at a width of 1.5 cables. Land is loess with a thickness of 3 m and below it is
rocky.

Bay and town of Saranda
Navigational dangers. Bay of Saranda is clear of underwater dangers except the region near Cape of
Paladha, where shallows named “shallows of Saranda” stretch 0.5 miles from the Cape of Paladha. It
has a length of 4 cables and extends S SE from the Cape of Paladha. At its S SE corner the depth is 1.5
m, while at the W SW corner the depth is 2.4 m. Sea bottom in the shallows is rocky. Between the
shallows and the Cape of Paladha there is a passage with depths of up to 3 m, but is too narrow and not
in a straight line, so the transition there (to enter or exit of Saranda bay) is very difficult and not
recommended. All seafarers are advised not to sail near Cape Paladha closer than 5 cables from the it
and are advised to sail south of cardinal lantern (latitude 39°50'50.1' V longitude 020°00'28.5''E). The
lantern itself is a small plastic buoy, colored in yellow and black, positioned at the S SE edge of
Saranda shallows at a depth of 10.1 m and limits the upper mentioned shallows.
Buoy of the beach (latitude 39°52’12,6’’ N longitude 020° 00’39.06’’E) It is a red and black lantern
showing an isolated danger. It is equipped with a white light and installed in the depth of 22.4 m. It
marks a sunk ship.
Sunk ships. At the northeast of the bay there are three sunk ships in the positions as below:
1. Latitude 39° 52' N, longitude 20° 00' 40.62 E, depth 44.8 m;
2. Latitude 39° 51'. 57.9 N, longitude 20° 00' 52.4 E, depth 16.3 m;
3. Latitude 39 51 0.6’’ N, longitude 20° 00’ 53.4’’ E, depth 22.3 m.
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Anchorage. Large ships can stay at anchor in the middle of the bay in depths of 20-30 m, where land is
sludge, but rocky bottom is nor excluded. Small boats can be better protected in the northern part of the
bay, near the coast.
Lighthouse of Lëkursit (latitude 39° 51' 51”N, longitude 20° 01' 33.7” E) is located south of mountain
of Lëkursit at an elevation of 209 m. The light is positioned on a concrete tower of 5 m high, with
decorative stone in a circular shape with two floors. At the top stands a balcony. The visibility of the
lighthouse range is 20 miles.

Lighthouse of Lëkurësit and the lighthouse of Bredeneshit
Lighthouse of Bredeneshit, (latitude 39° 50’.7 N, longitude 20° 01’.5 E) is located 8.5 cables NE of
the Cape Denta. The shape of the mark: above a 1.5 m high concrete slab there is a metalic 3 m high
tower at the top of which is mounted the light. This lighthouse is not in a proper position regarding the
harbour due to urban expansion and currently has no visibility in some sectors because of the presence
of some buildings under construction.
Bay hydrometeorological regime. Dominant winds in the Bay of Saranda are those of directions from
northeast, southwest and north. In the first place as for frequency are those of northeast winds for all
seasons which during winter blow with an average speed of 4 m/sec. These winds in the Bay of
Saranda do not raise high sea. In the second place as for frequency but the firstregarding the strength of
the wind are southwesterly direction winds. The greatest impact of them is during summer when the
average wind speed reaches 5 m/sec. These winds raise high sea in the bay of Saranda and make it very
difficult for ships to stay at anchor in roadstead or berth at port. North winds are frequent but week and
do not cause any high sea inside the bay. Ripples in Saranda Bay is not very strong, it reaches up to
force 3 to4 because the bay is protected by the island of Corfu. Current speed reaches 0.5 knots headed
to the north.
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Signs of weather change. Strong north and south winds are observed inside the Bay of Saranda. A
sign of the beginning of those winds is the swell from north or south without wind at the entrance of the
bay. If the clouds cover the top of the mountain Pandokrator on the island of Corfu, this is a sign of the
coming bad weather with heavy rain.
Town or port of Saranda. For the first time the name of Saranda was mentioned in 1412. By the 4th
century AD was under the Roman Empire, the remains of town walls, a part of it located in the city
boulevard, are still a prove of it. Saranda is a citytown in southwestern Albania located in the Ionian
coast. Name Saranda originates from an early Christian monastery dedicated to “Forty Saints” ("Ágii
Saranda" in Greek, "Santi Quaranta" in Italian).
In ancient times, the town was named Onhezmi and was a port city, one of the gates connecting the
Western Balkans and Eastern European countries. An economic and strategic point very favorable to
Illyrians
Saranda is on around the bay in the form of a large amfitheater and has a population of over 35,000
inhabitants. Saranda is an important tourist center in Albania. The main source of income is tourism
and immigration. Its geographical position favors agriculture and livestock. Its warm climate, the
beauty of the city, the beach and colorful evergreen facilities found in it are the reasons that tourists
from different countries from all over come to spend the holidays in all seasons in Saranda.
Saranda has a civilian hospital, which treats all medical cases while the serious cases which need more
specialized treatment, are transfered to Tirana or Ioannina (Greece) hospitals. Hospital service is
completely free. Saranda has also emergency service and day hospital. There are also public and
specialized clinics. The mobile phone companies, like Albtelecom, provide service in Saranda ensuring
signal coverage of the entire area including the rural areas, too.
Paved roadways connects the town of Saranda to Gjirokastra, Vlora and other cities of the country.
There is regular sea transport with the other ports, especially with the ports in the Albanian coast and
the island of Corfu but also with other ports in Europe. The town is supplied with sufficient amounts of
water and electricity.
Two new harbours are built; a touristic port in the eastern side of Cape Paladha and a merchant harbor
in Limjon. The two harbours are connected with their landing squares and main streets of the city and
national roads. Both harbours are aligned from north to south. Touristic harbour consists of two quays,
quay No. 1 with a length of 50 m and 3.5 m of depth. In this quay Corfu island lines passenger ferries a
of length up to 70 m are processed. It can be processed up to three boats per day. Quay No. 2 is is used
for cruise ships with a length of up to180 and draft up to 9 m. Tuoristic cruise ship with lengths up to
210 m are also processed. With a daily stop, during a month , up to 25 ships can be processed. (see
chart)10.
Harbour of Limjon has a processing capacity of ship goods up to 5000 tons. Vessel processing quay is
75m long and has a depth of 6 m. Loading and unloading cranes have a capacity of lifting up to 3.5
tons. 4 to 5 ships of 5000 tons can be processed per month.
10

Graph of touristic harbor of Saranda, aquired from Saranda Harbor Administration (Noted by the authors).
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Berthed ships in the harbor, can be supplied with needed quantities of water and electricity. Sailors can
contact harbor master just inside the harbor for all their needs.

Toursitic harbor and the town of Saranda
Cape of Paladha (latitude 39° 52’.1 N, longitude 20° 00’,1) is the northwest cape of entry into the Bay
of Saranda.
It is a low and round extension of the coast in the southern direction. Cape coast is rocky and its
continuation under water constitutes shoals of Saranda. On the cape (over the hill) stand a series of
residential buildings that form the continuation of the town in that part of it.
NORTH IONIAN ISLANDS
Ionian group of islands, situated in the northeastern part of the Ionian Sea and close to the Albanian
coast includes theSE islands: Corfu, Erikusa (Marlera), Fano (Othoni) and Samothraka.
The island of Corfu. (Nisos Kerkyra) is the largest island of the Ionian group of islands and stretches
from Cape Asprokavo (latitude 39°21'.4 N longitude 20°07' E) in S-SE up to Cape Dhrasti and St.
Catherine in the north having the main stretch S SE - N NW approximately 33 miles in length.
In general the island is narrow, having a width of about 3 miles throughout the greater extent of it. Only
its northern part, where the mountain Pandokrator (latitude 39°45`N, longitude 019 ° 52'.4 E) rises and
reaches the height of 906.4 m represents an expansion of 15 miles.
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Mountain Pandokrator in Corfu island.
The island of Corfu is mountainous and green with olives. Pandokrator mountain, located 4.7 miles
south of Cape St. Catherine, in the south of Corfu, has two distinct peaks, the highest is 906.4 and the
other about 1.7 miles southwest of the first and 1.5 miles from the coast, is 851.5 m high with a crest in
between them.
Harbour of Corfu (latitude 39°38' N, longitude 019°55' N) located on the eastern coast of the island of
Corfu, is about 4.6 miles southwest of the Cape of Stillo. The harbour is well equipped with quays,
breakwater and services required in a modern harbour. The old harbour is located 6.2 cables from the
bay Agios Nikolaos and is composed of a large number of jetties protected by a 640 m long breakwater
on the east. The new harbour is located about 900 m west of the old harbour and all along the coast is
equipped with pier. In the western part of it, pier extended northward about 560 m and is filled with
quays. Depths in the quay range up to 9 m.
In the north of the Corfu harbor is its roadstead, which is protected from northeast winds which are
dominant during the winter by the island Vidhe. Roadstead and the harbour are open to frequent
northwestern winds that blow in this region during the months of July to August and southeast winds
that blow in December. The town of Corfu lies to the south and west of the port, on the peninsula that
ends at Cape Sidhero. The city is surrounded by many forts. The population of the city is around
35,000 inhabitants. It is a tourist city with a dense network of sea and land traffic lines, with a
Mediterranean climate which has made possible the development of olive processing.
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Corfu harbour
Lighthouse of Corfu harbour (latitude 39° 38’ N, longitude 19° 56’ E) is located in the eastern part of
the castle of Corfu, on Cape Sidhero. The shape of lighthouse is a tower stone 8 m high. Height of light
is 80 m from sea level.
Cape Agni latitude 39° 44’1 N, longitude 19° 55’8 E) is located on the western part of the Corfu
Channel and it is an extension of the coast from the island of Corfu. West coast of Cape rises sharply
up to the top of mountain Pandokrator, located three miles from Cape Agni. In between Cape Agni and
the rocky coast that extends 3 cables towards N NE a small bay is located. On the northern coast of the
bay is the village Kultura. Depths in the bay over 50 m.
Karagolit bay is located between Cape Karagol, which is 3 cables N-NE of the northern cape of entry
into the small bay of Kalami and the extension of the coast, located 6 cables N-NE. The bay is open
from the east and is deep in its center.
Bay of St. Stephen (Aijos Stefanos) is a small open bay from east and southeast and enters into the
northeast coast of Corfu, between Cape St. Stephen and the coast that makes a small extend 4 cables
south of it. On the coast of the bay it is a village, while 3 cables north of the village, on the slope of the
hill, a windmill ca be seen. In the bay there are two small jetties for berthing of small boats that sail in
this region.
Cape St. Stephen (Ayios Stefanos latitude 39°46'.6 N longitude 19°57'.5 E). It is the easternmost point
of the northern part of Corfu. It stretches 1.5 cables east of the general direction. Water at the shores of
Cape is deep.
Serpa rocks, one of which appears above the water, are located in the shoal that stretches 3 cables, E
NE from the south of Cape St. Stephen. On the east side, at the cliffs, depths are good. These rocks are
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wll distinguished in good weather because of the reddish color of the water above. Between these rocks
and Albanian coast it is the narrowest width of the Corfu channel.
Bay of Ballano enters 5 cables to the northern coast of Corfu, between Cape Varvara, located 1.1 miles
away from Cape of St. Stephen and Cape Attolico, located 5 cables to its west. Depths at the entrance
and in the middle of the bay are 14-25 m.
Cape Varvara is the peninsula's northwest edge, which forms the eastern coast of the bay of Bollano.
Rock Pigeon (Peristera or Tignoso) is 8 cables E NE of Cape Varvara. On top of it, through a group
of trees, shows the white tower of the lighthouse. Around this rock small depths of less than 9 m,
stretch up to 1 cable to northwest and up to 1.3 cables to its southwest. On the south side of the island a
favorable spot extends 2 cables out from shore. In the east of this island is a rock at the water level
called rock of “Pleshti” or also called Barketa (having the shape of a capsized boat “barketa means
small boat”). This rock is located 1.12 nautical miles (2 km) west of Cape Mërtesa and 5 cable (930 m)
east of the Pigeon Rock. Rock color is dark, around 6 m long and only 1-1.5 m above the water. At sea
state 3 to 4 the rock is recognizable with difficulty. In this region, navigation is recommended between
the rock “Pleshti - Barketa” and Cape Mërtesa. Depth in between the rock and the island is 16.6 m
deep.
Lighthouse Tignoso (latitude 39°47'.6 N longitude 19°57'.6 E) has the form of a white tower on a
building. Height from sea level is 30 m.
On the north side of the island of Corfu, between the Cape of Kasiopis and Cape St. Spyridon (latitude
39°47'.6 N longitude 19°54'.6 E) is situated bay Aspro or Aprau with 20 to 50 m of depth.
Cape St. Catherine (Catherine Ayios latitude 39° 49'.4 N, longitude 19° 51'.1 E) is the most northern
point of the island of Corfu and easily recognized by the church that is on it, having a height of 61 m.
Behind the cape is an area of arable lands. Cape is surrounded by a shoal up to 1.5 cables wide. Isobath
20 m passes 3-4 cables offshore.
From the Cape of St. Catherine to Cape Dhrasti coastline stretches 8.5 miles westward. This region of
the coast in most part of it is low, with mountains that rise gradually southward to the top of mountain
Pandokrator. The coast is lined with olive trees and cultivated fields. The coastline is a little bent, but
with its twisting forms two small open bays from the north; bay of St. George (Ayios Georgyos),
entering 6 cables between Cape Rodha and Cape Katerina and bay Sidhari entering 5 cables east of
Cape Apotripoti, situated 1 mile east of Cape Dhrasti.
Cape Dhrasti (latitude 39° 48' N longitude 19°40'.5 E) is the northwestern edge of the island of Corfu
and is a stand low. It consists of limestone rocks that are very well distinguished from the sea. Cape is
surrounded by shallow waters.
Island Erikusa (Merlera) is located 6 miles N NW of Cape Dhrasti and 13.4 miles southwest of bay
of Panorma and it is the northern island of the three major islands, located northwest of the island of
Corfu. The main axis of the island is SE - NW 1.5 miles, and the wider width between two capes is 1.2
miles. The island is high. The northern part is higher and reaches up to 133 m. Northern and western
coasts consist of steep precipice and white. Southern and eastern shores are formed by lower slopes of
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the mountain, they leave in the depths of the island. On the south coast there is a small bay with a
beach coast, where small boats can enter. The bay is open from the south. In the western part of the bay
is a small port protected by a breakwater 130 m NE-E from the coast and a 110 m quay with depth 2-3
m. In the interior of the breakwater orientated south there is a 45 m long jetty and depth is 2.2-2.5 m.
The shores of the island are surrounded by a shoal 3 cables and scattered stones.

Small harbor of island Erikusa
Lighthouse of Erikusa (latitude 39°53'.5 N longitude 019°35'.9 E) is situated on Cape Potamopoli e
on a metal tower. The height of the light is 45 m.
Island Fano (Othoni) is located 11.2 miles northwest of the island of Corfu and 20.3 miles southwest
of Spile (Himare). It is the largest island of the group of three islands located there. Main length WSW
to NE is 3 miles, while its width reaches 2 miles. The island is mountainous and the southwestern part
of it is higher. Its visible conic shape has a height of 393 m. Top of the mountain in the northwestern
part of the island reaches 315 m. Because of that, when sailing from the west, the island looks like
divided in two. This island is lined with thick pine forest. Its western coast is shaped abyss. Northeast
and the Southeast coast down gently. The island is surrounded by a 1 to 3 cables offshore shoal.
Deepest depth at the edge of the shoal is 9 m. At the shoal there are many emerged rocks. On the
southwest side of the southeast cape Avlaki on the island, is situated a rock named Aspripetra or Ospri,
where the depth is 1.8 m deep. The northeastern part of the island of Fano is constituted by cape Kastri,
about 100 m high. At the top of this cape are the ruins of a Venetian castle. In the inside of the bay is a
small harbour, protected from the west by a small breakwater which extends for 40 m towards SE and
on the east side it continues with a pier leading total length to 190 m headed SW. Entrance is open from
SE, around 170 m wide, depth 7.5 m and decreasing to 3 m when approaching the bay. The coast here
is the cliff and surrounded by a shoal up to 2 cables wide with a large number of scattered rocks.
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Islands Erikusa and Fano
Lighthouse of Fano (latitude 39° 57'.9 N longitude 19° 25'.8 E) is located on Cape Kastri about 1
cable to its west. The shape of the mark: iron white cylindrical tower installed on top of a building,
height of light 100 m. In addition to the islands that were described above, on the south of the other
islands is situated the island of Samothraka.
Island Samothraka (Samothraqi Mathraqi) main length is 2 miles toward NNW – SSE and has a
width in its southern part of 7 cables. Located 5.5 miles southeast of Fano and has a irregular hilly
area. The height of the island is 152 m in the center of it. The northern edge of the island is Cape Saki.
When sailing from the northeast and the southwest island it seems consists of two small isolated high
islands. The northern peak is tapered tip and southern peak contour is broken, but with a more flat
surface and slightly larger than the first. The island is surrounded by a shoal with width up to 2 cables
with a depth of less than about 5.5 m and scattered stones. This extends up to 1 mile S-SW of the SW
edge of the island and where this shoal ends there is located a small island called Platia. 8 cables west
of the western coast of Samothraki, is a small island called Trahia.
Between Cape Kavokefali in western side and northern side of the islands Corfu and the Samothraka, a
little further north is the small island Dhjapollo having a height 46 m.
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Harbour of island Samothraka
The shores of the island form abysses and aresurrounded by submerged rocks. This island is well
visible from above during the transition from northeast to southwest. Between Dhjapollos and
Samothraki but closer to Dhjapollos is a rock called Karavi having a height of 30 m.

FROM BAY OF SARANDA TO BAY OF VLORA.
Charts: Albanian chart Nr. 101, Admiralty charts Nr. 188, Nr. 205, Italian charts Nr. 6015, 6016, 6017,
6115, 6116.
Coastline from Cape Paladha to Cape Gjuhezes lies in northwestern direction for 68.2 miles.
Throughout this coastline stretches a range of high mountains and deep streams that cut these
mountains in different directions.
This area is the "pearl of Albania", The Riviera with a rare natural beauty. Starting from the village of
Shen Vasil up close to Qeparo are built terraces, which look at the terrain as necklaces, filled with olive
trees and all kinds of citrus. This area has been transformed into an area for the production of olives
and citrus. Throughout the year in the area from the shore up near the highest peaks it is green and
flowering.
During navigation in the area, as orientation points serve a lot of landmarks like mountain peaks: mali I
(mountain) Levan of height 954 m, located 5.2 miles north of the Cape and 1.5 miles from the coast.
This mountain rises behind and over village Lukovë; mali I (mountain) of Luces (latitude 40° 4'.4 N,
longitude 19° 57 'L) of height 1833 m; mali I (mountain) Cikës that rises immediately from the sea
sloping very sharp east of Rrugëve të Bardha (brook White Paths), forming two sharp peaks of height
2045 m: mali I (mountain) Qorres of height 2018 m, located 1.9 miles northwest of Cika, the peak of
Shen Iliut of height 1498 m, which is 3.7 miles in W-NW of mali i Qorres, bed of “Përroit të Bardhë”
(brook of White Paths) that descends to the sea from the slopes of these mountains and mali (mountain)
Koret, situated 4.8 miles southeast the Cape of Gjuhëzës. In clear weather mali I (mountain) Çikës can
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be seen from a distance of 75 miles. Also capes Qefali, Gjuhëzës, Palermo and that of monastery of
Shën-Theodhori are well visible.
By the sea as orientation points in the region serve the Ionian Islands, Corfu, Erikusa (Marlera) and
Fano (Othoni) which can are well visible from the northwest when heading to Saranda and in Corfu
Channel.
Throughout the extent of it, the coast from Saranda to Cape Gjuhezes comes slightly bent and as a
result several bays and small gorges are formed, of which the most important are: bays of Limoni,
Panormës (Palermos) and that of Spile (Himarë), and gorges of Qefali, Kakome, Grama, Arusha etc.
Depth and the sea bottom.
The coast described is deep and clean of navigational dangers, with the exception of rocky shoal
Georgantes, which is located 4.5 miles N-NW of Cape Qefalia. Also near the Cape of Gimares
(Karaburun) at a range of 1 cable around it lie submerged rocks. The upper part of them does not
exceed the depth of 2 m below the sea surface. Depth throughout the region is deep enough and starting
from Cape Paladhës until Cape of Gjuhezes depth increases. From Cape Paladha to Cape Qefali
isobath 5 m is from 20 m to 50 m offshore. From Cape Qefali to Rrugët e Bardha, directly on the coast
depth is 5 m deep. At the Cape Paladha isobath 50 m is 5 cables offshore, while at Cape Qefali that
isobaths is 2 cables offshore. From there to bay of Graves this isobaths passes 5-7 cables offshore, and
beyond bay of Graves to Rrugët e Bardha it runs 2 to 5 cables offshore.
From Rrugët e Bardha to Cape Gjuhezes the coast is the deepest across the Albanian coast. 20 m depths
and in most of the region even depth of 80m is adjacent to the shore. In Cape Gjuhezes isobath 100 m
passes 5 cables offshore, and isobaths 200 m is 3.8 miles offshore. In Cape Grama isobath 200 m
passes only 1.8 miles from the coast.
The bottom is sludge and very rocky. Current from Corfu Channel to Cape Gjuhezes has a general
direction towards northwest. Current speed reaches up to 0.5 knots.
Limioni bay formed by the Cape of Paladha east and Cape of Varesë west, enters the coastline 3 cabels
towards the northwest. The width of the entrance to the bay is 1 cable. Shores of the bay are rocky and
low. Western hills, ie the peak of Cape of Varesë has a height of 30 m above sea level. The banks are
covered with small thicket of green. This bay is deep and completely clean of underwater dangers.
Isobath 5 m passes 20 m offshore of eastern and western coast. From the northwest corner of the bay
isobaths 5 m exceeds 25 m off the coast, and from the northeast corner it exceeds 11.2 m off the
coastline. Isobath 10 m passes off the eastern and western coast 35 m, while in northwest approaches
towards the northern edge of the concrete quay of the merchant harbour. In the middle of the bay
depths are considerable, at the entry 13 to 6 m near the concrete quay.
On the northeast coast of the bay is situated the Limion harbour of goods, a quay for the processing of
goods having a length 75 m and depth of 6 m. In this harbour ships with capacity up to 5000 tons are
processed. Berthing of ships is made in the entire length of the quay. Mainly the harbor is used for
loading and unloading of transport ships using cranes with a load capacity up to 3.5 tons. The port is
connected through the roadway with the city of Saranda. The port is sufficiently lighted and is visible
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from the sea. In this bay Albanian Naval Force has a station with two quays. In the northwestern corner
of the bay orientated from northwest to southeast a concrete jetty was built. The total length of the jetty
is 82 m and the width of 5 m. Depths of the jetty on the west side range from 0 m to the north up to 5 m
in the south. On the east side of the quay depths range respectively from 0 m to 5 m in the south.
At the feet of the eastern side of the Cape Varesë alos orientated from northwest to southeast, against a
concrete quay was built another concrete quay with 65 m length and width of 5 m. Depths range from
1.8 m in the north up to 3.2 meters at its southern edge. Both quays are part of the Alabania Naval
Force Station in Saranda. This quay is connected with a road to the western quay and then both are
connected with a roadway to the city of Saranda. In this area berthing of civilian ships (merchant and
fishing) is prohibited. Landmarks for entering the bay of Limjon and to berth in this harbour are the
green lantern (latitude 39°52'22"N, longitude 19°59'2" E) and red lantern (latitude 39°52'21"N ,
longitude 19°59'18"E) located on both sides of the bay, at the heads of the above mentioned quays.
Bay of Limjoni is protected from northern, western and eastern winds and is open only from the south,
so it is one of the most protected bays.

Limion, Sarandë
Exiting from the bay and sailing to Saranda caution should be made in turning, because the ships could
run aground in shoal of Saranda. Also between the shoal of Saranda and enterance of the bay of
Limjoni there are some underwater rocks, at the depth of 1.2 m. Turning should be made a mile away,
when exiting the bay and keeping the course 180 °.
The coast from the Gulf of Limjonit to Cape Qefali is rocky and over it there is a ridge that slopes
slowly down to the sea. The most visible summit is that of Ofta of height 507 m and the summit of
Lasares of height 584.7 m 1.5 miles N –NW of Ofta. The slopes and ridge are woody with rare oak
forest and in some areas with green thicket. The ridge is crossed by a number of valleys (reservoirs)
which, when joined with the coastline, form small ravines. Because of the solids that these ravines
bring during rainy weather, depths in these gorges are small, less than 5 m and in addition the mouths
of them are open and unprotected by the sea. Starting from Cape Varesë (west Limjonit) to Cape Qefali
gorges that form on this coast are: Peristati, Heremeci, Rojdhea e vogel and Rojdhea e madhe. 0.7
miles east of Cape Qefali there is shelter from the north winds. Depths in the gorge are good. Isobath 5
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m exceed 25-30 m off the coast, and isobath 20 m passes 175-180 m offshore. The bottom is silt and
rocky.
Cape Qefali (latitude 39° 54'.5 N, longitude 19° 54'.6 E) is the continuation of a range of hills, that
change from the general direction of the northwest coast, head westward and ends in Cape of Qefali.
It has a round form, that is the reason of the name Qefalia (which in Greek means head). Its height is
140.5 m above sea level and extends from the shoreline in the northwest direction at an overall length
of 6 cables. The entire bay is lined with evergreen shrubs and rare woods. Western edge of the cape is a
huge rock with a height of 25 m, plunging into the sea in the form of a cave.
At the highest summit (140.5 m) of the Cape is a 2 storey stone building, which is visible from afar.
Depths near the Cape are deep enought and the water is clear of underwater dangers. Isobaths 5 m
passes off the Cape coastline in the distance of 20 m; isobath of 10 m,passes off the coast in the
distance of 50 m; isobaths of 20 m passes off in 175 m distance, while isobaths of 50 m exceeds in 325
m distance from the shore.

Cape and the lighthouse of Qefali
Lighthouse of Qefali (latitude 39 ° 55 '. N, longitude 19°55' E) is located in Cape Qefali, near the
existing building. The shape of the mark: a metal pole 8 m, to the right of the building. Height of light
is 147 m and visibility 19 miles.
Gorge of Pogajeta if formed by the Cape Qefali in southwest and Cape "Hunda e Doses" in the
northeast, entering the coastline 3 cables toward the southeast. The width of the entrance of the gorge
from the sea is 1 cable and gets narrow to 38 m. Southern and western shores of the gorge are rocky
covered with evergreen shrubs. Southeastern coast of the gorge is flat and represents the end of a valley
which made the depths close to the coast to be shallow.
The gorge is deep and completely clean of the underwater dangers. Isobath 5 m exceed 8-10 m off the
shoreline of southern and northern coast and 80 meters off the coastline of the southeastern coast. In the
middle of the gorge, 75 m from the northern and southern coast, depths are up to 20 m.
The gorge is protected from southern, eastern and northern winds and is open only the western winds
and especially from those western north. Small boats can entered only by caution and can berth directly
to the rock.
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Adjacent to the rock of the coastline in the northeast of the bay, a concrete quay 22 m long, 5.50 m in
the eastern part and 6.30 m in the northwest part wide was built. Depths in front of the quay range from
2.20 m in the southeast corner, up to 4 m in the northwest corner. As a result of the small size of the
bay and the quay, only small vessels can take berth. Quay needs repairs and installation of cleats. From
Cape Qefali to the gorge of Kakomese, 1.5 miles to the northwest, the coast is rocky and steep
gradients, covered by forest Prodan. Isobath 50 m starts to leave the shore, while the other isobaths stay
the same as in Cape Qefali.

Gorge and quay of Pogajeta
Gorge of Kakome. Located 1.5 miles N-NE of Cape Qefali and entered 3 cables towards S-SE, has an
entry width of 1.5 cables. The eastern coast of the gorge is low and sandy, the northern coast and
especially the south coast are rocky, high and falling sharply to the sea. The height of the cliff at the
southern coast reaches 10-15 m. Southern shore is woody and the northern shore covered with rare
shrub. On the eastern shore there are arable fields.
In the northeast of the gorge there are two stone buildings that are seen well while entering the bay. Has
begun construction of a new tourist village, the buildings are under construction. Also on the east coast,
there are two drinking water wells, one 40 m the other 65 m from the shoreline. Depths in the gorge are
deep. Northern shore is deeper than south. Isobath 5 m on the northern coast almost is up to the coast,
and on the south coast this isobath exceed 8 m at the entrance and 52 m at the end of the gorge off the
shoreline. Characteristic for this coast (eastern) is that depths are not increasing constantly but
immediately, such as exceeding 5 m from the shore, the depth is 3 m. Isobaths 10 m passes inside the
gorge, very close (10 m off the coast), between two capes that form the mouth. Off the east coast this
isobath remains from 85-90 m. Isobath 20 m at the entrance of the gorge turns toward the northwest
coast. The gorge is free from underwater dangers, but care should be taken because at its southeastern
corner, into the water, 8 to 10 m from the coast, is an emerged rock. Depths around the rock are 2.9-3.4
m. In this area small vessels can enter.
The gorge is protected from southern and eastern winds, partly from northern winds, while from the
other directions, especially from the northwest is completely open. Characteristic for this gorge is east
wind blowing from the large valley between two mountains. This wind is blowing with speed and often
in the form of ways, which makes it difficult for ships to stay at berth. In winter this wind is common,
but it can happen that blows even during the summer. On the eastern coast of the bay, with direction
from east to west was built a jetty (concrete quay) with dimensions: 52 m long and 5 m wide, depth on
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the south side are from 0.2 m in the eastern edge up to 5.40 m at the western edge (the top of the quay),
while on the north side depths range from 0.2 m to 5.60 m at the top of the quay. There are no
orientation marks or lighting for the enterance to the bay or for taking berth. The quay needs repairs
The quay is connected through not paved roadway with Cape Qefali and the roadway Kakome –
Saranda – Vlore through the Qafa e Kopelit. About 5 cables N-NE of the northern cape of entry in the
gorge of Kakome, in Krorosa, are situated the ruins of a building at the height of 100 m above sea
level, 150 meters far from the coastline and are well visible when you approach the gorge.

Gorge and quay of Kakome
Coastline from Kakome to the gorge of Graves goes towards northwest uniformly. The coastline is low,
except in the field of Borsh, which immediately after the 30-50 m rise with steep gradients. The
mountain range that permeates this region is steep and visible summits, as that of Shendëllisë 801.6 m
above sea level, maja e (summit) Blirit, Picollës 769 m, e Luftes, Gostiljes in Borshi 1108.6 m etc. The
whole ridge is interrupted by deep valleys, which deepen more while approaching the coast, but when
they reach the coastline do not form gorges or bays. All the valleys and coastal low are forested with
olive and citrus trees and beautiful tourist beaches. This part of the Albanian Riviera is one of the most
beautiful regions of the Albanian coast. In this region there are several coastal villages as Lukova,
Piqerasi, Bunec, Borsh and Qeparoj which are well visible from the sea by day and night.

Village Qeparo

Village Borsh
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In addition, while sailing in this region, you can see the Borshi castle, which is located at a conical
summit of 303 m high far behind the coast, near the mountain that rises in the northwest of the village
and flat of Borsh. Flat area of Borsh with a coastline of over 1.6 miles, at its northwest is crossed by the
river of the same name. Depths in the area are good, with the exception of the Georgantes shoal. Also a
lot of new building of the recent years close to the coast and the hyrdoplant of Sasaj are noticeable.
Georgantes rocky shoal (latitude 30 ° 58 '6 S longitude 19 ° 54', 3 L) is located 4.4 miles from east to
NNW of Cape Qefali and 4.5 cables offshore. Depth on the shoal is 2.3 m. It is situated in in fron of
village Lukovë. Depth between the shoal and the coast is good. In this region, a distinguished landmark
is the mountain of Lavani of height 954 m which is located 5.5 miles N-NE of Cape of Qefali and 1.6
miljes inshore. Its slopes are covered with forest. In Bunec,5.7 miles N NW from Cape Qefali, where
the river of Sasaj flows, a jetty was built primarily for transporting's agricultural products and for the
development of maritime tourism.

Quay of Bunec and hydroplant of Sasaj
Its dimensions are 125 m long, 5-10 m wide and depths ranging from 0.5 m depth near dhe shore up to
4.2 m at the head of the quay.Usable part of the quayr: 40 m long, 10 m wide, and the depth from 3.1 to
4.2 m at the head of it. The northern part of the quay is the most suitable for taking berth but
unprotected from winds and sea of all directions. At the jetty there is no supply of water and electricity.
As a point of orientation to enter the bay and the jetty and to take berth is the hydroplant of Sasaj. Jetty
needs repairs.
Bay of Grava is 9.3 miles northwest of the Cape of Qefali and 1.2 miles west of the river mouth of
Borsh. Enters between the Cape of Shen Dhimitri and the Cape of Spinarasit, located 1 mile west of the
first. Northern and eastern shore of the bay consists of fine gravel, while the western coast is rocky.
The bay is deep and reaches depths of 50-60 m. It is protected from northern winds and those of the
west, but is vulnerable from other directions.
As a distinctive landmark in this part of the coast are: castle of Borsh, summit of Gjivlash of height 592
m and and new buildings built near the coast of the village of Qeparo. Bay`s bottom is sludge and clay.
No underwater dangers. At the edge of the western Cape of the bay, next to the rocks of the shore, built
a concrete quay in the form of letter U is built. Its dimensions are: 19 m long and 6.6 m wide. Depths
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along the head of the quay are 1.5 m. From 7 existing cleats, now have remained only 2 on the shallow
part of it and because of that only small vessels can take berth. It needs repairs

Bay of Grava and quay of Qeparo
Gorge of Spinarasi: enters a little towards the ground, between the Cape of Spiranasi and the Cape of
Panorma. Its coasts are high. At the entrance of the gorge depths reach up to 36 m, and on the head of it
is 13 m. Bottom is rocky.
Bay of Panorma (Palermo) is located 10.5 miles NNW of Cape of Qefali. It is formed between the
Cape of Panorma in SE (latitude 40°02'.8 N longitude 019°47'.8 E) and Cape Kavadoni located in NW
8 cables from Cape of Panorma. Bay enters into the coastline toward the north and east for 1 mile. The
width of the entrance of the bay is 8 cables.

Bay and Cape of Panorma (Palermos)
Cape Panorma has round shape of height 104.7 m and rises directly on the coastline. By the sea, the
slope is rocky and steep way down to the sea. From the top of the cape going to the northeast, height
decreases and at the place where it forms a neck and joins the coastal line, height reaches 2 m above
sea level. At the top of the cape is built a one storey building and white tower of the lighthouse.
Towards the entry into the bay there is a small peninsula over which is located castle of Panorma (built
in the time of Ali Pasha), while on the neck of the peninsula there are the ruins of the village of ShenNikolla.
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Peninsula in bay of Panorma
The peninsula divides the bay into two parts: in the northwestern bay, called bay of Armeridha and the
southeastern bay, called bay of Shen Nikolla. In this bay there are several fish farms. Coast from Cape
of Panorma upto the peninsula is rocky but low, and from the peninsula and to the north of the bay is
high rocky.
Beside this bay passes a motorway, which connects the bay to Himara and Borsh, from where it
connects with a road Vlore Sarande. The coastline of the northern part of the bay is fine gravel. When
the coastline turns south, it constitutes the Cape Kavadoni. Bay coastline along this cape is rocky, but
low.
Cape Kavadonit is hilly and lays from north to south for one mile, having the largest width of 4.5
cables at the place where it extends from the general coastline direction.

Cape of Kavadonit
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Cape is completely bare and along the coastline on both sides is crossed by a automobile road, which
connects inside the bay with another automobile road that traverses across the bay. On the inside, by
the bay near the height of 77 m, is a stone building with red roof tiles.
Panorma bay is the largest throughout the coastline from Saranda up to the Bay of Vlora and suitable
for sheltering ships. It has deep waters and completely clean of underwater dangers. It is surrounded by
the mountains with a height up to 500 m. At the entrance of the Bay of Panorma, in the middle, depths
range from 80 to 105 m. In Bay Ameridha on the western shore isobath 10 m is adjacent to the
coastline and on the northern coast it is 180 meters off the coastline, while in eastern it ranges 30-90 m
off the coast. In the middle of the bay, depths are 65-74 m.
Bay Shen Nikolla is located in the north of the Cape of Panorma between it and Cape Kalase. In the
middle of the bay depths are 60-75 m. In the western edge of the Cape Kalase, isobath 10 m is 90 m off
the shore, and in the region south of the church of Shen Nikolla this isobath is 180 m off the shore. In
the area between Cape of Panorma and Kalase depths are deep, and in the southeastern part of the bay
of Shen Nikolla, depths decrease to 10 m, and in the southernmost part of the bay, this isobaths is 150
m off the shore. Around Cape Panorma, isobath of 10 m exceeds 60 m from the shore. While entering
this bay, it is not recommended passage closer than 2 cables off the Cape Panorma because there are
emerged and at the water level stones. Sea bottom in the Bay of Panormës is loess.
Panorma bay is protected from the winds of the land. It is open to Southwest and the Southeast
direction. From these two directions, especially in winter, winds blow often over 20 m per second.
In bay Panorma Brize is characteristic wind. This wind is cold and usually blows during the night from
land to sea and mixes a little with the wind Bora. They have higher speed. These winds are observed in
clear weather with northeast direction and high speed. Brize has a greater strength and more frequency
during July and August.
This bay is open to the swell from the south directions. Sometimes the swell of this direction is strong
and shelter can be taken in the southeastern part of the bay and behind cape (Peninsula) Kalase.
There is no current along the coast, but in the middle of the bay it reaches speed of 0.2 knots on the
surface. The most suitable place to drop anchor is in the northwestern part of the bay Armeridha, where
the bottom is silt and effected only by southwestern winds. In time of storms and winds from above
directions, the sheltering of ships in the bay is difficult. Small boats can drop anchor near the shore on
the north side of the peninsula Kalase. There it is protected from all winds, but there is a strong
swaying. When winds of the south blow, it is advisable to shelter in the bay of Shen Nikolla. While
taking shelter in the northwest part of the bay (between Cape Panorma and Peninsula Kalase) at deep
depths, keep in mind that boats anchor can drag (move) due to the stony seabed and the seabed slope.
As orientation points to enter the bay can serve the rock of Cape Panorma and the castle, built in the
early 19th century by Ali Pasha of Ioannina and today preserved in very good condition. Castle was
built over the ruins of an old castle and a monastery that existed there, as described by the englisht
traveler Lik who has visited the country. In the place where the peninsula is connected with the main
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land is situated the church of Shen Nikolla, about which there are many legends and stories related to
the construction of the fortress.

Castle of Ali Pasha and the southern quay in Panorma bay
In the small bay east of Peninsula Kalase was built a jetty of concrete in the form of the letter T with
size: 90 m long, 8 m wide and the depth at the northern edge is 11.3 m, while on the southern edge it is
5 m. Maneuvering the boat for berthing at the jetty is performed in between the peninsula of Kalase and
the quay. The quay in the shape of the letter T is connected with the coast and the road Himare, Vlora
and Saranda. The quay needs repairs.
Lighthouse of Panorma (latitude 40⁰03'N, longitude 19⁰47'45"E) is located on Cape Panorma near the
existing building. The shape of the mark, octagonal white stone tower of height 10 m. Height of light
is 114 m and visibility 6 miles.

Lighthouse of Panorma
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Greater depths of the bay stretch northward along the axis that traverses the south entrance of the bay
with its head in the north. Isobath 5 m exceed 75-100 m off the shore, and in the middle of the bay
depths are about 20 m. Isobath 50 m is 4 cables, away from the coast, while that of 100 m is 8-9 cables
offshore. Depths from the coast towards the sea do not increase constanty but increase immediately, eg
5-10 m off the shore the depth is 2-3 m. Bay of Spile is well protected from the winds that blow from
the north to the east and small ships and boats can shelter from the winds in the bay.

Bay of Spile

Harbour and the lighthouse of Himara

The sea bottom is loess. Anchor can be dropped in the middle of the bay, opposite the residence center.
In the northwestern corner of the bay is built next to the shore in east-west direction a concrete jetty
with dimensions: 50.5 m long, 7.5 m wide, and the depth m in the eastern edge of 1.5, up to 5 m in the
western corner. Berthing of ships with draft over 3 m, must be done in the western part of the jetty,
leaving empty over 15 m of the jetty in its eastern edge. Eastern head of the jetty (in its width) is
shallow from 0.6 m to 1.5 m, while the west head is deep from 4.5 m up to 5 m. Jetty is supplied with
electricity and loading and unloading is carried through autocranes and the ship's own cranes. Mostly it
is used for the transport of goods and passengers (tourism).
Lighthouse of Himare, (latitude 40°05 '59' 'N, longitude 19°44'29 'E) is installed at the head of the jetty
of the harbour. The shape of the mark: white plastic tower 6 m high. Height of light is 8 m and
visibility 6 miles (see Figure harbour of Himare).
In Spile is built in the beautiful town of Himare with 4596 inhabitants. Himara has an ancient Albanian
culture and Albanian native population that preserves the traditions and customs of this area since
ancient times. Recent years have been built 5 storey residential buildings, villas and hotels, which are
well visible from the sea and have contributed to a nice appearance town with a regular architecture.
Throughout the coastline of the bay are villas and a promenade with shops and fine summer clubs used
for tourism. Himara is supplied with electricity, drinking water and has all the parameters of a small
tourist town with all necessary facilities. In the depths of the coast, 1 mile north of the bay Spile lies the
village of Himare, from which the town has taken its name.
Village of Himare lies inshore of the coast up to 1 mile north of the bay of Spile. Through the village
passes a motorway headed to Vlora in the north and in the direction of Spile to Saranda in the south.
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The coast of the bay of Spile up on the Rruget e Bardha is quite rocky and rugged with ravines and
streams as follows: capes of Shen Mertiri, Lera, Manastirit, Shen Theodhorit, Jalit i Vunoit etc. Cape
of Shen Mertiri and Cape of Lera are two small capes which extend out to the sea, the first in the south
and the second to the west (Cape Lera extends more than of Cape Shen Mertiri). Both of them are
about 3 miles and 2.3 miles southeast of the Monastirit te Shen Theodhorit. Coastline of both are low
and deep. Cape Lera is more rocky and steep. Both are lined with shrubs, evergreen. In the north of the
Cape of Lera is located a gorge named Jali i Vunoit, formed by the enterance of the coastline 1 cable to
east and 1.5 cables wide. Southern and northern shores of the gorge are rocky, while the eastern coast is
low and has a beach.

Gorge of Jala and Cape of Shën Mërtir
Gorge has become a tourist town with beautiful beaches frequented particularly by young people in the
summer and numerous domestic and foreign tourists. There are beautiful buildings and 3-4 hotels in
eastern and northern coast, built in recent years with new architecture. In the east coast there are
gardens and fruit trees (citrus, olives, etc.).
At the top of Cape Mertiri is built a military holiday house and some other nice buildings which arewell
visible from the sea. Along the shoreline of the bay, within the bay with direction from northwest to
southeast, was biult a small concrete pier in the form of the letter E.The pier starts from the southeast
cape of the bay. Its dimensions are: 32.9 long (usable only 15 m of the northwestern part), and wide
from 4,5 m to 6,1 m. Depths are shallow by 1.8 m in its northwestern corner to 1,3 m. Usable part of
the pier length is 15 m from the northwestern corner of it. As a landmark to approach the jetty serve the
buildings and hotels on the west and east of the bay.
Gorge Jali Vunoi and the beach are linked through a paved roadway with Vunoi village, from where
the road crosses the coast roadway, connecting four villages with Vlora and Saranda.
Depths in the gorge are good. Isobath 5 m passes almost adjacent to the north and south shore, while at
the east coast it exceeds 40-50 m from the coast. Motorboats can berth directly on the cliffs of the
southern coast, where the remains of an old mole are still present. The gorge is mainly protected from
the winds of the north, east and south.
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Northwest of the Jalit te Vunoit, is the stream of Gjipe, deep bed and 200 m wide mouth, with very
steep high coastlines. The heightes of the banks of stream reach up to 150 m and a slope about 90°.
Stream is visible from the sea to a distance of 2-3 miles.
Cape of Shën - Theodhorit or Shën – Todhrit is an extension of the coast to the sea for 4.5 miles in
W NW of the bay of Spile. It is formed by the descending of the peak of height 150 m. In the northwest
of the peak, 2.5 cables from the bay, are erected a group of buildings surrounded by green trees, which
are visible from the sea and can be used as orientation landmark. The shores of the bay are very steep
and rocky.

Cape of Shën-Theodhori

Beach and village Dhërmi

Depths near the Cape are deep. Isobath 5 m exceed 20-25 m off the coast, and that of 100 m is 4 cables
offshore. Northwest, 1.5 miles from the bay of Shen-Todhri, there is a small concrete pier. In the direct
vicinity of the pier, between trees (citrus, olive and pine trees), are the buildings of the former holiday
house and a number of new buildings constructed in recent years that are well visible from the sea.
Here lies the beautiful beach of Dhermi. Being carefull, small draft boats of up to 1.5 m of draft can
take berth in the pier. Near the pier drinking water coming via pipelines from sources of Dhërmi is
available in abundant quantities. To be protected from north and land winds, anchor may be dropped in
the pier area. Anyway the pier needs repairs.
The pier is connected with the national roadway Vlora - Himare. N-NE of the former holiday residence,
about 0.8 miles above the coast, it is the village of Dhermi, which lies on both sides of the stream, with
deep rocky shores
From Cape Shën-Theodhori up the Rruget e Bardha, the coastline is low and consists of fine gravel and
partly of rocks. After 50-100 meters from the coastline, the terrain begins to rise sharply. There are no
underwater dangers in this region, but in some places adjacent to the shore there are isolated above
water rocks that may even stretch underwater. Depths are good.
In the direction of the former holiday house isobaths leave the shore: isobath 5 m is 1 cable offshore
and isobath 100 m is 1.3 miles from the shoreline. The whole coast from the bay of Spile (Himare) to
Rruget e Bardha is planted with olives and citrus. This coast is the downhill (feet) of Cika mountain
range.
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By the seaside, this ridge is naked, except for a rare tree, and only from Rruget e Bardha to Cape
Grama there are some rare woods of sumac. The ridge is interrupted by streams, gutters and canyons,
most of which are covered with dense forests. The coast almost in all it alignment is steep.
The coastline to the gorge of Arusha has the form of a belly slightly extended out and its continuation
up to Cape Gjuhezes is a little intrusive, forming just a few small ravines, of which the largest is that of
Arusha and some small capes which are named after the respective streams that pour into them.
The whole coastline is high and rocky, with caves and cliffs, especially from the gorge of Arusha up to
the Cape Gjuhezes, where the height of the rock reaches 200-300 m vertical onto the coastline.
From Cape Grama up to Cape Gjuhezes, along the rocky shoreline, due to the phenomenon of
corrosion from sea water in massive limestone conglomerate, there are formed some caves, but because
of their small size they have no relevance to berthing or sheltering of the ships.
Depths in this region are greater than in any other part of the Albanian coast. Depths from 20 m up to
80 m are adjacent to the shore.
Gorge of Shen Ndreut is located 1.9 miles southwest of the summit of Shen Iliu and it is a narrow
gorge 1 cable in the land in the northeast direction. It borders in the south a small cape of the same
name. The width of the entrance to the gorge is 100-110 m. Northern and southern shores of the gorge
are rocky, 25-30 m high and vertical to the sea. In the northeast of the southern cape is a building. Both
sides of the gorge are coated with rare woods of sumac. Depths in the gorge are good. At 5-6 m
distance from the shore, the depth is 3 m. The gorge is protected from southern and land winds.

Gorge of Shën - Ndreut

Bay of Grama

Grama Bay (Dedahilit), located 2.6 miles west of the summit of Shen Iliu and bordered in south by
Grama bay and its northwestern coast, enters 130 m towards the northeast, with a width of 100-150 m
at the entrance, then makes a turn and enters 100 m to the north. The northern coast of the gorge is
beach, while other coasts are quite rocky, height 10-15 m and fall vertical on the sea. The area is bare,
mountainous and steep gradients, particularly in the north slope of the gorge. In Cape Grama is an old
ruined building.
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Since antiquity Grama bay has served as quarry and shelter of ships for their protection from storms at
sea.For over two thousand years into the steep rock sites of Grama are recorded , carved names of
seafarers or pedestrians who have stayed in this bay. Grama is used as a quarry to build Dyrrahu and
Apollonia , which must have begun to be used in the sixth century ( BC) .
The 1494 inscriptions everywhere cover the pages rocks , without not coveiring each other . In all those
names marked out there in front of the first page it comes out the Illyrian name Gent . Further, a group
apolonians, two Illyrian citizens from Amantia etc . Sea routes have brought here people from different
countries : Tarentinian , Brindizian , Roman, Ankonian , many Greek and furthest traveler coming from
Pontus , the Black Sea . On the rocks of Grama are carved by sailors different types of ships . From the
group of graffiti drawn it can be figured out the cruise density in certain periods . Most of them belong
to III - I century BC ( Time of activity of the state and Illyrian citizens, medieval centuries and finally
XIV – XVIII centuries )
Depths in the bay are good . 5 m depths pass adjacent to the coastline . Bay is clear of underwater
hazards , with the exception of a large stone , which has remained since antiquity , when used as a
quarry. The large stone is up to the water level and is located to the right of the north shore , in 10 m
distance . The bay is protected from wind in all directions , especially for small ships .
A large part of the seabed of the northern coast of the bay consists of large stone blocks of the Cape , as
the sea has eroded the rocks and where in ancient times was the line of the coast , today is 4,5 m water
depth . In the northern part of the bay was built a small concrete jetty with dimensions : 22 m long and
2 m wide.

Grama Lighthouse

Grama jetty

Grama Lighthouse ( latitude 40 ° 13 ' N , longitude 19 ° 28'.4 E) is a metal triagonal 4 m high , 51.5 m
height of light and minimal visibility 5 miles .
In the northwest of the mouth of Grama , 0.9 nautical miles away is a mouth named Lovisi beach ,
formed by the introduction of the coastline 170 m to the northeast and makes the turn to the north 160170 m.
The width of the entry in the northeastern part of the gorge is 75-100 m, while in the north is 25-30 m .
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The banks of the gorge, except in the north , are rocky , high and fall sharply above the sea . The valley
to the right of the stream ( when looking from the sea ) is lined with dense forest . Depths in the gorge
are great and there are no underwater hazards , with the exception of stones that are 20 m from the
northern shore .
Small boats can find protection from all winds , except the ones coming from west direction .
A mile northwest of the Lovosi beach there is another gorge called Gjimbitri , which falls 300 m in the
northeastern direction with a width at the entrance 200 m . It starts reducing towards the head , taking
the form of a narrow angle . The shores of the mouth are rocky , 20-30 m high and fall sharp to the sea,
with the exception of the northern coast , by creating a beach as a result of flows that brings the river .
Also the coast and the surrounding landscape , in the most part , are mostly bare . Depths in the gorge
are great , everywhere over 7 m . It is protected from the winds of the north, east and south. On the
above mentioned directions in the gorge can be protected ships at anchor. From the gorge to the Nose
of Gjimara coastline runs almost straight , forming some irrelevant gorges and valleys. During
navigation in this area should be navigating carefully, since 1.3 miles northwest of the mouth of
Gjimbitrit (west of the area between the top of Kollovackës and Sinan Duke ) has singled rocks
adjacent to the shore; The greatest distance of them from the coast is about 100 less .
Gjimara Nose ( latitude 40 ° 18.6 N , 19 ° 22'.4 length E ) is the southern edge of the Arusha (Bear)
mouth and the greatest cape out between White Roads (Rruget e Bardha) and Cape of Gjuheza. This
cape goes out to the sea 600 yards westward and falls into the sea northwest of Canal mount. Cape’s
coastline is rocky , not too high and the cape’s landscape is not too steep . Depths near the cape’s
coastline are great , but care should be taken as to the distance 200 yards underwater stones are at 1.5-2
m depth .
Arusha (Bear) Gorge is the largest gorge in this area of the coast and the sea is an intake of 400 yards,
in E -SE between Nose of Gjimara from the south and the northwestern edge of the northern coast of
the gorge. The width of the entrance to the gorge is 400 yards and ends with narrow angle, passing the
valley that continues along the stream. The shores of the bay are rocky, 5-10 m high, with the exception
of the cone top, where the river starts with his deep valley. Except the northern coast that is completely
naked, other parts of the gorge are covered with bushes and partly forest. Gorge has great water depths,
at the entrance they go up to to 50 m. Depths of 5 m pass adjacent to the coastline, excluding the river
discharge that is filled with its lyshter.
The gorge is protected from winds of southeast and northeast directions. There ships of small and
medium tonage can find protection from winds. The seabed is loess and in some places rocky.
Karaburun Peninsula, which limits the Bay of Vlora on the west side starts from Arusha Gorge in the
south and Bay of Pashaliman in the north.
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Arusha Gorge

Cape of Gjuheza

Western side of Karaburun is steep and coastline is all rocky, with a height of up to 200 m, which goes
sharp to the sea. 2.2 miles northwest of a Arusha Gorge ( in the southwest of Qivuri top with a height
of 494 m ) is a small gorge, called the Palm beach , with rugged coastlines looking to northeastern
direction . Depths in the gorge are great , but there are underwater rocks . The gorge is protected from
the land winds. From Palm Beach to Cape Gjuheza there are some small caves inside the rock with
great water depths , which do not have any practical significance.
Gjuheza (Tongue) Cape (latitude 40 °25'.3 N , longitude 19 ° 17 ', 3 E ) is the northwestern edge of
the rocky Karaburun peninsula , which constitutes the continuation of Kanal ghat. This cape goes to
1200 yards west in the form of a tongue , from which it receives its name . Cape is completely naked ,
except for the western part of his top hill , where there is a small little part of afforestation .
In the southern part of the hill is a two-store stone building , which can be seen very good from the sea
in all directions , while in the forest part there are 2-3 other one store buildings of white stone. Cape
itself is low and not visible in the distance , but the top edge of the northwest of the Karaburun
peninsula with steep slopes , in clear weather seems to 50 miles away .
Cape is rocky and steep . On the south side of the rock height reaches 30-40 m . Cape surrounding
depths are great . 20 m depths passes next to the shore . On the north side of the cape , small boats can
stay temporarly ,they can come alongside directly to the rock , but only at quiet weather when the south
wind and the waves are not large . When the north wind blows, very carefully , those vessels can go
alongside to rock on the south side of the cape , but here the berth is less convenient.
Gjuheza (Tongue) Cape Lighthouse ( latitude 40 ° 25.3 ' N , 19 ° 17'.5 length E ) is on bunker with a
height of 4 m . The height of the light is 58 m . Minimum viewing distance is 11 nautical miles .
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Gjuheza (Tongue) Cape and its Lighthouse
Peak of Koreta or Flag has a height of 826 m and is located 4.8 miles southeast of Gjuheza Cape . It is
the highest peak of the Karaburun peninsula and can be visible of great distances .
Peak of Hilqe has a height of 732 m and is 1.9 miles southeast of Gjuheza Cape and also can be visible
of great distace. This is the highest peak after Koreta peak in the northwest corner of Karaburun.
Sazan Island is the only island comparatively large and important of Albanian coast . The island lies
opposite the entrance to the bay of Vlora , 2.6 miles northwest of the Cape of Karloveci and 9.1 miles
from the port of Vlora , while the closest distance of the island to main land east coast is 4.5 miles.
The largest length of the island is 2.5 miles and the largest width is 1 mile . The island is mountainous
and almost all rocky , with the exception of the east part between the Gulf of Saint Nicholas and
Japraku bay , which is smooth ground .

Sazan Island and its harbor
Two deep valleys, which constitute the continuation of each other , but are interrupted by the neck in
the middle of the island at a height 87 m , and down one west-southwest ending at the mouth of Ferri
( Hell ) and the other in the northeast by ending within the Saint - Nicholas bay, divide the island into
two peaks almost conical , which when coming from the southwest over large distances seem like two
separate islands .
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North peak is the highest top and has two heights: one in the north is 337 m high and the other 800
yards southeast of the first one is 331 m high. The southern peak of the island is 308 m high.
The island is steep , especially on the west side, southern and northeastern sides too, slopes of which
coated with laurel , hornbeam bushes , go down sharp into the sea in craggy and rocky form ( on the
west side , pigeons make nest ) . In good weather conditions the island can be seen from 35 miles
away. On the western side goes down two gorges : the mouth of Hell and the Devil's mouth , while the
protruding edge in the northwest to the mouth of Hell constitutes Gulls Cape . East side , especially the
central part of it , goes soft down on the edge of the sea , without steep incline . This part is lined with
dense forest , mainly pine and other trees . In the south there are two bays , the biggest one is that of
Saint - Nicholas in northeast and the small bay of Japrak in southeast . Here are two capes, first one
Cape of Kallami (cane) in the north of the Gulf of Japrakut and Cape Saint Nicholas in the southeast of
the port and bay Mixho in north of Saint Nicholas bay.
The southern and the northern capes of Sazan respectively south and north of the island , are the
emerging capes and distinct constituting its longitudinal edges and sloping down to the sea .
Western coast of the island and its southern and northern extremities have very big depths. Depths of
50 m passes 125-130 m from the shoreline , but the Gulls Cape region and the Devil's Gorge to the
coast directly depths reach 40 m .
The eastern part of the island is shallow . Up to 700 yards distance it is surrounded by a shoal with
depth below 10 m . Ships shouldn’t approach closer than 200 yards to Cape of Saint Nicholas.
Winds and waving: In the region of Sazan island dominant winds are those of the south ( shiroku )
and the north . During the seasons of fall , winter and spring these winds reach great power , especially
shiroku , whose speed exceeds 30 m / sec. These winds , having a large extension , create a great
rippling in the region of Sazan . Winds from the eastern half of the horizon create strong beats (waves )
in the bay of Saint - Nicholas. Shiroku penetrates into this bay through the neck and the valley that cuts
the island from the mouth of Hell until the Bay of Saint Nicholas.
Prohibited area for anchoring. Standing at anchor is prohibited throughout the coast of the Sazan
island , except the area of St. Nicholas bay, which is bordered south with the line that goes in the
direction 25 ° from the light of the northern pier of the harbor up to distance 6 cables and hence in the
direction of 277 ° to Minxhos Cape (north of the Gulf of St. Nicholas ) .
Note: It is prohibited approaching , sailing and fishing activity in a zone of 1 nautical mile from
the coast of Sazan island 12.
Law No. 8906, date 6.6.2002 “For the protected areas”; Decision of CM Nr.289, date 28.4.2010 “ For declaring
"National Park" natural marine ecosystem of the Karaburun peninsula and Sazan Island.”
12
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North Lighthouse of Sazan ( latitude 40 ° 30 ' 40' ' N , longitude 19 ° 16 ' 11 ' E ) has been set up on
the north part of the island , ground lighthouse mounted on a concrete construction 5 m high , at an
altitude of 157 m above sea level and 12 nautical miles visible from the sea .

North and South Lighthouses of Sazan
Sazan Island’s Southern Cape Lighthouse ( Latitude 40 ° 28 '27' ' N , longitude 19 ° 17 ' 09 ' E ) is
on the southern cape of the island . The shape of the sign : octagonal white tower of concrete . The
height of the sign is 8 m , the light is red with a light height of 32.5 m . Visibility is 4 miles.
Bay of Shen Nikolla is located in the northeastern part of the Sazan island and the bay has made an
insertion of 400 yards into the ground. Cape of Mixho north and Cape of Shen Nikolla in the
southeast limit the bay the width of which is 6 cables . Depths in the bay are great, 5 m depths exceed
10-20 m from the coast line and 10 m depths goes 20-25 m from shore . In the middle of the bay depths
are about 30 m . The bay is protected from Western and Eastern winds and partly of the southwestern
ones . In the southern part of the bay of is located port of Sazan.
Sazan port lights are placed at the head of two breakwaters , east and north .
South Lighthouse ( latitude 40 ° 30 ' 07.4 ' ' N , longitude 19 ° 17 ' 07.3 ' ' E ) perched on a plastic red
tower with a height of 2 m on a white hexagonal concrete slab. Height of light from sea level is 10 m ,
visibility 4 miles .
North Lighthouse ( latitude 40 ° 30 ' 10.9 ' ' N , longitude 19 ° 17 ' 07.2 ' ' E ) is placed in a plastic
green tower 2 m high , on a white tetragonal concrete slab , the hight of light is 10 m and visibility 4
miles .
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The Lights at the Entrance (Sazan Island)
Anchorage Areas. When southwest winds blow , the best place for anchoring is the bay of Shen
Nikolla , and when the winds are very strong , the waves are absent or are not sensitive. Anchor should
be droped in the northwest of the pier head at a depth of 20-30 m , but as the sole is loess , anchor does
not stay well .
Japraku Bay is located in the southeast of the Sazan island , between the southern cape and Kallami
cape. The southern and western coast of island is rocky, and northwest coast goes gently down to the
water.
Depths in the bay are good , especially in the southwestern part of it, where next to the shore depths are
6.5 to 10 m . Northwestern and western side is less deep . Here depths 1 m passes 40-50 m from the
coast , and 10 m depths passes 200-225 m from coast . The bay is protected from western winds and
partly from northern winds . The seabed is silt and southwest side is also rocky .
Sazan Island with its expansion creates two straits ( channels) to enter to the bay , the southern Strait (
Karaburun ) located between the northwestern cape of the Karaburun Peninsula and the southern cape
of the island , with a width of 2.6-3 miles. The depth varies from 20-40 m on the east side of the island
and 72-94 m on the west side of it. Among strait the depths are approximately 40-60 m . These depths
are on both sides of the strait , almost to the shore . The current drift in the strait is 0.2 knots with
direction to the bay . When the dominant winds blow in the Bay of Vlora, they create in the strait big
ripples . Southern Strait is open for navigation of all vessels.
Another strait lies between the northeastern side of the island and the continental coast , mouth of
Vjosa river - Treporte and is called the northern straits . The width of this strait is 4.5 miles to 5.8
miles.
In the western part of the north strait depths are great, over 40 m , directly on the northern coast of
Sazan and up to 20 m in the middle of the channel at the entrance . But the more you go near the
eastern side of the strait , the lower depths become . The Strait part next to continental coast, Vjosa
River mouth – Peshkimi (Fisheries) Cape , is quite shallow .
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10 m depths in this area passes over 1.6 miles from the coast . In the pivotal ( central ) part of the strait
depths are 10-20 m .
Warning : In the south channel of the entrance to the Vlora bay, in the region bordered by the points
with coordinates :
1. Latitude 40° 25’.4 N, Longitude 19° 17’.4 E
2. Latitude 40° 26’.0 N, Longitude 19° 18’.6 E
3. Latitude 40° 28’.6 N, Longitude 19° 16’,8 E
4. Latitude 40° 28’,6 N, Longitude 19° 17’,4 E
and in north channel of the entrance to Vlora bay, in region bordered by point with coordinates :
1. Latitude 40° 28’,8 N, Longitude 19° 25’,6 E
2. Latitude 40° 28’,8 N, Longitude 19° 17’,4 E
3. Latitude 40° 30’,8 N, Longitude 19° 16’,3 E
4. Latitude 40° 30’,6 N, Longitude 19° 23’,6 E
It is categorically prohibited for all types of ships to drop anchor , dredge , mine sweeping equipments
or make underwater explosions. Offenders bear criminal responsibility against the laws of the Republic
of Albania.
Karloveci or Galloveci Cape (latitude 40 ° 26 ', 3 N, longitude 19 ° 19', 3 E) is located 1.8 miles
northeast of Gjuheza (Tongue) cape and southwestern cape of entrance to the Vlora bay. It forms the
northern edge of the Karaburun peninsula that limits the bay of Vlora from west. This cape is rocky and
goes sharp down into the sea.
The coast from Gjuheza cape to Karloveci cape is rocky, with steep gradients, and in some places
dressed with sumach forest and bush.
In this region, 0.7 miles east of Gjuheza cape is located the cave of Haxhi Ali, which represents one of
the most beautiful phenomena of the Albanian terrain. It was formed in limestone and dolomites of its
corrosion and the erosion processes of rocks from the rain waters. It has the form of a tunnel with a
length of 40 m in the interiors of the mainland and with a height 20-25 m. Cave’s entrance width is 10
m, and inside the cave the width is 16 m. Depths at the entrance are over 10 m. Before entering the
inside of the cave there are big massive rock falled from the ceiling of the cave, which close the inside
of the cave from the entry. inside of the cave, in order to enter small boats, was opened a channel
between massive rocky lashes and western site of the cave entrance. The channel has dimensions as
follow: 6 m long, 4 m wide and 1.5-2 m deep. Currently this channel is not safe because time by time
it becomes occupied by rocks. The cave has received its name from the sailor Haxhi Alia, who has used
it as a protected place from winds.
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Haxhi Alia Cave

Karloveci Light

Karloveci Lighthouse or Galloveci (latitude 40 ° 26'.3 N, 19 ° 19'.3 length E) is located at the end of
this cape. The shape of the sign: two iron legs located on a concrete slab, 5.5 m high. The height of the
green light is 14 meters above sea level, visibility is 4 miles.
Bay of Vlora (English Map 186, 188, 1590. Italian Map 6016, 6115), is the largest, deepest and most
protected bay in the region from Corfu Channel to Drini bay. It is located between the Karaburun
Peninsula and the Cape of Treportat. At the entry of the bay is located Sazan Island, which is 5.3 miles
wide at the entrance, between the Cape of Gallovecit and Treportat. Bay goes into the land at the
beginning in direction of southeast about 5 miles and then makes the turn to the south, where it ends at
the low shore of Dukati Village.
Western coast of the bay and the southern part of the east coast are high and mountains. Along the east
coast passes the mountain range of Lungara with top of Mazhari 1182 m high, and the highest peak of
Mount Karaburun along the western coast of the bay is the top of Koreta (Flag).
Karaburun eastern side is crossed by deep valleys, which in time of leaks collect water and spill it in
the bay. These valleys are covered with dense forests of murray and in some places with sumach.
Western coastline of the bay of Vlora is rocky and a little rugged, forming some capes and gorges.
Kongjorufa or Shen Jani Bay is situated between Cape Shen Jani on the east and the coastline which
constitutes southeast continuation of Galloveci Cape. The coast of the bay is rocky, especially the
western part, which descends sharp into the sea, while the eastern side is low rock. Only at the end
(south) coast has a section that descends gently to the sea, in the form of beach.
On the southern shore of the bay about 80-100 meters from the coastline there is a large white stone
building with one floor, which is half ruined. In the south-west coast of the bay where the beach ends
and the terrain the coastline of the west coast starts climbing, is a well with drinking water, which in
summer becomes salty. Shen Jani Cape, that closes the bay from the east, is rocky with a serrated
coastline low and with small slopings. Cape is naked, except two large isolated trees.
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In the northeastern side of the bay lies a rock in the form of a flat and steep island about 60 m from the
Shen Jani cape, which only partially is revealed, while the rest lies under water. The bay is deep, 20 m
depths exceeds 150 m from the cape of Shen Jani, 300 m from south coast and 100 m of the west coast.
Depths of 5 m exceed 30 m from the cape, 95 m from the southern coast and adjacent to the west coast,
and depths of 2 m exceed 30 m from the southern coast. Along this coast can be found underwater
rocks and at surface also. Approaching to the rocks bordering the bay from east can be done only on the
west side and with great care. There is no way you can approach on the north or the east side, as there
are rocks and small depth.
On the cape of Shen Jani and on its oeast there are some ruins of buildings. The bay is protected from
southern winds and partly from western ones. The ships here can be protected from the winds
mentioned above. The seabed is loes, but often there can be found rocks.

Shen Jani Bay
Along the west coast, to the right of the entrance of the bay, in direction southeast - northwest is built a
concrete jetty with dimensions: 35 m long, 4.5 m wide. Depths in the northeast corner are 2.6 m, in the
middle 2.8 m and in northwest corner 2.6 m. The jetty needs to be repaired.
From Shen Jani cape up to Raguza bay, the coast has a curved and an unstressed shape , forming
several small capes as the one of Dim-Kushta, 1.3 miles southeast of Shen Jani; Long cape, 0.6 miles,
southeast of Dim Kushta cape; Shen Vasil cape , which is about 2.4 miles southeast of Shen Jani cape
and 0.6 miles from Long cape .
In the small bay that forms Cape Shen Vasil, perpendicular to the coastline, in the direction east - west
is built a concrete jetty with dimensions 66 m long, 5 m wide and both sides of it are used for mooring.
On the north side of its western edge, the depths are 0.3 m, in the middle 3.5 m and at the top (on the
eastern edge) 5.5 m. On its south side, at the western edge, the depths are 0.6 m, in the middle 3 m and
at the top (on the eastern edge) 5.5 m. The jetty needs to be repaired.
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Shen Vasil jetty

Shen Vasil Lighthouse (Sevasin, Mermer)

Due to the shape of the coastline, this jetty is well protected from the sea caused by the winds of
southern direction.
1.5 miles in the southeast of Shen Vasil cape, it is located Sevasini cape.
Sevasini Lighthouse (latitude 40 ° 22'.5 N and longitude 19 ° 24'.3 E) rises in a visible place on the
coastline, 1.1 miles northwest of Ragusa bay. The shape of the mark: An gray octagonal concrete
tower, 6 m high. Height of light from sea level is 55 meters and visibility is 8 miles.
About 2.9 miles southeast of Shen Vasil Cape is located Cape of Forest and 3 cables , south of this cape
is the Cape of Ragusa, which is the outer cape in this region. It rises 400 yards eastward and has a
height of 72 m.
Bay of Ragusa (Rajeka or Rogeze) is inserted to the land about 350 m in the west direction, between
the cape with the same name (Raguza) from the north and cape out from the south, on which rises the
round top of 202 m high. The average width of the bay is 400 m. Its coastline is rocky and low, but is
very steep coast. In the middle of the coast of the western side of the bay goes down a small ridge
(shore) to the sea, which makes the bay end in two corners.
The western coast of the bay is low because two small streams flow and bring water in times of rainfall.
The whole coast of the bay is mountainous and the naked.
Thellësitë në gji janë të mëdha. At the entrance of the bay the depths reache 40 m, and 20 m depths
passes 200 m from the western coast and 75 m from the northern and southern coast. 10 m depths in the
northern part of the bay are 70 m from the coast, and 5 m depths exceed 15-20 m from the coast. In the
southern part depths are: 10 m depths pass about 100 m from the shore, while 5 m depths exceed 50 m
from shore. Seabed is loess and rocky. The bay is protected from the winds blowing from the western
direction and partly those of the south. Between Ragusa bay and Cape of Kollogjeri, which is 0.6 miles
south of the bay, there are three small gorges, making up the bed of the valleys of the streams that go
down there, and there is another same gorge slightly large, behind the Cape of Kollogjeri in the south.
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In the bay of Ragusa there are built three concrete piers.
North pier with the east-west direction is 53.6 m long, 4.7 m wide, and is equipped with bollards.

North Pier

Middle Pier

On the south side of the pier depths vary from 5.4 m at the top, 2.5 m in the middle and 0.5 m at the
end; On the north side the depths are: at the top of the pier 3.3 m, in the middle 2.0 m and 0.4 m at the
end of the pier.
The middle pier has a east-west lay out and is 56 m long and 5 m wide. Depths of its south side at the
top are 5.3 m, in the middle 2.1 m and 0.3 m at the end; On the north side at the top are 5.9 m.
Southern pier has a SE-NW layout and is 29.5 m long, 3.4 m wide and has a 20.5 m usable length.
Depths on the southeast side are: at the top 3.2 m, in the middle 2.3 m and 1.2 m at the end, while the
north-west, at the top 3.2 m, in the middle 2.0 m and 1.3 m at the end. In this pier in its SE there are
some sunken boats. Care should be taken while docking in this part of pier because not all of the pier
can be used for docking. From the first Ragusa to third Ragusa there are installed about 4 fish farms,
equipped with red buoys limiting signals for daylight and lighting during the night.

South Pier

Fish Farm

The southern coast of Vlora bay, into which from the depth of the valley descends the field of Dukat, is
low and is surrounded by a strip of gravel and sand beach.
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Dukati Bay is located in the southern part of the bay of Vlora and constitutes its end. In the southern
coast of the bay goes down the arable fields of Dukati, which the coastal region before used to be
unused swamps and woods, there where maps write forest of Pallovengu, mostly short wooded like
bushs, buckles etc. Currently all swamps of this region are dried and reclaimed. The entire field and the
whole area up to the water line of Dajlani Lake is deforested (that is left for fishing). It used to be
planted by local residents.
In the northwest of the field is located Pashaliman lagoon seperated by Dukati bay, by a narrow and
low strip of sand (pebble). In the eastern part of the bay flows Izvori river , the gorge of which is
located 4.5 miles south of Kalaja (Castle) Cape . The river starts in the caves located 2 miles inside the
coast. Just above the bridge of Izvori into this river flows Dukati river, which descends from Dukati
village and Llogara, by covering the entire valley. The stream during the summer exhausts .
Dukati bay is protected from the waves and can be used for anchoring by big ships in every wind.
Depths in the bay are 20-50 m. The seabed is loess.
The Pashaliman Lagoon is located south of the Dukati bay, being separated from it by a narrow strip
of land and has a length from east to west of about 2150 m and a width greater than 1050 m. The
lagoon depths vary from 0.2 m on its northern coast, at 2.1 m in the middle. Lagoon is linked to the sea
through a small channel 150 m long and the depths are 0.2-0.3 m. In this channel is located fish farm..
Pashaliman Lagoon is very rich with fish. The fish of this lagoon is well known.
On the west coast of Lagoon are located remnants of the ancient city Oriku, founded in the sixth
century from the local residents in the lands of Amantes Illyrian tribe and on the hill is located a castle
known as Orikumi Castle. Besides the shipyard to build ships, using quarries of Karaburun, in antiquity
was one of the main economic resources of Oriku. It was used by the Romans wars against the Illyrians
and Macedonians and played a role in the civil war between Caesar and Pompey. Macedonian fleet of
Alexander of Macedon conquered the city on 214. At the time of the Ottoman conquest was called
Pashaliman.
Today, about 2 miles east of the ancient city is built a new small tourist city with the same ancient
name of Orikum. There are set up and serve the shipbuilding yard, the yacht port and several fish
farms. This area is generously donated with a beautiful and a virgin nature, a magical coastline with a
rich underwater archeology. Ancient ruins are a testimony of the famous history of this 1000 years old
city. But not enough so far; folk and ancient traditions, cuisine and tasty food, unique temperament of
locals are definitely elements desired for any tourist destination.
Orikum has regular transport and telecommunications concetions with Vlora in the north, the southern
part of Albania and the surrounding villages.
Pashaliman Cape constitutes the eastern edge of the northern coast of the port of Pashaliman, and
goes down sloping to the sea. The cape is rocky and deep.
Pashaliman Lighthouse (latitude 40 ° 19'.7 N, longitude 19 ° 25'.2 E) rises on the hill of Pashaliman
Cape. Tower form is a tetragonal concrete. The height of the mark is 8 m, and the hight of the light is
21 m, visibility is 8 miles.
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Pashaliman Lighthouse (Orikum)
In this bay is located Pashaliman Naval Base and Naval Shipyard.
In the southwest corner of Dukati bay are built three piers. North pier with south-north direction is 47
m long (in the west part) and 35 m (in the east). Depths in the east are: at the top 2.9 m, in the middle
2.8 and at the end 1.8 m. In the western part the depths are: at the top 2.6 m in the middle 2.8 m and 2.1
m at the end. The pier is connected to land via the bridge with a length of 28 m and width of 7 m.
Middle pier lies in direction north-south with a length of 92.2m and a width of 6 m. Depths on the east
are, in the top 6.7 m, in the middle 6.5 m, 1.5 m at the end. On the west side the depths are: at the top
6.7 m in the middle 6.5 m and 2.3 m at the end. The part of the pier that is used by larger ships is 81m.
Southern pier (comercial) lies on the north-south direction creating the shape of the letter U. In the
exterior part of the east side it is 90 m long. Depths in its southern side are 4.9 m in the middle 5.9 m
and 6.4 m in the north. In internal harbor, on the west side lies a dock of 60 m length. Depths on the
west side are 2 m, in the middle 3.5 m and east 1.3 m. The eastern part of the harbor is covered with
stones.
Note: It is prohibited approaching, sailing and fishing, in the area bordered by the line that
connects Pashaliman Cape and the beginning of Orikumi beach (Checkpoint of Pashaliman
Naval Base), to all fishing vessels and Albanian and foreign commercial ships.
From Pashaliman to Rameci Cape (3.4 miles east-northeast of Pashaliman Cape Cape ) low coast
forms an arc line with the exception of small output, made by pouring Izvori river and which is called
River Cape.
In Orikum, northeast of River Cape, it is located the newest harbor in Vlora bay which is the only
tourist yacht harbor in Albania, called Orikum Marina (see chart)13.
This harbor is located at the bottom of Vlora Bay, in that part which is called Dukati bay, only 12
nautical miles from Sazan island of and 7.5 miles from the city of Vlora. The port has a capacity of 625
berths for boats and the depths are 2.6 m. Its piers offer all the services of a modern port for 24 hours as
13

The Scheme of “Orikum Marina” received from harbor Administrator. (Authors note).
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the fuel service, technical assistance, water supply, protection of vessels as in the water and on the land.
The harbor architecture makes better also two red colored twin buildings. Within those two buildings
you can find hotel service, restaurant, sports park, etc.
To enter this port mus be followed the channel limited by breakwater in the west and 6 limitation buoys
by turning till its aquarium. The first buoy at entrance is lit, red flashing light , while at the head of
breakater is green lantern on a 5 m white tube with fixed light. Vessels can dock in floating pier of 20
m, or two concrete piers of 10 m and 30 m.

Orikum Marina
Between River Cape and 0.4 miles, S-SE of Rameci Cape is built a concrete pier on the east-west
direction, dimentions of which are 78 m long, 4.25 m wide. The piers is usable about 51 m. Depths on
the south side are: 3.7 m, in the middle 2.4 m and at the end of usable part are 2 m. On the north side
depths are: the top 3.9 m, in the middle 2.2 m and 1.6 m at the end of usable part are.
In the northeast, 0.4 miles from Viroi Cape, was built a small port in the shape of the letter U, which is
open to north and closed to south. Its east pier is made of concrete and 120 m long. Depths in the
northern part of pier are 3.6 m, in the middle 4 m and 3.6 m on south. In the middle of the basin depths
are 5 m. Basin is bounded by breakwater from south and west. The southern pier is 70 m long and the
same size is also the west one.
The width of the entrance to the harbor on the north side is 90 m. This port is protected from all kinds
of winds and sea. Navigation safety is missing . The port in question is used by the Border Police.
Starting from Rameci Cape coast starts to meander up till Uji i Ftohte, forming Viroi Cape at discharge
of Katahora brook (2.2 miles south of Castle Cape ), Castle Cape (where the former Maritime District
Command use to be) and the Bay Uji i Ftohte it self, and a series of small caps and insignificant bays.
The coast is rocky and steep.
The coast, especially Jonufra region (south of Castle Cape) has a lot of stones and rocks underwater
and at surface level. Part of which have slipped into the sea from the land falls and occupy a strip of
water with a volley to 200 m from the shoreline. The coast from Jonufra to Pelasia Cape ( 9 cables
northeast of Castle Cape) goes sharpe down into the sea and is very rugged. Along this coast there are
built buildings, villas and beautiful and a nice restaurants for tourists and vacationers.
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Castle Cape (latitude 40 ° .21'.9 N longitude 19 ° 29 'E) is located on the eastern shore of the bay of
Vlora and is a high rock which goes sharp to sea in the form of the abyss.
At the foot of the Castle Cape, on the southern side of it, there are sources of potable water. At the
shore line is built an electric pumps station to supply the city with water. In the past the station was
used to supply ships with water, which used to dock to 8 buoys installed for this purpose. Currently,
this system is no longer in use and remaines only 3 of buoys which are shifted down to Castle Cape. It
is prohibited for all vessels to drop anchor, trawl, nets, surface and terminal meshs, as well as docking
to buoys as the underwater pipeline system still exists.
Castle Lighthouse. (latitude 40 ° 24.9’ N longitude 19 ° 28'.9 E) is located on a tetrahedral concrete
tower. it is white colored, 8 m high and the light visibility level is 44 m. Nominal viewing distance is
10 miles, but as a result of new inappropriate constructions in the back of lighthouse, the light hardly
can be viewed during the night.

Castle Lighthouse
Bay of Uji i Ftohte (cold water), on northeast of Castle Cape, goes a bit inland on the eastern coast of
the Bay of Vlora. On the shore of the bay there is a plentiful source of good, cold, drinking water,
from which comes also the name of the bay. From this source of water is supplied the city of Vlora
with water. On the shore of the Bay of Uji i Ftohte are a series of buildings, hotels, and beautiful
summer clubs with different colors that differ from the entrance to the city of Vlora.
There is a concrete jetty with a length of 40 m between Pelasa Cape and tunnel in Uji i Ftohte (cold
water). Depths at the top of the jetty are 2.5 m. The jetty has no equipment for mooring.
Vlora Roadstead is located south of the city of Vlora in the eastern part of the bay. It is open to all the
winds that raise great sea, except the winds of the east and north east from which roadstead is
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protected. Depths in roadstead are 10-40 m. The seabed is loess on the outside of it and sanded silt on
the land side.
The port of Vlora is located in the south of Vlora City, 2 miles north of Castle Cape. It consists of two
piers: the eastern one and the western pier (pier zero). East pier is 362 m long but 225 m is usable. On
the head, the pier is 16 m wide and continues with the width up to 90 m from the head. Starting from 90
m to the end, at the shore line, the width is 10-12 m. Depths at the top of the pier are: 7.3 m, in the
middle 6 m and at the end of usable 225 depths are 2 m. Dock is usable on both sides. The western
Dock (dock zero) is in a brakewater shape and can used for docking only the internal side, 110 m long
from the head. Depths are: at the top 8 m, in the middle 6.4 m and at the end of the usable section are
5.3 m. The Vlora harbor is open to all kinds of winds and sea. With the construction of the west pier in
the form of brakewater, makes harbor protected from the waves of the north and northwest directions,
and partly from the western waves. South direction of the harbor is completely open and when the wind
is with great force, it becomes impossible for ships to stay in the port. In both piers ships can be
supplied with water and electricity as needed.

Vlora Harbor

At the eastern pier are processed only merchant ships, loading and unloading is done by auto-cranes
and cranes onboard the ships. The western pier is used only for ferry-boats.
The light on the eastern pier. (latitude 40 ° 26 '. 9 N, longitude 19 ° 29' E), a 6 m green plastic tower,
over a tetragonal concrete slab 1 m high. Height of light from sea level is 8 m and has a nominal
viewing distance of 5 miles.
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Vlora Harbor Entrance Lights
The light on the western pier. (latitude 40 ° 26'.9 N, longitude 19 ° 28'.8 E), a 6 m plastic red tower
on a tetragonal concrete slab 0,5 m high set on concrete purl 1.5 high. Height of light from sea level is
10 meters and has a nominal viewing distance of 5 miles.
Vlora harbor is projected to have a total infrastructure improvement. Enlargement and reconstruction of
piers and building of ferry terminal, which has been the first phase of investment and will continue
further with more robust investment. The second phase of development is enlargement and construction
of protective barriers, to make the Port of Vlore more maneuverable in all kinds of weather. All this is
to make the Port of Vlore a major center of transportation of cargo and passenger inside Albania and to
Balkans.
Vlora City is located on the eastern coast of the Bay of Vlora, near the coastal hills covered with olive
and citrus.

Bay of Vlora
The ancient city is known with name Aulon. The earliest traces belong to VI century. Beeing a knot of
land and naval routes, it became the main port of Illyria after the fall of Apolonia and Orikum. It is
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always coveted to invade since the middle ages up to modern times. In 1081 was conquered by the
Normans, in 1205 by Venice, then switched to German Hohenshtanfeve rule and in 1272 was
incorporated into the kingdom of Arbëria. Ottomans conquered it in 1417 and was the first port in the
Adriatic occupied by them. Ali Pasha took the city in 1812.
Vlora is the first capital of independent Albania. National Assembly here on 11.28.1912 declared
independence and formed the government with Ismail Qemal as chairman. After a heroic war of the
people of Vlora and volunteers coming from other parts of Albania on 09/02/1920 Italian invaders were
forced to accept the resignation.
After liberation Vlora became a developed industrial city and important cultural and educational center.
In 1967 city was declared hero city. The city expanded from the roots of the Topi and Toponda hills to
the northern coast of roadstead and the port of Vlora. In recent years city is extended to the south, along
the coast from Uji i Ftohte to Orikum. Vlora has more than 250 thousand inhabitants. The main
branches of industry are: extraction of salt, olive processing, processing and preserving of fish and
fruit, small manufacturing and the extraction of greenhouse in Selenice. The city has two major
hospitals (one general and the other psychiatric), and other health centers. There are regular posttelekomunication and its branch in the city with regular service. In the suburb of the eastern pier is
located the harbor directorate. Ships can get in Vlora city the necessary quantities of food items, water
and fuel. Vlora has regular road and railway transportation with all major cities of the country. Vlora is
an important commercial and maritime center of Albania. The fishing industry is developed. In Vlora it
is produced petroleum, natural gas, bitumen and salt. In the city's textile manufacturing industry and
that of building is developed.
In recent years there has been a great development of tourism, associated this development with the
construction of many hotels, restaurants and beaches.
The distance between Vlora and Italian coast is only 72 km. Ferries depart every day from the port of
Vlora to Italy and Europe.
Bay of Vlora is used and continues to be used today as a place with excellent opportunities to
accommodate vessels of various types. In bay operate a total of six ports, all of them with specific use.
The harbor of Vlora is the biggest harbor of southern Albania and serves to all the region and around in
transportation of goods and passengers.
The coast until the Cape of Treport is low, with a good beach sand, without forming any special bay or
cape. This region has a northwestern extension and the beach is dressed with olives, citrus, fruit trees
and rarely with pine and poplar. While in the area from Vlora harbor to Treport, there is plenty of sand
dunes and the coastal belt is lined with a thick forest poplars and rarely with pine.
In this part of the coast has been lying industrial area, the largest of Vlora. (Now it does not exist).
Close to the shoreline, 2.4 miles northeast of Vlora harbor, are built TEC and Petrolifera, which can
be seen good from the sea.
The new terminal of Petrolifera IEP is built 2.3 miles NW of Vlora harbor. Petrolifera harbor is
equipped with two breakwater and a central pier. North breakwater is 1080 m long with form of arch.
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South breakwater is 750 m long. The middle pier is 190 long with a depth of 10 m, which serves for
discharge and loading fuel. At the beginning of its northern part it has a 110 m long pier used for small
vessels. (see chart)14.
The harbor is equipped with an entering channel with a width of 120 m . The course to enter the harbor
is 28 °and has four side-lit buoys. In the water to determine the breakwater heads are placed two
western cardinal buoys. Inside the harbor are installed four small buoys , the free waters in white and
red, to show free waters in the middle of it. These buoys are white with red verikal ribbons , three of
them are placed in the north and one is placed in the south inside the aquarium, to show the shallow
waters ..

Petrolifera “IEP” and Ovservation Tower
Directional signs in the IEP:
Side red buoy, I-st couple latitude 40 ° 27 '53' '. 8 N longitude 19 ° 26' 17 ''. 2 E, with red light and light
visibility 6 miles.
Side green buoy, I-st couple latitude 40° 27’ 50’’.3 N longitude 19° 26’ 20’’.6 E, with green light and
light visibility 6 miles.
Side red buoy, II-nd couple latitude latitude 40° 28’ 13’’.8 N longitude 19° 26’ 30’’.8 E, with red light
and light visibility 6 miles.
Side green buoy, II-nd couple latitude 40° 28’ 11’’.8 N longitude 19° 26’ 35’’.1 E, with green light and
light visibility 6 miles.
Northern breakwater, southern cardinal buoy latitude 40 ° 28 '14' 'N longitude 19 ° 26' 25 ''. 1 E,
yellow-black buoy, the color of light is white and visibility is 6 miles.

14

Port scheme received by the Directorate of the Harbor. (Note of authors).
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Souther breakwater: western cardinal buoy latitude 40° 28’ 09’’.4 N longitude 19° 26’ 55’’.8 E,
yellow-black-yellow buoy, the color of light is white and visibility is 6 miles.
Free waters buoy 1: latitude 40° 28’ 29’’.16 N longitude 019° 26’ 38’’.8 E
Free waters buoy 2: latitude 40° 28’ 14’’.58 N longitude 019° 26’40’’.68 E
Free waters buoy 3: latitude 40° 28’ 22’’,00 N longitude 019° 26’ 32’’.29 E
Free waters buoy 4: latitude 40° 28’ 21.’’72 N longitude 019° 26’ 31’’.62 E
They have white light and visibility of them is 4 miles.
Observation Tower is located at latitude 40 ° 28 '36' '. 1 N longitude 019 ° 26' 45 ''. 3 E. It is a white
concrete tower with an outer ladder onto the circular foundation. Height from sea level is 60 m.
Ships arriving at the roadstead communicate with the Harbour Master on the channel determined by it
(VHF 12). It is mandatory for all ships that arrive to harbor, to take the pilot at the coordinates as
follows:
latitude 40° 27’ 53’’.8 N longitude 19° 26’ 17’’.2 E
latitude 40° 27’ 50’’.3 N longitude 19° 26’ 20’’.7 E
It is mandatory for all the ships entering the harbor to have pilot onboard.
In the distance 4 miles northwest of Vlora harbor, near Treporti, it is located Fishing Port (New Port).
Work in the port is interrupted and there can dock only fishing boats of Vlora. Inside the port there are
two sunken ships on the water level.
Directional signs to the Fishing Port:
Portside Entrance Light. (latitude 40 ° 29 'N, longitude 19 ° 26' E), 1 m red colored plastic foundation
on a 6 m high circular concrete tower. Height of light from sea level is 8 m and nominal viewing
distance is 6 miles.

Red Light (left)

Green Light (right)
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Starboard Entrance Light. (latitude 40° 28’.9 N, longitude 19° 26’ E), 1 m green colored plastic
foundation on a 6 m high circular concrete tower. Height of light from sea level is 8 m and nominal
viewing distance is 6 miles.
Metallic tower with orange and white stripes, a circular form on an industrial building (TEC) latitude
40 ° 29 '24' '. 3 N longitude 19 ° 26' 07 ''. 5 E, with light Fl R 1 s (red light in 1 s). Its discharge exit is
located in an underwater platform at sea near 5 yellow mooring buoys and two small buoys without
lighting, the northern one is black and other is red.

TEC
Also in this area it goes underground by continuing under water, gasoline and oil pipelines, which
heads come out on the concrete platform (gas station) constructed at sea at the following coordinates:
latitude 40° 28’,5 N, longitude 19° 24’ E. Water depths at the location where the platform is
constructed are 12.7 m. For mooring of tankers remain 4 mooring buoys in bad condition. Isolated
Danger buoy prior to platform (gas station) no longer exists, but day signs and lights are mounted on
the platform, with the same features, visibility 6 miles and altitude of the light 6 m (4 platforms + 2
lantern marks).
In the distance 1.4 miles east of platform used to be located the platform of meteorological studies, at
coordinates: latitude 40⁰ 28 ', 1 N, longitude 19⁰ 25', 8 E. Currently remaines only the under water part
of it with the following dimensions 10.3x4.1x1.9 and a depth of 7.2 free water above it.
Triport Cape (latitude 40° 30’ N, longitude 19° 24’,4 E) is the northeast cape of Vlora bay's entrance.
It is located 5.3 miles northeast of the Karloveci Cape and it is formed by southward extension of the
Pllaka hill with a height of 85 m. Cape is naked and steep, like all the western side of the string
Treportat, which by forming slopes from rocks of the earth, descend to the sea and have a greyishwhite color, which makes Treport cape to be distinguished very easily. In that cape were discovered the
ruins of an Illyrian port. Depths near the Cape of Treport are small, 10 m depths pass 8-9 cables far
from the cape, and 5m depths pass 2-3 cables far from cape. In direct vicinity of the cape, there are
underwater rocks and surface rocks.
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Depths in the Bay of Vlora. Bay of Vlora, with both straits at its entry is deep and clear of underwater
hazards. Depths along the axis of the southern channel (Karaburun) are 50-60 m, and along the axis of
the northwest channel are 20-30 m. Depths in the middle of the bay are 30-35 m. The shores of the bay
are deep especially the western coast, where in some places 20 m depths passes next to it. The
shallowest part is the northern part of the bay, where 10 m depths, between Cape of Treport and Vlora
harbor pass 1.4 miles away from the coastline . The deepest region is the place between Castle Cape
and bay of Ragusa, where 50 m depths forms a triangular with the south peak, southeast of the Ragusa
bay, where depths are over 50 m, and the maximum depth is 54 m. Western rib of this triangle, so 50 m
depths begin at 5 cables distance from the Saint Vasil Cape and ends at 0.2 miles distance from Ragusa
Cape , while the eastern coast 50 m depths pass 8.5 cables away from Castle Cape , while form Rameci
Cape these depths pass 1.5 miles away. At southern shore of Vlora bay (bay of Dukati), 50 m depths
pass about 2 miles away, and 20 m depths pass aproximately 3.5 cables far from the coast. 10 m depths
pass 300-500 yards from the southern coastline, while the 5 m depths pass about 1 cable far from
costline. All three depths (5, 10, 20 m) pass almost parallel from the Pashaliman roadstead to Jonufra
region (south of Castle), where the depths come closer to the coast. 20 m depths approach to the coast
up to 0.5 cable on west of Castle Cape, from where continues to leave in an orderly manner coastline
up to 6 cables from the northeastern coast of Vlora roadstead, then these depths, on west of Vlora
harbor, approaches to the coast around 3 cables, and in a curved shape it heads to the west to the Bay
Saint Jani (Kongjoruf) and then 1.3 miles north of Cape Saint Jani, those depths turn to northwest
direction. 10 m depths, in the region of Cape Korikoso (Uji i Ftohte Tunnel), pass at distance around
600 yards. Then the depths start to leave the costline and reach up to 1 mile southwest of the Treport
Cape. 10 m depths in the region of Cape Korikoso (Cold Water Tunnel) pass around 3 cables. 5 m
depths pass about 2 cables from the shoreline of Cape Pelasies, Vlora harbor. Whereas from here
depths leave coastline and go far up to 5 cables from shore that lies southeast of the Treport Cape.
The seabed in the Bay of Vlora is mainly loess, in some places near the coast is sandy and rocky and it
is related to the coast in the region.
Sunk vessels:
No.

COORDINATES
latitude
North

longitude
East

1.

40˚ 27’ 02’’

019˚ 28’ 03’’

2.

40˚ 27’ 47’’

019˚ 24’ 38’’

3.

40˚ 27’ 42’’

019˚ 26’ 21’’

4.

40˚ 27’ 02’’

019˚ 28’ 55’’

Location
and
(sizes-direction)

4.5 cables from Western pier
of Vlore harbor (16 x 6.3 –
NW-SE)
1.5 miles SW of Fishing
harbor green light.
(52 x 7.2 – NE-SW )
1 cable in S of I-st couple of
the entrance channel to
Petrolifera. (13.9 x 7 – N-S)
Vlora harbor in the shallow
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The
maximum
height
from the
sea bed

The
average
depths in
the area

The
depths
from the
maximum
height

4.9

23.4

18.9

4.2

15.7

11.9

3.6

15.2

11.8

-

-

-

5.

40˚ 20’ 46’’

019˚ 28’ 24’’

6.

40˚ 22’ 52’’

019˚ 27’ 54’’

7.

40˚ 22’ 51’’

019˚ 24’ 29’’

8.

40˚ 19’ 37’’

019˚ 25’ 46’’

9.

40˚ 19’ 40’’

019˚ 25’ 27’’

10.

40˚ 19’ 47’’

019˚ 25’ 10’’

11.

40˚ 19’ 35’’

019˚ 25’ 08’’

12

40˚ 19’ 25’’

019˚ 25’ 08’’

western pier. (on the surface
of the water)
3 cables N of Izvor river at 10
m depths. (72.1 x 18.8 – NESW)
2 miles on the northern of No.
5 and 2.1 miles from Castle
Cape . On a morphological
rise. (138 x 17.4 – NNE-SSW)
Opposite No. 6 on the other
side of the bay 2.5 miles
In E of Pashaliman, close to
20 m bathymetry. (4.5 x 1.6 –
EW)
In a morphological rise. In E
of Pashaliman Lighthouse.
(61.5 x 21.3 – EW)
Close to shore N of
Pashaliman Lighthouse. (7.7 x
1.8 – NE- SW)
In N part of Pashaliman.
(11.1 x 4 – NW-SE)
Pashaliman, at surface of the
sea, along the pier. (~50x ~24
– NS)

7.1

10

3.2

21

30

13.1

-

45

-

2.1

19.7

17.4

12.9

24.5

11.8

1.8

10-20

9.8

2.3

6.5

4.8
-

-

-

Sunken ships: above the water surface
No.

COORDINATES

1..
2.

latitude
North
40˚ 21’ 18’’
40˚ 21’ 20’’

3.

40˚ 29’ 06’’

Location
and
longitude
comments
South
(size-direction)
019˚ 24’ 25’’ In Raguza at the pier.
019˚ 24’ 30’’ In Raguza at the pier.
Within the fishing port along
019˚ 26’ 01’’
the pier SW. 2 pieces

Hydro-meteorological regime of the Vlora bay. The strongest winds on the Vlora Bay and the entire
region from the Perroi i Bardhe (White stream) up to Vjosa mouth are those of the south, as well as the
northwest, which cause rough sea at bay. South winds (shiroku) blow with high speed, as they reach
storm strength. The strength of the wind vary in different regions of the bay. The impetuous winds are
in the region of Pashaliman and Vlora harbor. In Pashaliman has been observed cases when Shiroku
speed reached 45-50 m / sec, while in Vlora 36 m / sec. The period of duration of these winds is usually
3-7 days and most often happen in seasons of autumn, winter and spring, but these winds cause storm
in the summer months too.
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Signs of the beginning of Shiroku are appearance of white clouds over the mountains of the Karaburun
peninsula. Northern and western winds (the western ones with little strength) also raise sea at the bay
and are indicated cases that they have reached force 30 m / sec. With the waves made, it is impossible
for ships to stay in Vlora harbor. The biggest waves caused by the winds above, are observed in winter
period. The most common values are those of sea state 4-5, sometimes reaching the strength of 6.
Calm days have larger percentage of happening (68.8%). Waves certainly 1% reach a height of 3.45 m,
while those of 10% certainity reach a height of 2.55 m.
In general bay of Vlora is a deep sea region excluding the Pashaliman area and the area from Vlora to
Treport, close to shore.
Vlora Bay is efected from the waves from the northwest direction, but the southern part of it (the bay of
Dukati) is protected from the waves of all directions. For temporary anchorage ships usually use the
roadstead of Vlora, in the eastern part of the bay of Vlora and the region of Uji i Ftohte, just opposite
the Pelasies cape, where the even when blow the northwest winds, does not create any great wave.
Small vessels are protected by shiroku which presents great danger within Rajeka and Kongjorufa bay.
The movement of sea level. In the Bay of Vlora movement of sea level and tide, as in all the Albanian
coast, has no significance, because it does not make any great practical value. Taking into account the
observations in years and Comparing highest value with the lowest one, it appears that the maximum
level change is 122 cm. From surveys, it looks like the average is 10 cm above absolute zero. Lowest
average levels are observed in the months of March to July (6-7 cm), and the highest in November (16
cm above the zero level).
Current. During continuous winds running from south to the Bay it is noticed that the current, along
the east coast, moves north. It is believed that during this period the current in the bay is directed along
the coast in counter clockwise movement. The current starts in Gjuheza Cape , runs along the west
coast of the bay, than along the southern coast and after making the turn along the east coast to north
direction, it join in Treport Cape to general Adriatic sea current. This current reaches values of 0.3-0.5
knots. Tide's currents and those of waves interact and thus their size and direction change over time.
Their value reaches 1-2 knots on the surface.
Temperature, salinity and water transparency.
Surface water the highest temperature reaches in July and August (23-25 ° C), and the lowest in
February (11-14 ° C). With depths increased temperature drops down. Thus measurements in July have
given the surface temperature value of 24 ° C, and at a depth of 50 m a value of 14.2 ° C. This
temperature is reached at depths of 35-40, and after there is almost no changes in temperatures. Wind
blowing from Llogara gets the water surface too cool. The average salinity in the bay of Vlora values
range from 37.30 0/00 to 37.5 0/00. The greatest value it reaches in October ( 38,35 0/00), while the lowest
value it reaches in January ( 35,30 0/00). These fluctuations in the values of salinity in the bay of Vlora
resemble that of Durres bay. Change of average annual salinity between them reached the value of 0.7
0
/00. Monthly average of salinity in years in the bay is ranging from to value of 38.32 0/00 in surface to
the value of 38.68 0/00 in 15 m depth and below. Bay of Vlora is well known for its clean water.
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Transparency in good time and in calm seas reach the value 20-25 m of white disc (the level of color
of the water).
Prohibited areas for sailing and anchorage of the ships. The are which lies approximately 1 nautical
mile from the western part of Karaburun Peninsula continuing to Cape Saint Vasil in the East is a
forbidden zone for navigation and ships anhorage. 1 mile area around Sazan Island is prohibited for
sailing and anchorage of Albanian and foreign commercial and fishing vessels. Region limited by
drawn arc of the circle with the radius 686 m from Cape Palesies (from the point that is 340 yards NNE to the bridge head of Karaburun) within Uji i Ftphte is prohibited for navigation and dropping the
anchor.
Anchorage Areas. Large ships for short stays drop anchor in the eastern part of the Bay of Vlora,
between the harbor of Vlora and the Cape of Palesies (latitude 40 ° 26 'N, longitude 19 ° 29' E). The
depths here are 18-20 m. Seabed is loess and lined with aquatic vegetation. This area is well protected
from the winds of southeast and south. Northwest winds create big waves here, and murreri (bora) wind
blows with great force. Smaller ships, usually for temporary stays drop anchor a little more south of the
port of Vlora, or northwest of the cape of Palesies. At 12-16 m depths the seabed is loess. However,
when strong winds blow, ships with light anchors often slip.
Instructions to enter Vlora Bay. The approach to Vlora Bay from north-west is recommended the
course to be kept towards the peaks of the mountains that rise in the depth of the coast easter of the bay
and which in winter season are covered with snow, until Sazan Island is visible. During the passage
through the northern strait, care should be taken to shoal that lies along the continental coast at the
region from Vjosa river to Treport cape by sounding depths often. Should be beared in mind that in the
region of Seman Cape seabed is not stable. So during the passage to the bay of Vlora from the northern
ports of the Albanian coast it is not recommended the course to be kept close to the coast. Passage
through the Strait of Karaburun (between Sazan Island and the Karaburun peninsula) is clear of hazards
but when southeast winds blow northeast current is created and has a affective speed . So when
entering the bay from this strait a close course to Galloveci cape should be maintained. As a sign of
orientation to enter the bay of Vlora serve Sazan Island, Gjuheza and Galloveci Cape, the flag peak,
hills Treports, the church of Narta located east of Treports, the city of Vlora, sharp mountains with their
forms special, raising in the depths of the coast, Kanina village (latitude 40 ° 26 'N, longitude 19 ° 31'
E), with its old castle, which is in top of the height of 380 m, the lights of Vlora harbor , tall buildings
raised in Vlora and especially on the harbor, the lighthouse of Castle Cape (the light at night does not
appear as a result of uncontrolled, numerous buildings behind it) and the characteristic coast of Uji i
Ftohte (Cold Water) with its white buildings along it.
Pilotage service. For all foreign ships coming to Vlora harbor, taking the pilot is mandatory. The pilot
is received onboard at roadstead, by asking for the service through the International Code signal or
radio communication. All foreign ships comming to bay of Vlora pass through southern Strait, keeping
the course from Saint-Jani cape towards Vlora roadstead.
FROM VLORA BAY TO THE BAY OF DURRES.
The coast lies about 60 miles north. (Italian maps 6014, 6015, 6016; English maps 186, 188, 1590,
5384 Soviet map, 5385, 2381). In this region, the high mountains are located in-depth of continent up
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to 10 miles away from the coastline. In depth coast is flat (low), covered with forest and bushes and in
some places it is mountainous. Behind the low coastal stripe lies a range of hills with height of 200-400
m. there are some orientation signs while navigating alongside the coastline like Treports cape , Sazan
Island, Tomori Mount (latitude 40 ° 42 'N, longitude 20 ° 08' E), the monastery of Pojan and Ardenica,
hills with the top Guri i Gomares (Donkey Stone) which is 192 m high, and Selita cape, which is the
southern cape of enterance to the Bay of Durres. Tomori Mountain is located 35 miles in depth of the
coast. The mountain has two round tops , one of which is called Cuka "Partizan" and is 2418 m high,
and the other peak is 2396 meters high. Tomori Mountain due to its height, which differs from the
surrounding mountains, on clear weather can be seen easily.
The coast between Vlora bay and the bay of Durres is quite bent, forming shallow bays and lagoons,
which are surrounded by sandy beaches. Lagoons are not usable for navigation, but they are used for
the extraction of salt and fishing. In this region coast is intersected by the mouths of Vjosa, Seman and
Shkumbini rivers. These rivers bring a large amount of solid waste. Part of the of solid matters that are
brought by rivers gradually are deposited in the river mouths which create conditions that rivers move
slowly toward the sea. By the time the slope of the river beds and depth in the river mouth decreases,
balance created is broken and so during any large debit under the influence and dynamic activity of the
sea, the rivers go out of their beds, changing their mouths, which is associated with major changes of
coastline. The rest of the of solid matters are transported in long distances in the sea changing sea
depths, and some, under the action of currents acting in the sea, sometimes form several terraces,
which, over time, as a result of fillings, there are cases that those terraces arise on the water in curved
form in such directions that are broadly in line with the direction of the currents. These terraces change
not only the depths near the shoreline but also the shape of the coastline. The joining of the terraces to
the coast or to any abandoned river mouths, make it possible to surround a part of the sea by forming
small and large lagoons near the coast.
Treports Lighthouse (Zvërnec) (Latitude 40 ° 30'.7 N longitude 19 ° 23 ', 8 E), is located in 0.4 miles
northwest from Treports Cape. It is an octahedral concrete tower, gray, 12 m high. The height of light
from the sea level is 70 m, visibility 9 miles.

Treports Lighthouse (Zvërnec)
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Rivers in general and the displacement of river mouths in particular, the dynamic action of the waves
(ripple and eperogenic changes) are factors that have made the shape of the coastline to change
completely compare with the coastline showed in nautical charts 5384 and 5385, 1954 edition , number
2701,etc. Especially changes in recent years (2000-2014) are evident and significant in this part of the
coast.
Navigation in the area, near the coast, should be done very carefully, because the depths and shoreline
are always changing. The rivers have no importance for navigation purpose, because none of them have
the necessary depths to be used for navigation even with small boats The depths in their mouths are
smaller than 1 m. The coastline of this area, normally is a coast which deposites solid materials and
makes progress toward the sea. But in this coastal area there are also areas of corrosive coast with a
ratio of approximately 2.5 / 1 in favor of the area with the coast which deposites solid materials. The
described coastal area is shallow. The 20 m depths pass up to 2.5 miles away from the coastline. Within
this area depths undergo through changes due to shoals created and recreated by experienced relocation
from loes brought by rivers. So the depths in the maps of the region along the coast are not safe. So
while sailing along the coast, it is recommended to show great care. During the night and in poor
visibility conditions is needed to navigate far enough from the shore.
The coastline from Treports cape to Vjosa river mouth has an northwestern extension and except the
hills of Treports, it is very low and marshy, crossed by a narrow strip of sand, and dressed in back of
coast by pine forest and bushes . Hills of Treports constitute the range of 6 low hills with different
heights. The highest hill is Plaka hill, which is 85 m high. These hills lie in a wavy form and are
seperated from each other through by low necks. Two last hills constitute a larger break from the range
of the four other hills, by forming between them and the other hills, the small bay of New Port
(Fishing). The last hill represents the Fishing cape and the height of it is 42 m, while the one before the
last hill (in north) is called Dalani hill and has a height of 47 m.
The small bay of New Port (Fisheries) is entered little in the direction of the land and separates the
lagoon from the sea, 1.7 miles N-NW of Treports cape. It is shallow, unprotected from the wind and
convenient to drop anchor.
All range of Treports hills goes down sloping to the sea where the depths are small and can be found
underwater and surface rocks. 5 m depths pass 1-2 cables, 10 m depths pass 5-6 cables and 20 m depths
pass 3 miles from the coast.
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The Range of Treports Hills
Narta Lagoon is located north of Vlora bay and separated from the sea by a narrow streets of land,
including also the range of the Treports hills. The maximum length of the Lagoon is 3 miles the same
with the largest width it. The lagoon is shallow and there are not enough depths, worth to navigation.
Depending on the direction of the winds that blow, the water level in the lagoon varies. The northern
coast of marsh is low and swampy. Water in lagoon is salty because of the connection that lagoon has
with the sea. In the S-SW of the coast are located the cape and the hills of Zvernec, which are lined
with gardens, olive and pine trees. In the bay created between the southeastern coast of the strip of land
that separates the new port from lagoon are located two small islands: Zvernec island with a height of
31 m, lined with pine forest, in which there are three buildings of two store and island of Dajlan which
is smaller than the first and nearly naked, with a height of 14 m. The greatest depth in the lagoon
reaches 1 m in the middle of it and is followed by decreased depths, gradually from 0.8-0.2 m. lagoon
is used for fishing and salt extraction. In its southern coast it is located the village of Narta and the
small village of Zvernec (in the hills of Zvernec).
Narta lagoon is connected to the sea also with three channels: In 1 mile N-NW from Cape of
Treports, it is opened a channel connecting sea with lagoon in size of: 200 m long, 25 m wide and the
depths vary from 0.5 to 1.2 m. The second channel is located at 2.8 miles N-NW from cape of Treports
and 600 yards northeast from Fishing cape ,with size of: 650 m long, 30 m wide. The third channel is
located in the north, 1.7 miles from Cape of Fishing, with size of 1300 m long and up to 30 m wide.
There where lagoon is joined with the channel, was built a hidrovor (latitude 40 ° 33 'N, longitude 19 °
23', 2 E) 12 meters high and can be seen and taken as a point of orientation from the sea. In the
coastline, where the lagoon ends, it is opened a 100 m long and 40 m wide channel from sea toward
land and at its end was built 2-store building of the electric pumps that take water from the sea and by
pipeline forwards it to saltworks of Vlora. The building of the electric pumps (latitude 40 ° 33 '9 N
longitude 19 ° 22', 7 E) 12 high, it is visible very good from the sea and can serve as a separate object
of orientation.
The coast from Narta lagoon to the Vjosa river has a direction toward the northwest, and is a lowland
of sand. The coast till the old mouth of Vjosa river (along the field of gorge) is forested entirely by pine
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trees and various bushes, which in some places goes down to the coastline and it is called pine forest.
While between the old mouth and the new mouth of Vjosa river lies the field (lowland) of Zhuka,
where the coast is quite naked and height of 3 meters above sea level it is reached only 2-3 miles in
depth on it. Along this coastline it can be faced both phenomenas: that of depozitiv area and the one of
corrosive area. From Fishing Cape up to geographical width 40 ° 35 'N shore line has progressed
towards the sea up to 3 cables. While from 40 ° 35 'N to 40 ° 38' N shore line is inserted into the
ground up to 4 cables with a distance of about 16-20 m. Shoreline and depths provided on the old maps
do not present the exact values which are currently.
Vjosa River derives from the mountains of Pindus (Greece) and passes through Permet, Tepelenë and
Këlcyrë taking the waters of Shushica river near Selenica of Vlora and flows into the sea, 7.1 miles NNW of Cape of Fisheries. This river has the largest flow of all rivers of the Albania. It passes over the
wide and marshal lowland on the coast part. The water of the river bring alot of sand and silt, 6.7
million tons per year, as a result of which in its mouth, and at the area before entering into ithe river,
depths are subject to change. Land has advanced towards the sea. (See Scheme "Changing of
Coastline")15
Back of the shallowness of the mouth away from coastline, 320 m within the river (from the place it
narrows up to 160 m) depths reach 3 to 5 m. The river maintains 2.5 m depths till the bridge of Mifol
(about 7 miles in depth the coast), but keep in mind that the materials of loes which river generates
makes the depths not consistent in terms of depyh and direction. At sea,in the direction of the mouth, 2
m depths pass about 600 m from the river discharge, while 3 m depths pass 850 m away from the
mouth and the 5 m depths pass 1 mile from the mouth. The south side from the river is deeper and 3 m
depths pass about 350 m from the shoreline and 5 m depths exceed 700 m from the coastline. At the
mouth of the river it is not excluded the case of trees brought by the river, which than create underwater
obstacles and small depth on them.
In the distance of 2.2 miles S-SE of Vjosa river gorge is located its old discharge.
The coastline from the river of Vjosa to the Selita cape is low and sandy, uncurved and has a
northern stretch. This cost is the lowest and shallowest coast of the Albanian coast.
This is the most dynamic area in the entire Albanian coast, where the coastline has completely changed
from what appears on nautical maps and from previous descriptions of guidance to navigation.
Both phenomens are observed in this area: the deposition and erosion in the ratio of: the area under the
influence of the Seman River is 2/1, while the area under the influence of river Shkumbini is 4/1.
Between Vjosa river and old mouth of Seman river (latitude 40 ° 56 '6 N longitude 19 ° 24' E) coastline
and sea depths have changed alot.
From shedding of Vjosa to the point that cuts the coast line, about 3 cables towards the sea and there,
where nautical maps shows 5 m depths, in fact actually passes the shore line. So in this area navigation
should be done carefully. It is important not to approach to shoreline less than 2 miles.
15

Scheme "Change of the coastline" taken by the surveys carried out by the Italian ship "Universitatis", at 2007.
(Authors note ).
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From the point that touches the line shore in latitude 40 ° 45 ' to the point that touches the shore line in
latitude 40 ° 48' is an area of great corrosion and within 60 years the coast line has progressed toward
the inland direction approximately 4000 to 4500 m, on an average progres of 25 m per year. This
intense corrosion has made Seman cape and Petrit bay not to exist any more and the coast line from
Vjosa river to Seman river now goes almost in straight lines, so it is different fom what is shown in
nautical maps published before 1954.
At the Seman Cape, 400 yards inside the coastline, where the map show the land, currently passes
depths of 5 m. What attracts your attention immediately in this region are the major changes that has
happened to coastline and depths in its surrounding due to the change of the Seman river mouth. The
river flows today, at the place where before used to be Petrit bay, 7 miles south of the spill mouth
(latitude 40 ° 49 '4 N longitude 19 ° 22' 7 E).
Seman River constitutes joining of the Devoll River, which originates from Gramozi and Morava and
Osumi deriving from Gramozi and Vithkuqi. Their union is done in the Kozare village (Berat) and
from here with name Seman flows into the sea, at position latitude 40 ° 49 '4 N longitude 19 ° 22'7 E.
The length is constantly changing.
Semani river is one of the largest rivers of the country and the most blurred one. It conveys to the sea
during a year about 13.2 million tons of solid materials. Seman is the river that changes more often his
mouth in direction from north to south.
In recent years the mouth of Semani river has changed several times and is advancing towards the sea
on average 10 m per year . From the new shedding of Semani river up to lagoon of Karavasta, the
coastal area deposites intensivly solid materials and the coastline is progressing into the sea. There is an
exception about the Cape of old Seman mouth , which is eroded by the sea and it is lasted to a stipe of
sand in the form of an arch from the point that touches the shoreline in position latitude 40 ° 55 ', 2 N to
the point that touches the shoreline in position Latitude 40 ° 57 ', 2 N closing a part of the sea and
creating a new but a smaller Karavasta lagoon .
As a result of the coastline change, also the depths of the whole area from the Vjosa to the old mouth of
Seman have changed.
Compared with coastline shown in nautical maps, it has changed everything, so navigation in these
areas at night and in poor visibility conditions should be done very carefully and no closer than 2-3
miles from the coastline shown in nautical maps.
In the immediate vicinity of the coastline has had many marshes and water ponds. By building
pumping station of Hoxhara "latitude 40 ° 42 ', 9 N, longitude 19 ° 22', 8 E) and pumping station of
Karavasta (latitude 40 ° 52 ', 8 N, longitude 19 ° 25', 5 E) thousands of hectares of land are reclaimed
and improved and also were put under crop. 3-store pump station buildings of Hoxhara and Karavasta
are very easly visible from the sea and can be taken as orientation points.
Between Vjosa and Seman, in the depth of the coast, about 8.2 miles from the delta of the Vjosa river
are located the ruins of the ancient city of Apollonia along the hill with 103 m height.
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Apolonia. The one of largest ancient city in the Adriatic basin and the most well known of the 30 other
cities of the basin of the ancient period. The ruins of Apollonia were discovered since the early
nineteenth century, on the hill between the villages of Kryegjatë and Pojan located west of Fier city. It
was founded around the beginning of the VI century B.C. Colonists coming from Corinth, Corcyra,
perhaps also from Dyrrhachos were urged by a center firstly inhabited by locals. Apollos used to be
connceted to the sea via Vjosa (Aoos) river, which at that time used to pass by the city and was
navigable.
Apollonia was a city - state (polis) slave-owner. By the end of the III-rd century for the possession of
Apollonia were conducted constant wars between the Illyrians, Epirotes, Macedonians and finally
between the Illyrians of Rome. As a reward, to the stand on the side of Caesar during the civil war,
Apollonia was declared at the time of Agustin a free and invulnerable city . City continued to maintain
some autonomy also within the framework of the Roman empire. During this time Apolonia continues
to be an important economic and cultural centre, ''A large and stately city'', as Cicero calls it.
Architecture and other branches of art , especially sculptures flourished. Apoloniste rhetoric schools,
academia and philosophy were well known. There used to come the boys of the Roman aristocracy,
among whom was also Octavian Augustus. By the -rd Century begins the fall of Apollonia. The crisis
of the slave-owner system, the barbarian attacks and earthquakes led to the destruction of the city.
There, where once was Cape of Seman, now is built Seman beach with a network of bungalow stone
buildings that look good by the sea in the distance 5-6 miles. Seman beach is connected with asphalted
roadway to Fier city, which is located 10 miles away E-SE of the beach. From the intense action of the
erosion phenomenon , sea has started to destroy the beach and the sorrunding buildings. As orientation
points for navigation in this area serve Pojan hills, 5.8 miles southeast of the Seman beach with a height
of 103 m and Ardenica hill 5.5 miles north of the Fier city with a height 202 m. Also other orientation
points in this region can be taken: Seman beach with its water tower (latitude 40 ° 45 ', 6 N, longitude
19 ° 23', 3 E), the tall tower of Hoxhara (At the pumping station of Povelca , latitude 40 ° 42 ', 9 N,
longitude 19 ° 22', 8 E) in a round shape of 20 m high. These objects are seen 5-7 miles from the sea.
Karavastasa Lighthouse (latitude 40 ° 52 ', 8 N, longitude 19 ° 25' 4 E) is located in a metal
construction of three legs over a two storey rectangular building (pumping station of the same name)
the total height is 12 m and the height of light is 15.8 m . Visibility of the light is 10 miles. The
pumping station building itself serves as orientation point because it can be seen in the distance 5-7
miles from the sea.
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Karavastasa Lighthouse
Karavastasa Lagoon is the largest of the Adriatic coast. It is east of the line that unites the shedding of
old Seman river bay and the current Shkumbini river sheddingIt has a lay of seven miles in length and
3 miles wide.
The lagoon is separated from the sea by a narrow strip of land of about 0.55 miles, in which lies the
pine forest. The forest is high up to 19 m and is very dense. Along the forest passes a road, which
connects fishing Dajlan with Divjaka and Divjaka is connected to the road of Rrogozhina - Lushnja.
There where lagoon ends in the north, in the coastline is located the beautiful beach of Divjaka (latitude
40 ° 58 ', 4 N, longitude 19 ° 28', 8 E) buildings of which look good from the sea and serve as
orientation points in this region.
The Lagoon, just like all the other coastal lagoons, is salty and its deeper places, in the middle of it
does not exceed 1.5 meters. In its southwest, in the channel connecting the lagoon with godulla, is
located fishing dajlan.
Toward Divjaka beach the sea depths are relatively small. 2 m depths are exceeding 250 m, 3 m depths
exceed 420 m and 5 m depths go 1000 meters away from the shoreline. 10 m depths pass 1.5 miles
from the shoreline and 20 m depths are exceeding 4 miles from the coast line.
Godulla of Karavasta or small Karavasta lagoon is being formed, with almost an oval shape, with 8.5
ha area, which lies southwest of large Karavasta Lagoon, between it and the sea.
Lagoon for navigating has no importance, since it is completely enclosed by the sea with a sand stripe
and prevents the entry and exit of vessels in it.
From time to time attempts are made to open a channel in order to communicate with the sea and to
make possible small boats to enter into lagoon, but the channels are filled very often and close the
entrance from the sea. From Divjaka beach to the mouth of Shkumbini river, the shoreline passes from
southeast to northwest by creating some small lagoons, that have no importance for navigation.
Excluding those small lagoons areas, the rest of the coast is lined with forest, pine trees and bushes.
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Shkumbini River derives from the mountains of Valmares and Kamja stone and flows into the sea ,
7.8 miles in the south of Selita (Lagji) Cape . Both arms that once used to be separated at the mouth,
now are united in a solo arm, which flows into the sea, creating a huge shoalWithin its delta the river
changes often its mouth. There is no importance for navigation, because the depths are inadequate,
even for small boats.
No vessel should approach to the mouth closer than 2.5 miles , because there are underwater shoals. In
the east, 5.4 miles from the Shkumbini delta lies the village Boshtovë. In the Middle Ages it was part of
the Matarangeve Arberesh end and it is mentioned in the documents of the XV century, where was also
built Boshtova castle. It is one of the few castles of the lowland areas of the Balkans, which is
maintained up to today.
From Shkumbini river to Selita bay the coastline continues in an arch form without refraction. To the
stream of Darza (1.8 miles south of Selita Cape ) continues to be low, as well as the region VjosëSeman, which was described above. From stream of Darza the coastline starts to rise, passing into the
hill up to Selita Cape. This coast is interrupted by a series of streams as it of Shar Dushku, 4.3 miles
north of Shkumbin river, Kazezi, Bad stream and the one of Darza, forming several small capes as the
one of Big Larza and Small Larza , ehich are near by Selita Cape.
This coast in depth is hilly and dressed with forest . The range of hills starts from Kryefusha, 3.4 miles
from the mouth of Shkumbin river in depth and ends at the castle of Turra with the Cape of Selita at the
coast.
Rivers flowing into the coast that was described above (Vjosa Seman, Shkumbin) fill the seabed, near
the coastline, with rigid fine loes, as a result the relieve of the seabed is changing, as well as the
coastline. In this region lie some beautiful local beaches as the one of Greth, Spille, General beach and
Turra Castle .
According to the datas of 90's 5 m depths exceed 650-1400 m from the mouth of Vjosa river, about 600
m in the region from the mouth of Vjosa to the current mouth of Seman, about 1000 meters from the
mouth of Seman, 1200 m from the region Seman - Shkumbin, 800 m from the delta of Shkumbin and
500 m from the region Shkumbin to Selita Cape . 10 m depth passes 2050 m far from the mouth of the
Vjosa and 2300 m far from the western coast of the Karavasta lagoon . 100 m depth passes 5-6 miles
far from Vjosa mouth, 11 miles towards the mouth of Seman river, 15 miles toward the mouth of
Shkumbini river and about 23 miles west of Selita Cape , which is the farest distance of this depth from
the Albanian coastline.
The current in this region has a steady direction toward north at a speed of about 0.5 knots. The seabed
is sludge and in many places especially near the coastline is sandy. There are no underwater hazards;
except the shoals created at the mouth of river deltas, as described above.
Selita Cape (Lagji) (latitude 41 ° 09 ', 5N, longitude 19 ° 26', 3 E) is the southern cape of the entrance
to the bat of Durres. It is formed from the northwest slope of a range of coastal hills lined with forest.
The highest peak of this range of hills is that of Bixheri with a height of 223 m, which is located 3.2
miles southeast of the cape. Cape and the hills are covered with evergreen, mainly with laurels. The
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hills are not too slopy and go down softly to the sea on the coastline, especially from the west, and from
the north side thesite of the hill is steep and the coastline is craggy.
Selita cape is surrounded by underwater rocks , and surface ones, starting from the small capes of Big
and Small Lareza respectively 0.4 and 8 cables souther. Approach of ships to the shore of the cape is
dangerous. There can approach during quiet weather only small boats with a draft of up to 1,2 m in the
small mouth south of the cape. This gorge is inserted 1.5 cables toward land from the south part of
Selita cape. During entering and exiting from the gorge must be taken into consideration the
underwater rocks, that arise from the entry capes and narrow the access to it.
Depths near the cape are good. 5 m depths exceed 250-300 m from the shore, from the southern and
western part of the cape, and north of the cape the depths go far from the shore up to 1300 m. 10 m
depths from the south and west pass 600 m far from the shore, while in the north it goes in a straight
line without turning to the bay and Durres. The seabed near the Cape Selita is scum and in many
places it is rocky. In the north, 0.5 miles from the bay there is located a stone that appears above the
water 0,4 m. Depths in the north of the cape are 6 m, while in the south are 1m.

Lagji Cape (Selita)
Selita Lighthouse (latitude 41 ° 08 ', 780 N, longitude 19 ° 26', 327 E) rises over a white plastic tower
with a height of 4 m, and the height of light from sea level is 71 m, while the nominal visibility
distance from the sea is 11 miles.
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The lighthouse of Lagji Cape
The Bay of Durres. (Maps: English no. 186, 188, 1590; Italian no. 6012, 6014, 6017, 6114). This bay
is located between Cape of Selita south and Cape of Durres located 10 miles northwest of the first cape.
The bay has a stretch east of about 4 miles from the line that connects two capes. The width of the
entrance is 9.7 miles (from Selita cape to Durresi cape). In the region of entrance capes the coast of the
bay is high.
In the southern part of the bay shape of the topography appears to be hilly , but not too rugged and the
majority is turned into usable land for agricultural crops.
The highest hills in this area of the coast are that of Castle of Turra 106 m and that of Karpen, 147 m
above sea level. Hills in general go down without large sloping on the coastline, with the exception of
particular regions, such as south of the hill of Baburin, where they decline sharply above the coastline
with a height up to 50 m and their plunge, dun colored, they look good when sailing in the opposite
direction of Durres. From the southeast and north to the bay of Durres go two large valleys (lowlands),
the one of Kavaja S-SE and former marshes of Durres on north , which after 1992 and on has turned
into residential urban area. The last valley is layed till the bay of Lalzi. In the region of these lowlands
(valleys) coastline is surrounded by a sandy beach, which crosses almost all the coastline of the bay
from the southeast to the north, with beautiful buildings for recreation and tourism. From place to place
has remained little greenery.
As orientation points to enter the Bay of Durres serve: the range of hills (Mount) of Durres, the
southern edge of which constitutes the Cape of Durres, the hills in the depths of the eastern coast of the
bay, behind which rises the mountain of Dajti 1612 m high : palace (mansion) that is located on the hill
northwest of Durres; The lighthouse of Durres located on the west of the palace, white rock of Kavaja
which is sharp steep with a height of 102 m, situated on the eastern coast, 4 miles southeast of Cape
Durres and tall buildings built in recent years along the coast of the bay Durres. on the northern coast of
the Bay is located port of Durres, which is a protected area. on the northeastern side of Port lies the
town of Durres.
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In the southeastern part of the bay flow two streams, the one of Kavaja (Leshniqa) and the one of
Darci, which do not have any significance.
These streams collect the waters of the surrounding hills and when they get down into the foothills
extend their bed. Rivers are rushing. Both of them bring rigid loes and fill the coastline toward the sea.
Because of the filling made by these streams and the extension of the Karpen hill, that ends to the tail
Barbaut the coastline here forms a shape out towards the sea. Near the tail of Barbaut there are surface
and underwater stones. The coast in this region is low and partially lined with fruit trees.
In latitude 41 ° 12 '5 N longitude 19 ° 30', 2 E is built the pumping station of Karpen (Qerret), 3-storey
building 12 m high, which is clearly visible from the sea to be taken as an orientation point both with
other constructions made in its two sides.
The entire eastern coastline of the bay, which constitutes the Durres beach, is lined with pine forest. A
good part of it is damaged as various apartments were built. Along the beach rise row , villas and many
large buildings of hotels and holiday houses for tourism and recreation during the summer and spring
periods, which can be seen very good from the sea by day and with their numerous lights at night. Belt
of beach that lies ahead of villas and hotels is cramped sand. The hills that lie instantly behind the
beach are covered with fruit trees, partially olive trees and are inhabited.
The depths in bay. The bay is generally shallow. In the entrance of the bay depths are 11-12 m, while
along its shore they come decreasing consistently. 5 m depths exceed 9 cables from the coast, and 10 m
depths have a general direction that unites Cape of Selita with Cape of Durres, being inserted a little
into the bay. After depths of 10 m, depths from 10 m - 12 m toward the sea rise immediately. 20 m
depths run parallel to 10 m depths in a distance of 1.8 miles from 10 m depths and 50 m depths does
not exceed more than 2.7 miles away from 10 m depths. 100 m depths go too far away from the coast.
It exceeds 23 miles from the shoreline.
The shores of the bay are surrounded by shoals at the depth under 5 meters, extending to 8.5 cables far
from them. In the southern part of the bay, 4 miles north of Selita cape, lie Selita shoals, while south of
the cape of Durres appears shoal of Durres (Talbot), which constitutes the underwater overall
continuation of the cape. The central part of the bay is free from hazards:
Shoals of Selita (Salada), lie far, 4 miles north of Selita cape and 2.5 miles from the coastline of the
Durres bay. Shoals consist of many separate shoals, stones and rocks. They are distributed with a
longitudinal stretch 1.4 miles from the northeast to the south of the main shallowness.
The smallest depth on the main shoal is 2.4 m, but not ruled out the case, especially in the shoal located
1.3 miles west of the Draçi river mouth, that the depth be smaller. The the seabed relief is not desolate.
For this reason the region of the shoals extention is not safe for sailing and anchoring.
Hydrometeorological regime of the bay.
Dominant Winds. Durres bay is protected only by eastern winds. Small boats can be protected also
from north winds. In this bay dominant winds are those of the northeast quarter. The winds of southeast
directions rarely are observed. In winter as a percentage eventuality prevail winds blowing from north
direction and those of south. North winds just as eventuality are in the first place, while the average
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speed of them do not exceed 4 m / sec. These, due to the topographic configuration of the bay; The
winds do not raise many waves and the ripple effect in the north direction is felt only in the southern
part of the bay. Stronger appear to be those with a direction to southeast, with an average speed of 5 m
/ sec and which in the bay create more wave. The impact of these winds is large in northern part of bay,
so near the port. As a eventuality do not constitute any great value, but as the force winds comming
from south direction are stronger, with the average speed 8 m / sec. These winds raise alot of sea and
disturb ships while staying in the northern part of the port of Durres. In the summer season the
percentage of north and southeast direction winds shrank and increase the winds of western and
northwestern directions, but both dominant winter winds still remain strong even in summer season.
Winds blowing from west direction in the summer blow with average speed of 4 m / sec and raise alot
of sea. When blowing shiroku in Otranto channel, in the region of bay of Durres is observed the
southwestern wind, whichs average speed is 5 m / sec. When the wind blows strongly it creates great
sea at anchor places in the bay of Durres, which may be dangerous for ships at anchor. When these
winds are blowing strongly they hamper the entry and exit of the ships from the port of Durres. In the
intermediate seasons, like spring and fall the result is almost an average of directions of winter and
summer seasons. Spring season is closer to summer, and autumn season is closer to winter.
Wind that holds the name of the place "Kavaja Wind" creates solid ripples in the bay and causes
swelling at the entrance to the port of Durres. This wind that blows from the southeast of the Kavaja
river valley , from where it takes the name, sometimes is very powerful, but it remains no more than
24 hours. Usually Kavaja wind rotates to the southwest and rarely north.
In winter often suddenly starts to blow shiroku or southwest wind. These winds canchange suddenly
their direction. During the summer shiroku and southwest winds blow rarely.
The starting signs of Shiroku are the long waves that can be seen very little and are coming from south
- southwest directions. In the bay of Durres this wind blows from the southwest, creating ripples from
the same direction. Sometimes shiroku, and also southwestern wind in the bay can be changed
immediately to the north wind. This change is warned from the rapid atmospheric pressure, and the
apperance of the white dark clouds over the peaks, in the depths of the coast, north of the Durres bay
and are moving to the north. Any change of the strong permanent north wind with Shiroku wind
usually does not happen.
The waves in the bay. Durres bay is very open and vulnerable, so that all the winds dominant in the
bay raise strong sea. From the multiyear observations on the waves it appears that the main direction
of the waves are from 140 ° to 270 °, with a total annual eventuality of 49.4%.
from surveys of several years results that in this bay act wind waves, those of the "Dead Sea" and the
mixed waves with an annual eventuality respectively 19%, 5.6% and 6.8%. The most powerful ripple is
raised by the winds that blow from the S-SE, west and northwest since these winds come from the sea
and have such a large pace. The most powerful ripple reaches the strength of 5, which means a height
of 2-3.5 m and mainly from the directions 180 ° - 220 °. Waves at a height of 3.20 m have 1%
certainty, and those at height of 2.25 have 10% certanity. The maximum wave length does not exceed
40-50 m. Their period reaches 6-7 sec. This is obviously undertandable because the bay of Durres has
small depths (up to 12 m). In accordance with waves, generally it presents a shallow sea area. In this
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bay more often are observed waves at a height 0:25 m (The eventuality 72.55%). The direction with the
largest eventuality of waves (20.25%) is the west one, which is more frequent during the summer. In
the south of the bay it can be seen more the waves of northwest and western directions.
Sea Level. The vast literature of survey of the level taken from the relevant observations since 1953
show that the sea-level fluctuations in the bay of Durres, as in all our coast at whole, have a 12 - hour
period and are erratic. The main causes of these fluctuations are actions the tide forming force and
wind etc. So those are not only of cosmic nature, but also of meteorological nature. As a result of the
action of winds blowing from the direction 190 ° - 270 ° in the bay occasionally is observed a
significant rise of the sea level that reachs the level up to 92 cm above the zero level. As you can see
the maximum amplitude of sea-level fluctuations reachs up to 92 cm above the zero level. The lowest
level of the sea reaches 48 cm, which means 48 cm below zero. So as you can see the maximum
amplitude of sea-level fluctuations reaches 140 cm for the survey period since the 1953 . Studies have
shown that the minimum and maximum levels with 5% probability are respectively + 94 cm and - 38
cm, while those of + 10% propability are 89 cm - 35 cm.
So the maximum amplitudes with 5% and 10% propability for the bay are respectively 132 cm and 124
cm. The average level in the bay is 12 cm above the zero level.
Currents are gradiental , tidal and ripple nature. The measurements have shown that within the bay
currents are not sustainable either by direction or by size. They are the result of the interaction of tidal
current whith that of ripple, which are also known as unsustainable for by the direction and size. The
measurements made in the front of the bay at the depth of 70 m have shown that the current is more
stable. Its direction becomes consolidating at the depth up close to the seabed. This direction is
intended to the north and northwest. Its size reaches the value of 0.5 knots. There are cases at the
observation stations outside the bay, in the north of it, that can be encountered currents, that reach the
value up to 1 knot with the tend north. This current of the deep sea is typical to depths below 10 m,
without approaching much to seabed, where the currnet is curbed and change direction somewhat as a
result of the friction. In the table below are shown the data of the current on border waters of the bay,
just in the front of it.
Depth in
(meters)
Vm
(miles)
Average
Speed (m/
sek )
Average
Direction
( grade )

2.5

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

70

0.198

0.21

0.26

0.32

0.33

0.39

0.30

0.33

0.44

0.34

0.36

0.33

0.25

0.16

0.102

0.107

0.135

0.164

0.169

0.200

0,157

0.169

0.227

0.176

0.184

0.169

0.129

0.083

302

268

302

328

334

341

272

359

354

345

2⁰

346

342

360

Temperature, salinity and water transparency. The highest temperature of the surface water in the
bay is in the warmest months of the year, so it means that in July and August the temperature reaches
the value up to 25 ° C, while the lowest temperature it reaches in February (10-11 ° C). The water
temperature drops down in depth. So in August, while the water surface temperature is 24 °, in the
depth of 70 m it goes down to 15 °. This decrease in temperature becomes more evident by advancing
to the north.
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Monthly average salinity in the bay varies from 35,8 0/00 to 38,82 0/00. The lowest salinity of surface
water is observed in January (35,3 0/00), while the highest is in October (38,35 0/00). Despite this fact,
the average salinity in the bay, on surface, wobbles very small , from 37,3 0/00 to 37.54 0/00.
Observations show that salinity increases with depth. So while on the surface it is 36-37 0/00 (in the
month of June-July), at a depth of 10 m it reaches the value from 38-38,5 0/00.
Iso-lines of salinity goes down to the depth, moving from south to north.
Water transparency within the bay drops immediately because starts to blow the wind that raises
waves. In the waters bordering the bay during good weather the transparency has resulted to 20 m for
the white disk. Water color suits the level II.
Underwater hazards. In the Bay of Durres as underwater hazards are shoall of Selita and Durres, and
the sunken ship.
Sunken ships. In the south of the entrance to the port of Durres are located three sunken vessels. Two
of them are one above the other and are located 1.5 miles southwest of the head of the southern pier of
the port of Durres. In these positions, No. 1 latitude 41 ° 16 '44' '. 8 N, longitude 19 ° 26' 50 ''. 9 E
(depth 4 m ); No. 2 latitude 41 ° 16 '46' '. 3 N, longitude 19 ° 26' 48 ''. 3 E (depth 3.5 m). The third
vessel (Ferryboat) is located in (latitude 41 ° 16 '51' '. 1 N longitude 19 ° 26' 56 ''. 9 E) (depth 4.8 m).
Lantern of the sunken vessel (latitude 41 ° 16 '7 N, longitude 19 ° 26', 8 E, which was near the sunken
ship (Ferryboat) shape; cardinal Medes southern yellow-black no longer exists.
The Harbor of Durres: is the country's main port and one of the largest in the Adriatic and Ionian
Seas. In antiquity and the middle ages it used to be one of the most important ports of the Adriatic
coast. It is located on the north side of the bay of Durres, east of the cape with the same name. The port
is protected from the waves because of two piers: From the easter one, which is built of stone with a
length of 600 yards, with a direction to the southwest and the southern one, built with regular pier in
2012 with a length of 0.5 miles, which lies in the southeastern and eastern direction.

Durres Harbor
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The width of the entrance between the two ends of the port's piers is 1 cable. Depths in the front of the
entrance and at the entrance are 9-10 m. The port is divided into 11 piers (berths) with a total length of
about 2149.5 ml. (see chart)16.
Number of the Length in ml
pier
Pier 0
77.7
Pier 1
186
Pier 2
293
Pier 3
16
Pier 4
173.9
Pier 5
235.9

Depths in m
6.5
6.5-7
7
7-7.5
7-7.5
9

Number of the Length in ml
pier
Pier 6
265
Pier 7-8
400
Pier 9
180
Pier 10
269
Pier 11
153

Depths in m
9
7-9
7.5
5-9
10

Note: In the merger of pier 8 and 9 there are depth smaller than those shown in the table with a
minimum depth of 4.6 m.
In the harbor there are offered a range of services necessary for users such as: minor repairment of
ships, refueling, electricity, drinking water, food, etc. cleaning garbage. It is also available to users the
information center. For the safety of navigation in the harbor and the implementation of its regulations,
for piloting the ship during the entry and exit, it is-master of the port which has the appropriate tools.
The representation of vessels is done by the agencies. Customs is located in the Port area.
Very favorable geographic position makes the port of Durres a very important knot for the international
market. Port of Durres is also a crucial location for ferry networks and passengers trransit , giving the
city of Durres a strategic priority in relation to VIII-th corridor , which will facilitate the transit of
passengers and fringe to the European continent.
Port of Durres is the most important port of the country. Cargo volume has been increased significantly
as a result of investments made in port infrastructure and increase the efficiency of managerial and
operational staff. The current level of Cargo is about 90% of maritime trade at the national level, 3-5
million tons per year.
Operational infrastructure of the port of Durres consists of 11 piers with a depth varing from 6.5-10 m.
This port processes all goods as bulk dry and liquid, general merchandise, chemicals, dangerous goods,
chemical fertilizers, etc. The main goods that are processed in port are cereals general goods,
containers, ferries, minerals etc.
The terminal area is 90,000 m2. The terminal building has an area of 5,400 m2. In this terminal at the
same time are processed 2,000 passengers . Near by of its square are installed in total 46 border control
counters, 10 of which are for passengers, 24 of them are for cars and 12 of them are for trucks and
buses. The terminal is equipped with all necessary infrastructure for the processing of passenger and
motor vehicles. The number of ferry processed at a time is 5-6. Regular lines are Bari, Ancona, Trieste
and Koper.
Tools and equipment of port. Beside of loading and unloading piers are built large warehouses and
squares where the movement of goods now is done in the mechanized way.
16

The scheme of Port of Durres taken from Durres Port Authority. (Note the authors).
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At the edge of loading and unloading piers are installed 19 electric cranes with lifting capacity of 5-45
tons. Two 45 tons multi functional electro crane that enables equipment with hydraulic spreder and
griferia for containers. mobile equipment with wheels: 2 wheeled mobile cranes, two "Reach Stacker",
contenier regulator, five mechanical diggers, 22 lifts with different capacities up to 35 tons, etc., not to
mention the means and tools of private companies operating in the port.
Maritime pilotage service is mandatory for all ships entering and leaving the port of Durres. The ships
awaiting for pilot service must drop anchor in the region with the centre position latitude 40 ° 15'.3 N
and longitude 19 ° 26 'E. Pilot calling is done through the signals of the International Code of Signals
and radio communication (on channel 12 VHF). In the port of Durres operate about 4 pilot agencies.
Free Practice. The ship takes free practice as to the harbor master are given documents proving that
onboard the ship is no contagious disease.
Communication and interconnection. Port of Durres is connected via railway with the cities of
Tirana, Elbasan, Pogradec, Shkodra and Vlora. Via roadway port of Durres is connected to Tirana,
Korca, Gjirokastra, Saranda, Vlora, Berat, Shkodra, Elbasan and through these cities it is connected
with all the other cities of the country. By the sea lines port of Durres is connected to the ports of
Adriatic, Mediterranean Basin and rest of the world.
South Pier, that protects the port of Durres from the southwest and south almost along all its length is
lined with concrete walls. On the outside part of this wall is building fishing port.
East Pier protects port of Durres from the east. 170 m from the head of the pier, on the inside, there is
a small pier which is used for unloading and loading of liquid fuels. In the interior part of the eastern
pier has been completed the new eastern dock for the processing of mineral ships.
The red light is built at the head of south pier, latitude 41 ° 18 '1 N and longitude 19 ° 27', 3 E. A 4 m
red plastic tower above a 1 m concrete slab quadrilateral , with a height of light from sea level 8 m and
visibility of 6 miles.

The lateral lights at the entrance to the port of Durres
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The green light is built at the head of east pier, latitude 41 ° 18 ', 25 N and longitude 19 ° 27', 4 E. A 4
m green plastic tower above a 1 m concrete slab quadrilateral , with a height of light from sea level 8 m
and visibility of 6 miles.
Fishing port of Durres. This port is at the end of its building with a total area of 40 000 m2 and pier
capacity of 620 ml. The port is protected from the west by a 700 m long breakwater, set with stones and
surrounded by 6.5 m high concrete wall, entrance is complemented by an 80 m long inner breakwater
perpendicular to the first. The entrance is 47 m and it narrows to 45 m in the front of aquarium. For
mooring of the fishing boats the harbor has 3 identical concrete piers with dimmentions 81x9 m, 1 60
m long pontoon and a 80 m long pier in the north used for refueling. Depths in aquarium are 5.5 m. At
the breakwater heads are installed two entrance headlights on 8.5 m high metal tower with a light
height of 10.5 m and light visibility of 3 miles. The data is declared by the builder (see chart)17.

The New Fishing Port , the entrance and lateral lights
City of Durres lies in the west - northwest of the port. It rises at the feet of the hill, whereon there are
remnants of the ancient castle, whose surrounding walls go down so close to the western side of the
harbor. Durres city is one of the most ancient cities of Albania, the second industrial center, the main
knot of rail, automotive and maritime transportation. It has a population of 208,400 inhabitants (as of
2013, the second city in the country).
It was established as a city in the year 627 B.C. from colonies of korkyra and Corinthia in lands of an
ancient settlement of the Illyrian tribe Taulantia from where it received the Illyrian names: Epidami
and Dyrrah. There has been a great economic and cultural developmentIn 229 B.C the city went under
rule of Rome Empire, but retained some internal autonomy. It returned into Roman colony at the time
of Augustus around 20 B.C.
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City of Durres
Illyrian population gained more and more importance, and captured major lidership functions, such as
is proving discovered Illyrian names in graffiti. Because of the great economic and cultural
development and strategic importance, etc., Durres has been since ancient times to modern ones
assaulted by tribes, empires and kingdoms foreign, from which also was occupied.
In the fourteenth century Durres was the largest city of the country, with about 25,000 inhabitants, with
developed trade and handicraft . In 1368, the city was taken by Karl Topia and was the center of the
Arber principality. After the Ottoman conquest Durres was ruined and returned to a village with only a
few dozen families.
On 21/11/1912 in Durres landed Ismail Qemali and on 11/26/1912 Durres patriots raised the flag of
independence, but after three days the city was occupied by the Serbian army which withdrew in 1913.
On 07/03/1914 Durres city was appointed the capital and after the expulsion of V. Wilhelm the city
was the centre of to the peasant uprising of central Albania. On April 7, 1939 Durres was the center of
resistance against the fascist aggression.
After the liberation, Durres city was turned into a developed industrial town and important cultural and
educational center. The main production branches are tourism, transport, Fason business, workshop's
and important mechanical bases, the food industry, fishing etc. The city has also a developed
agriculture, where the most important agricultural products are wheat, corn, vegetables and fruit
growing.
In the city here is a general hospital, orthopedic hospital for children, ambulance etc. In the city there is
regular postal and telephone service. The city of Durres is connected to roadway with all cities of
Albania and railway with Tirana, Shkodra, Vlora, Elbasan, Pogradec. The city is supplied with drinking
water of good quality in abundant quantities.
Durres Cape is the northern cape of entrance into the bay of Durres and it is formed from the southern
slope of the hills of Durres, the highest peak of which (186 m) is located 1.3 miles N-NW of the
extremity of the cape. The southern and the western slopes of hills go down to the sea with great
sloping. They are naked and have a dun color into white, which can be seen good from the sea, when
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you are directed to the bay of Durres. This view is interrupted from Currila to the city, as many
constructions have been made. Cape's southern extremity is low and shallow.

The Lighthouse of Durres
Lighthouse of Durres (Lighthouse of Vila) (latitude 41 ° 18 ', 9 N, longitude 19 ° 26' 1 E) is located
about 2.5 cables northeast of Durres Cape, approximately 200 m west of the Palace (villa). The shape
of the lantern; an octahedral stone tower lined with white decorative stones14 m high. The height of
light is 126 m. The maximum visibility distance is 24 miles.
Shoal of Durres (Talbot) is rocky and represents the continuation under water of Durres cape up to 1.9
miles south of it. In the distance of one mile from the bay, depths in shoal are 5 m. The southern part of
the shallowness is known as Talbot and the smallest depths over it are 4.6 m.
The buoys of Durres shoal. Shoal is restricted by two cardinal buoys (main) with these features:
1. In the north is located a west cardinal buoy (latitude 41 ° 18 ', 1 N, longitude 19 ° 25', 3 E) with
a light height of 4 m and a visibility of 6 miles.
2. In the south is located a south cardinal buoy (latitude 41 ° 17 ', 03 N, longitude 19 ° 26' 24 E)
with a light height of 4 m and a visibility of 6 miles
The region prohibited for anchoring. Because of the presence of underwater cables, this area is
indicated as a prohibition on anchoring and lies about 7 miles W and SW of Cape of Durres. Region
bounded by lines that connect the points with coordinates: latitude 41 ° 20 ', 2 N, longitude 19 ° 17' E,
latitude 41 ° 20 'N, longitude 19 °, 25 E; latitude 41° 14.2 N , longitude 19 ° 20.6 E; latitude 41 ° 18 '7
N; longitude 19 ° 26 E; is prohibited for anchoring, droping fishing trawler, underwater explosions and
droping of deminers.
A waste disposal area is located 3.5 miles S-SW of the Cape of Durres.
Area for anchoring. The best area for anchoring is located in the northern part of the bay, which
although is better protected from waves because of the Durres shoal than the rest of the bay, again is
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not a protected anchoring area during southwest winds. These areas can be used only by ships of the
small and medium size, as the depths here are 6-7 m. The seabed is these areas keeps suitable for
anchoring, but the winds mentioned above create waves. Ships of small and medium size usually drop
the anchors 2,1 miles in the direction 139 ° from the palace of Durres.
In case of necessity large ships can stay at anchor 3.1 miles in direction 177 ° from the same palace.
The depths here are 10 m and the soil is loess.
During the stay at anchor in the sites mentioned above at night when shiroku or southwest wind blow
both anchors should be droped and released their chains in the length of 4-5 times the depth.
Instructions for entering into the bay of Durres. Because of the risks posed by shoal stretching in
both sides of the entrance of the capes and shipwrecks located in the bay, the entrance to the bay of
Durres should be done carefully, by determining very often the location of the ship.
During the approach to the bay, when the visibility is bad and there is fog, special care should be taken
and the depths should be measured more often. When the location of the vessel is doubtful (uncertain)
should not be entered in the area with depth less than 20 meters. To pass safely the shoal of Durres,
ships should sail with the course 82 ° to Kavaja rock, located on the eastern coast of the bay and can be
seen at the background of the deep neck (of Prisca) with rock of Kavaja. To pass safely sunken ships,
ships should sail with course 82 ° till to the meridian 19 ° 27 'E, and from here can be taken the course
directly to the port channel (roadstead). The channel at the entrance has a direction of 017 ° -019 ° and
the channel is 2.1 miles long and 200 yards wide. It is determined by lateral buoys 7 (3 doubles and a
turning buoy No.7), 1 free water buoy No. 0, at the entrance of the channel and a lantern type Pelt
(tricolor) with direction (in line with the buoy No. 0). To continue along the channel to the port of
Durres the direction 17 °, 2 - 197 °, 2 should be followed. The channel is 8.5 - 9 m deep.
Lanterns of the channel:
The lantern with the direction 017 °: Sector Light (iso phase light Red-White-Green) located on the
pillar over the wall of the eastern pier with a height of light 7 m and visibility (R-5 M; W-7 M, G-5 M).
When the sailor notices at the entrance the white light comming from the direction ± 1 ° 017 ° it means
he is on the channel, red light indicates danger (shoal) and green light located on the edge or outside of
the channel on the right . (latitude 41 ° 18 ', 8 N, longitude 19 ° 28', 9 E).
Buoy No. 0 (latitude 41 ° 15 ', 89 N, longitude 19 ° 26' 75 E) the buoy of free waters (red and white)
with a light height of 4 m and a visibility of 6 miles. Currently there is no buoy (in the plan to be
placed after the dredging of the port in year 2015)
I-st Couple:
Buoy No. 1 (latitude 41 ° 16'.62 N, longitude 19 ° 27 '20 E) the starboard side buoy (green) with a light
height of 4 m and visibility of 3 miles.
Buoy No. 2 (latitude 41° 16’.69 N, longitude 19° 26’,99 E) the port side buoy (red) with a light height
of 4 m and visibility of 3 miles.
II-nd Couple:
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Buoy No. 3 (latitude 41° 17’.10 N, longitude 19° 27’,36 E) the starboard side buoy (green) with a light
height of 4 m and visibility of 3 miles.
Buoy No. 4 (latitude 41° 17’.20 V N, longitude 19° 27’,19 E) the port side buoy (red) with a light
height of 4 m and visibility of 3 miles.
III-rd Couple:
Buoy No. 5 (latitude 41° 17’.58 N, longitude 19° 27’,60 E) the starboard side buoy (green) with a light
height of 4 m and visibility of 3 miles.
Buoy No. 4 (latitude 41° 17’.63 V N, longitude 19° 27’,42E) the port side buoy (red) with a light height
of 4 m and visibility of 3 miles.
Buoy No. 7 (latitude 41° 17’.11 N, longitude 19° 27’,68 E) the starboard side buoy (green) with a light
height of 4 m and visibility of 3 miles, it is also called the turn buoy, since in the front of it the ships
should turn to enter the port.
FROM THE BAY OF DURRES TO THE BAY OF DRINI.
(Soviet Map no. 5385, 5386 and 2381. British Map 186, 1590; Italian map 6011, 6013, 6014, 6112,
6113). The coast, which lies in a length of 55.3 miles coastline, consists of two relief forms, hills and
lowlands. North of Durres Cape ,along the coast, 3.5 miles northward lies a range of hills (of the
mountain) of Durres with the height up to 186 m, which in larger distance from the sea looks like an
island. In the north of this range of hills lies a low coastline of 10 miles, which is formed by the great
lowlands of Durres and comes into the sea dressed in forest. In the north of these lowlands in the region
of Skanderbeg Cape , from the southeast it goes down to the sea the range of Muzhli hills (Rodon)
which are 300 m high. Behind these hills, about 20 miles from the sea, deep into the coast rise the
mountains of Krujë- Dajtit with a height of 1,600 meters.
During the navigation in the area of this coast, as orientation points serve the mountains located in the
depth of the coast like thetop of Vela with a height of 1172 m, the Mount of Kalimerit (Vali square)
1050 m high and Mount of Priska 1265 m high and Mount of Tomori. Near the coast the range of hills
of Durres cape, Bisht-Palla (Cape of Paul) and Cape of Skanderbeg can be seen.
The range of hills of Durres located in the region from Durres to Porto Romano is corrugated with deep
necks and conic tops, with the greatest height of 186 m. By the sea side the hills are too steepy and go
down sharply to the coastline so there continues the afforestation. The sea sides of the hills, from the
hill with the height of 101 meters over cape of Durres up to the hill with the height of 186 m from the
sea, constitute steeps with open dun color, which can be seen clearly from the sea. In the altitude 186 m
is a two-storey stone building, which can be seen very good from the sea. On the eastern side of these
hills, from the top to the lowland, there are planted various fruit trees and olives. The coastline of these
hills is strait, without curves. Along all the extention of the coast from Cape of Durres to Porto Romano
lie the surface rocks, quarry and shoals 2-3 cables far from the coastline, which makes dangerous
approaching of the vessels in the region closer than depths 20 m, which exceed 1-1.5 miles from the
coast. The depths are great, but here and there in seperate places and not continuesly. 5 m depths
exceed 400 yards from the shore, and the depths of 50 m pass 3.2 miles from the coast. The seabed in
the distance of 1 mile from the shoreline is soel, and near the coastline it is rocky.
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Between the last north hill of Durres (hill of Gate) with a height of 90 m and the first hill of the range
of Bisht-Palla is located the region named Porto - Romano.
This is a bay where is built the harbor with the name Romano - Port and serves as a port for ships
transporting fuel and gas. From here it goes to the field of the former Durres swamp area, where are
built the fuel and gas deposits. This area has been turned into an industrial zone. Romano - Port is built
with a are of 6000 m2 in land and a area of 42,000 m2 at sea. Shipping capacity is from 1,000 to 20,000
tons. The length of the port (the main pier) is 1100 ml and has a depth of 10 m in the place of
discharge. Port is located 6.5 km north of Durres. The location coordinates are (latitude 41 ° 15 'N,
longitude 19 ° 22', 1 E).
The main platform (pier) where the tanker ships go alongside is 75 m. The pasarela behind the platform
built on both sides of the platform is 247 m long.

Romano Port and breakwater (the inner pier)
The port is protected from the south and southwest by a stone breakwater with a length of 1740 m. At
the head of this breakwater is located a green lighted latern. 10 m inside the breakwater from its head is
built a 50 m long pier that serves for docking of the ships. Depths are 11 m.
To approach to the Romano -Port, you should approach to the bay of Porto - Romano and as a
indication to that serves the red buoy, located on the portside of its channel. This lantern is located 650
m from the entrance headlights of the ports. The course of entrance channel is 90 °. Romano - port can
be seen easily during the day and night as it is well illuminated. In this small bay there are no other
facilities. The width of entry to the port, between two entrance lanterns, is 200 m. Romano - Port is a
port under construction.
currently Porto-Romano port processes tanker ships frpm 10,000 to 20,000 tons. Depths at the main
platform of docking are 10 m, sufficient for this tonnage. (See Scheme), NW breakwater submitted in
the scheme is not built yet.
Entrance Channel Buoy (latitude 41 ° 22'.46 N, longitude 19 ° 23 '99 E) is a side plastic buoy with
red color, the light height is 1.5 m and visibility is 2.5 miles.
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Maritime signaling of the harbor
The green (starboad) Light of the port entrance is built in the heads of south breakwater at position
latitude 41 ° 22 ', 619 N and longitude 19 ° 24', 309 E. 2 m Stainless steel pipe is located onto concrete
breakwater, the heights of the light from sea level is 6 meters and visibility is 4 miles . This lantern is
temporary as the head of the waterbreaker is being built of concrete for placing the green lantern.
The red (port side) Light of the port entrance is located on the water at the entrance of the harbor,
latitude 41 ° 22 ', 708 N and longitude 19 ° 24', 201 E. Red side (port side) cardinal Iron buoy , the
heght of the light from the water level is 2.5 m and the visibility is 4 miles. This lantern is temporary as
at the head of the northern breakwater, which will be built, will be located the fundation of the lantern
according to plan.
By the western edge of the hill of Gate, pass the walls of the old castle of Porto - Romano, which
extend into the sea and are the indication that there not far may have been a tectonic shift or rise in sea
levels which has flooded the coastal area. 5 m depths pass 2 cables in the south and up to 6 cables in
the northern part far from the coast. 10 m depths are exceeding 4 cables on the south side and 0.8 miles
on the north. The bottom of the sea near the coastline, in the southern part of the region, is sandy and
rocky, and in the southern part it is stony. Out of 20 m depths the bottom of the sea is loess. Northwest
of the hill of Gate, at the distance of 1-2 miles and 5 cables from the coastline (from the fist hill of
Bishti i Palles) exactly at the depths of 5 m is located a sunken vessel, Northwest Hill Gate in the
distance 1-2 miles and 5 cables from the coastline (from the first hills Bisht-Palla) exactly 5 m depths is
located a sunken ship, some parts of which at low tide come out to surface.
The coastline of the bay of Porto - Romano is low, sandy and changes permanently. It is a corrosive
coast, especially in the north of the bay, and has a tend to join the Bisht Palla roadstead.
On the southeast side of the Cape have been built two-storeyed building, which can be seen clearly
from the roadstead of Bishti Palla and bay of Lalzi. In the southeast, 2 cables from Palla Cape is
located the port of Bisht-Palla, depths of which vary from 4.5 m in the south to 3.5 m in the north.
Entry and exit to the port is done by the channel, which is 600 m long, 50 m wide and 1.5 m deep.
At the entrance of the channel from the sea there are two buoys:
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Right (starboard) buoy (latitude 41 ° 25'.01 N, longitude 19 ° 24 '06 E) starboard side buoy (green).
The height of the light is 3 m high and visibility is 3 miles.
Left (Port side) buoy: (latitude 41° 24’.9 N, longitude 19° 24’,1 E) port side buoy (red). The height of
the light is 3 m high and visibility is 3 miles.
On the ground at the the channel axis there are placed headlights with coverage 036 °, 2-216 °, 2.
The first sign of coverage (latitude 41 ° 24'.7 N, longitude 19 ° 23 ', 8 E). It is an iron fundation 6 m
high and has a visibility of 4 miles.
The second sign of coverage (latitude 41 ° 24'.6 N, longitude 19 ° 23 ', 8 E). It is a stainless steel tube
1.7 high and has a visibility of 4 miles.
It is forbidden to enter to the port of Bisht Palla or to drop anchor at its roadstead for all Albanian and
foreign ships.
The Lighthouse of Palla or Kepi i Palit (latitude 41⁰ 24’.8 N, longitude 19⁰ 23’.6 E) rises over Cape
of Palla. The shape of the sign: a white colored rectangular tower made of concrete. The height of the
sign is 11 m and the height from the sea level is 34.5 m. Nominal visibility from the sea is 10 miles.

The Lighthouse of Cape Pali and entrance coverage lateral lights .
The Roadstead of Palla (Pali) is located east of Bisht-Palla, between it and the mouth of Erzeni river.
This roadstead is shallow. 5 m depths exceed 1,4 miles from shore, and she 10 m depths pass 3 miles
from shore. About 3 cables away from the coast pass depths of 1 m. In the middle of roadstead the
depths are not greater than 6 m. There are no underwater hazards. The bottom is sludge and sand. The
roadstead of Palla is protected from winds comming from the south direction (Sirocco) and the ones
comming from southwest direction and it is suitable for small boats to drop anchor. However depths
and the coast near Erzeni river are continuously filling and measurements do not provide assurance for
the long term.
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Cape of Pali
The coast of roadstead of Palla is a lowland lined with rare forest and is an area that is in continues
changes as filling area.
Lalzi bay is an inserted bay into the land northeast of roadstead of Palla and is bordered to the north
with the range of hills (mountain) of Muzhli. This bay by local sailors is more known as the bay of
Saint Peter.
The bay on the west side is open and has a width of 9 miles, starting from Bishti Palla up to Cape of
Arra, located 2.1 miles southeast of Cape of Skanderbeg. Eastern coast of the bay is flat, has a
southeastern lay and is called Rrushkull field (the northern part of the lowland). In this coast are built
tourist resorts. The coastline of the Lowland is made of fine sand and in many places in times of
rainfall, it holds water. In depth lowlands are used for planting agricultural crops and is an inhabited
area. This lowland is the most dressed one with woods across all the coast and there are prevailing
poplars, pines and fruit trees. The northern coast of the bay is high and consists of the range of hills of
Muzhli. In the immediate proximity of the coastline all of the northern coast up to the Cape of
Skanderbeg, it is surrounded by underwater rocks. 5 m depths exceed 1-2 cables far from the shore of
this area, while the 10 m depths passes 3-4 cables from the coast.
The Bay of Lalzi is deeper than roadstead of Palla and only in the direction of the swamp of Bishtaraka
the 5m depths pass 8 cables from the coast, while in all the other region 5 m depths don't go far away
more than 3 cables from the shoreline. 10m depths pass in the form of arc almost parallel to the
coastline in the distance of 1.8 miles and it approaches to both those depths at the place where the hills
of Muzhli starts up to 3 cables from the shore. The bottom of the sea in the bay of Lalzi is a mix of
sand and sludge. There are no underwater hazards. The maritime current moves with a continues
direction from south to north at the speed of about 0.5 knot. The Bay of Lalzi is protected from the
winds of the northern direction and partly from the winds of the northwest . In this area, when those
winds blow, especially the north (bora) wind, the small vessels can find protection by dropping anchor
near the church of Saint - Peter at the permissible depths. Berthing here is recommended only in cases
of immediate need. 2 miles northeast of the Erzeni river mouth it is located Bishtaraka marshes with a
length of 1 mile and the width greater than 4 cables. Këneta ndahet nga deti me anën e nje rripi të
ngushtë. Uji i saj është i kripur. Depths inside the marsh are small and do not exceed 1 meter. The area,
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where the marsh meets the sea, is shallow all over the bay of Lalzi. About 2 miles north of the marsh
flows into the bay of Lalzi the river of Tarini.

The Bay of Lalzi and the cape of Rodoni
Erzeni River derives from the mountain with Holes, passes through the lowland of Durres up to the
northeast of Lalzi bay and flows into the bay about 3 miles northeast of Bisht-Palla. The deposits
brought by the river form a cape at the mouth of the river about 1 mile out west of the coastline.
Erzeni River transports at a average of about 3.2 million tons of solid raw material per year, which is
deposited at the mouth of the river. Like any other river that flows into the Adriatic, the Erzeni river in
the northern part of the delta, up to 32 miles from the shoreline exposes the erosion phenomenon with
the intensity of about 8 m per year. In the south part, especially in roadstead of Palla, acts the other
phenomenon, that of filling, and one of the main signs of that are the solid materials deposited by the
river. The progress of the river seawards is about 40 m per year. The average movement of the
coastline in the area of Erzeni river is about 2 m per year.
Cape of Rodoni (Skenderbeu) (latitude 41° 35’ N, latitude 19° 27’ E), is the southern cape of the
entrance to the bay of Drini formed by the range of hills of Muzhli with the height 174 m. These hills
are layed about 3 miles into the sea with a height of about 30 m and a western direction and then
change to the northwest direction, narrowing until the sharp end at the cape, 10.7 miles north-northeast
of Bisht-Palla. The highest hill in the depth of this verse is that of Stone with hole with a height of 177
m, which is round, with the top in a shape of a dome and can be seen very good from the sea, from both
sides of the of the range. The second high hill is the hill of Draçit with a height of 205 m. This hill is
located at the center of the range of hills, in the direction with the extension in the north of the eastern
coastline of the bay of Lalzi. Muzhli hill (174 m) is located on the south side of the range of hills. This
hill is distinguished easily from the sea and at the top of the hill is located a ruined stone building. The
height of the last part of the hill is 78 m.
Muzhli hills are inhabited by villages and valleys and slopes not too steep, are used for agricultural
crops. The hills are covered with forests of oak, hornbeam and in the valleys can be found also
evergreen laurels.
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The southwest slopes of the Cape of Rodon (Skanderbeg) go down sharply into the sea and are naked
of forrest. Due to the lowlands which constitutes the coast in the northeast and southeast of the range of
hills of Muzhli, this range of hills and the Cape of Skanderbeg itself is well distinguished while the
approach to the bay. Cape of Skanderbeg and the coastline in southeast of the cape along its alignment
is surrounded by underwater and surface rocks. In the continuation of the Cape up to 1-1.5 miles from
it, lies a rocky shoal (quarry) with 10-20 m depths, but in there are also places with 9-11 m depths.
While at the distance 2-3 cables from the Cape, between the underwater stones and those in the ones at
surface level, there is also a stone's at surface level called Kallafati stone. The northern part of the
coastline is straight and clean of surface rocks, except the region at 6 cables distance from the Cape to
the east, which is surrounded by underwater rocks .

The Shoals and the Castle at Cape of Rodoni
Depths at the the southern part of the Cape are good. 5 m depths at the this region pass up to 3 cables
away from the coast, and 10 m depths pass 0.8 miles from the coast. There where the coastline goes to
the northwest direction (the Cape of Arra) 20 m depths come closer up to 6 cables and then 20 m
depths line goes away from the Cape to the northwest, taking exactly the form of the cape and limiting
the rocky shoal next to the Cape that was described above. The northern side of the the cape is deep
and 5 m depths pass at almost 1-2 cables from the coast and 10 m depths run parallel to the coastline at
the distance 1-2 cables yards away from it. Because of the risk posed by rocks surrounding the cape
and the shoals next to the it, it is not recommended to approach Skanderbeg cape at a distance less than
5 cables from it.
The name of Rodoni is taken by divinity "Rodon", god of the seas and sailing, as it used to be called
by Illyrians.
The Albanian national hero, Gjergj Kastriot between 1451-1452, at the cape of Rodoni built a castle
surrounded by walls starting from the northern part of the Cape up to the southern part of it. Rodoni
used to be the only harbor in Adriatic for Skanderbeg to connect with the neighboring states. That is the
reason why this cape is also called the cape of Skanderbeg, because of the constructions made over
there and the importance of it.
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At the distance 7 cables eastern of the cape is located a church and a well with drinking water. The
church is called the Church of Mamica (or Saint Noi) Skanderbeg's sister. The interior walls were
decorated with paintings and frescoes.Today this church is restored and is visited by many visitors.

The jetty and the Church at Rodoni Cape
In the vicinity of the well, 7 cables east of the cape, is built a concrete jetty in the direction from south
to north, 77 m long, 7.5 m wide and 2.7 m depth. Docking of the ships in this jetty can be done by
dropping the anchor, on the top of it and by connecting the stern (pupa) to the jetty, as none of the
sides of the jetty is not used because there is not enough depth.
The Western Cardinale Buoy (latitude 41° 35’.4 N, longitude 19° 26’.5 E), main buoy (yellow-blackyellow) with white light, placed in front of rocks west of the Cape, height of the light is 3 m and
visibility 6 miles.
The Lighthouse of Rodoni (Skenderbeu) (latitude 41° 35’.20 N, longitude 19° 26’.71 N) rises above
cape of Skanderbeg , on a stainless steel pipe, 3.5 meters high. Nominal viewing distance is 9 miles, the
height of the light from the sea level is 44.5 meters.

The Lighthouse of Rodoni
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The Bay (basin) of Drini is one of the largest bays of southeastern Adriatic and goes into the land via
the Cape of Skanderbeg in the south and coast of Ulcinj in the northwest. The bay has a width at the
entrance of 25.5 miles from Cape of Skanderbeg to the Cape of Mendre (3 miles to the west northwest of Ulcinj), and the width between the Cape of Skanderbeg and the mouth of the Buna river in
the north is 16 miles . In this bay it is possible the navigation and staying at anchor of vessels of any
tonage.
The shores of the bay not at a great distance from both entrance capes are surrounded by range of hills
with a height up to 300 m and lined with forests. In the areas in the bay , where the deltas of the rivers
of Mat Drini and Buna are, coast is low and lined with scrub forest. The coastline presents a rugged
coast with fertile and arable land with the exception of the coastline and river mouths of Mat Drini and
Buna river soil is sandy.

Drini Bay
The northern coast is also low, with the exception of the ridgeline of Renci (Shengjin), which southern
slopes are sloping down to the sea west of Shengjin. In the depths of the coast rise mountains with
height up to 1500 m.
As orientation points to enter the Drini bay serve: Cape of Skanderbeg with the lighthouse and hills
with forest, mountain of Serisalltiku 1308 m high and mountain of Kruja 1088 m high, located in the
depths of the coast, lowlands of the mouth of Mati river, the ruins of the castle of Lezha on the hill at
the height of 186 m, the top of sharp conical mountain of Shelbumi with a height of 410 m (latitude 41
° 46 'N, longitude 19 ° 41' E), range of moutain of Vela with Mount of Kallmetit 1050 m high (latitude
41 ° 50 'N, longitude 19 ° 43' E), range of mountain of Renci (latitude 41 ° 52 'N, longitude 19 ° 30' E),
550 m high, which stands out from the southwestern cliff with large sloping , tapered top of Maranaj
Mount (latitude 42 ° 11 'N, longitude 19 ° 00' E), with a height of 1577 m which is located northeast of
Shkoder, The buildings of Ulcinj city that can be seen 12-13 miles away on good visibility and the
Mount of Rumije (latitude 42 ° 06 ', 2 N, longitude 19 ° 11' 4 E) with a height of 1593 m, located north
of Ulcinj, in the depths of the coast of Montenegro.
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The shores of the Drini bay are very folded (steep) because of the mouths of rivers and multiple
shallow maritime swamps. The coastline and its surrounding depths are constantly changing because of
solid flows and changing rivers mouthes in the bay. Ishmi River mouth has changed several times and
operates with a length of about 5.4 mile coastline eroding and covering the coastline from the sea .
Mati and Drini rivers also operate on the coastline, but after the construction of hydro power plants on
them the solid waste, as well as changes in the coastline are reduced.
Buna River is the most constant river, mouth and delta of which varies very little. Currently it tends to
erode and to shed to the south and as a result the addition of land to the Albanian border is less than
additions to the land of Montenegro. On the shores of the bay rise many villages and settlements,
whose inhabitants are engaged in agriculture and horticulture. At the entrance of the bay, along the line
that connects entrance capes (Cape of Skanderbeg and Cape of Mendre) reach depths of 70 m, while
towards the coast they are gradually reduced.
The shallowest areas are the low coast areas at the river mouthes, where 20 m depths pass more than 12 miles away from the coast line. During the approach to the coast in the region of river mouths,
especially the Buna mouth, should be measured depths as much as possible, because they are changing
constantly .
Drini bay is open to the winds of the western half of the horizon. Bora wind blows with great force.
From this wind if necessary the ship can be protected near the northeastern and eastern coast of the bay.
While to be protected from the winds of the south, the best place is Skanderbeg bay .
Small vessels can find protection from all winds in the small bay of Shëngjini.
The Bay of Rodoni (Skenderbeu) is located in the southeastern part of the Drini bay between Cape of
Skanderbeg and Mati River gorge. The southern coast of the bay is formed by northern slopes of
Muzhli hills range, which goes down gently to the coastline by creating a curved shape without any
stressed refraction, while the east coast of the roadstead is low. Lowlands start at the mouth of the
Ishmi river, which flows into the Bay of Drini, 5.8 miles east of Skanderbeg Cape and continues up to
Shengjin.
As the main orientation point of going to the roadstead should be passing at a distance of not less than 2
miles.
The bay is clear of underwater hazards. The depths in the roadstead are around 30 m. They go
diminishing llitle by llitle towards the coast and increasing in the opposite direction. The southern part
of the bay is deeper than the eastern part. 5 m depths exceed 7 cables far from east coast and the depths
of 10 m exceed 1.2 miles, while 20 m depths pass over 2 miles away. These depths come closer to each
- other and with the coast in the region of the Mati mouth.
The seabed within the Skanderbeg bay is silt and sand. The bay is protected from southern and eastern
winds. The western and northwestern winds in the bay cause large sea. The best place for anchoring is
located 2.5 miles east of Cape of Skanderbeg. The depths here are about 20 m.
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Ishmi River flows in the eastern part of the bay of Skanderbeg, and is not navigable. At the mouth the
river has a width of 40 m and a depth of 0.5 to 1 m. Before, river used to flow into the entrance of
Patoku swamp by forming a side strap that had a tendency to join with the belt created from the Mati
river by closing completely Patoku swamp. Now it flows 2.2 miles southwest of the old mouth and
there is no water in between the new mouth and the old river bed. Between Ishmi and Mati River is
located Patoku marsh.
Ishmi River deposites into the sea approximately 1.1 million m3 of solid materials and 5.4 miles of
coastline where it acts both phenomens are observed: the filling and the corrosion in a ratio of about 3.1
/ 1 in favor of filling phenomen.
This river's mouth changes often and is accompanied with the change of shoreline and depths in its
vicinity. Recently the river of Ishmi has created a strip of land with the direction south-north toward the
mouth of the Mati river and in the front of Patoku lagoon. Between the strip of sand that separates the
lagoon from the sea and the new strip of land that is beeing created constantly, is created a new
godulla. The movement of the mouth of the river Ishmi to the south and Mati river to the north have
put the area of Patoku in conditions of an erosion that becomes more and more powerful and therefore
it is eventually destroying Patoku beach.
At the mouth of Ishmi river and towards the Patoku beach the depths are small and constantly
changing, so it is recommended that the ships do not come close to the shoreline less than 2 miles.
Patoku Lagoon. Earlier it used to be a deep bay with depths varing from 4-5 m and there was a jetty
for docking of small tonnage vessels. As a result of the extention of the two side strips of the mouth of
the Ishmi river in the south and the Mati river in the north, the lagoon is closed and now there is only a
slight connection with the sea. Under the action of solid waste collected from a branch of the Mati river
in the north and Ishmi river in the south, lagoon is filled and today within the lagoon the depths do not
exceed 0.3 m and between two hills, the depth is 2.6 m and outer because of the wind and the sea
depths are 0.4 m, by making that the depths of 1 m exceed 270 m from the sea side, far from the
coastline. Today, in addition of filling caused by rivers, it is also added the filling made by channels
systems of Thumana . The bed of the lagoon is loess and there are grown various herbs . They are used
for fish hunting .
Mati River derives from the mountain of Kaptina and the Light Tekke. Before the river descends in
Milot, it takes also the waters of the Fani river and flows into the sea in two branches in the
southeastern part of Drini Bay, about 7 miles northeast of Cape of Skanderbeg.
Mati River acts in an area of 4.8 miles, along the coastline. Solid Bringings of the river, after the
construction of hydropower plants, is reduced and now the river brings to the sea about 1.1 million m3
of solid materials. Filling-corrosion ratio for this river is 4/1. This river is innavigable and it flows with
big rush, because of the large slope of its bed. One branch flows with the direction to the southwest and
the other to the northwest. Between these branches and the sea is formed a sandy island about 1 km
long and 400-500 m wide. Depths of these branches are varing from 0.8 m at the mouth to 1 m into the
river. Care should be taken because the depths in the mouth of the river change constantly as a result of
the river flows.
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Away from the river mouth. 3-4 miles north of the southwestern branch's mouth of Mati River and 2.5
miles southeast of the Drini river's mouth is a channel with two branches, one to the northwest and the
otherto the southeast. The northwest branch is 50-80 meters wide, lined on both sides with high and
dense forest , with depths varing from 0.5 m in the sides to 2 m in the middle, with a length of 1.2
miles. At the spot where the canal joins the sea depth is less than 1 m, and at the junction of the two
branches of the canal to the north shore is located a deep pit up to 7 m. Southeastern channel width is
the same as the first one, but it is more shallow and rarely exceeds 1m depth.
From the discharge the Mati River up to stream of Drini River coast is lined with shrubs.
Tale Lighthouse (latitude 41° 42’.6 N, Longitude 19° 35’,2 E) is located on a two-storey white
building (waterworks). It is on a 2 m white iron triangle . Height of light from sea level is 10 meters
while the visibility of the light from the sea is 6 miles. The building itself, during the day can serve as
an orientation object while navigating in this area, because it can be seen 5-6 miles from the sea.

The Lighthouse of Tale
Drini River consists of Black Drini, which derives from the lake of Pogradec (Ohri) and White Drini,
which derives from the mountains of Serbia. Passing through the Field of Kosovo and Metohija into
Albania, where in the lake of Fierza hydropower both branches of the river are joined.
Close to Shkodra, when it comes out from the Vau Deja hidropower, joint great Drini river joins the
Buna River just outside of Shkodra Lake, while a small branch that continues to the Drini bay, takes the
waters of the river of Gjadri and It flows into the sea 4.3 miles south of Cape of Shëngjini.
In winter the river has plenty of water, but during the summer its waters through the large branch of
joint Drini are poured more to the river of Buna than into the sea. As a result, at the mouth of the river
depths vary and the direction of its channel change. The speed of the river is very small due to the
small slope of its bed.
Depths in the mouth of Drini river are small. 1m depths at the sea are passing about 200 meters from
the coastline. While inside the river depths in the lower part, along the axis of the river, are 2,2 m then
they start to go down up to 1.6 m because river gets more extended , and after 600 m from the delta,
they still grow up to 2 -2.4 m. These depths remain unchanged until to the Lezha city. At the entrance
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to the river depths are around 0.6 m. When it is seen from the sea the mouth of the river is known by
turbulent water that brings after rainfall, and it is also very distinct from bushes that grow on the banks
of the river gorge.
Lezha city is located 4.5 miles from the mouth of the river Drini. It has a population of 28,000 (2013).
This city was founded in the fourth century and was named Oak (Lissus) when the Drini River used to
flow into a single branch near by the site where was set up the ancient city. The river used to be
navigable for ships of that time. So the city was connected directly to the sea. The ancient city was
surrounded by defensive walls. There was no major development, but there was a great historical value.
It played an active role in the the events of the civil war between Pompey and Caesar in Illyria,
especially its pear, Nymphaeum (Shëngjin). It was strengthened as it was requested by Caesar and
about the middle of the first century, the upper town was divided into two parts.
Lisi (Oak} continued its civic life also in the early Middle Ages (c. VII-VIII). In the Middle Ages has
served as advanced protection point for the city of Shkodra. On March 2, 1444 in the Lezha city under
the leadership of the legendary hero Gjergj Kastriot was held the Assembly of Lezha, where it was
decided to unite all Albanian principalities in the war against Ottoman Empire, and was created "The
League of Lezha". In 1468, It was this city where died lion-hearted and commander in chief of
Albanians Gjergj Kastriot. Here it is also raised the memorial on his honor.

The Cities of Lezha and Shengjin
Shëngjini Bay is located between the mouth of the Drini River and Cape of Shengjini, 3.2 miles north
of the Drini delta. The eastern coast of the bay of Shengjin, as the entire eastern coast of the bay of
Drini is lower and mostly marshy. Here, in the right part of the Drini mouth lies the marsh of Xhemal
Bey. From this marsh up to Shengjin are stretching the sandy dunes. Here lies the beautiful beach of
Shengjin with modern tourist resorted in it. In the discharge of the Drini River is formed a side cordon
with direction to the north and after it takes the form of the palm of the hand, it turns to the east,
meeting another cordon that goes down to the south and both together close the marsh of Xhemal Bey.
Marshes join to other places that do hold the waters of the Drini River and it constitutes the largest
fragment of the coastline in all Albanian coast.
The northern coast of the bay consists of a range of mountains (hills), rocky and not very high , with
very large sloping and direction northwest - southeast. At the feet of the peaks is built port of Shengjin.
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Depths in the bay of Shengjin, especially on the east coast, are small. 5 m depths exceed 4-5 cables
from the coast up near to Shengjin, where these depths approach close to 2 cables from the coast but do
not enter into the port. 10 m depths pass 7 cables from the shore, while 20 m depths does not enter into
the baySeabed is Loess mixed with sand, and near shore sand prevails.
Winds and weather. In summer the prevailing wind direction is the one of northwest, which starts at
around 9-10 and lasts until 22 :00, the time when the east-northeast wind starts to blow .
During the spring dominate winds of the first quarter. During autumn moreover blows in the west wind
with an average force, which lasts until dawn. Southwest and west winds raise alot of waves in the bay
of Shengjin and make it difficult or impossible for vessels to stay at anchor.
In the winter here mostly blows black Murlan (so it is called Bora in here), which is a characteristic
wind in Shengjin and which often blows with great force. This wind through the valley enters the port
of Shengjin. In the bay it rises away from the shore. There are times that speed of Murlani reaches 3040 m / sec, bringing cold continental air, which causes the reduction of air temperature.
If Murlani blows when the sky is cloudless, it usually continues for about 3 days. If it blows when the
sky is cloudy, it lasts longer. Shiroku and northwest winds do not raise no big waves in the bay.
Anchorage Areas. The best place to stay at anchor for large vessels is south of Cape of Shengjini,
where depths are 15-20 m and the seabed is sandy, which is good to drop anchor at.
Small vessels can stay at anchor in the east, meaning east-southeast of Cape of Shengjini, south of the
entrance to the channel, where depths areabot 9-10 m. Small vessels can stay at anchor even in the area
nearby the port. This place is one of the best in all the Albanian coast.
Here winds that blow from the sea rarely blow with great force, and murlani and other northern winds
that blow strongly, do not raise big waves in this area. These anchorage areas are not protected from the
waves that are created by the southwestern wind. During this waving it recommended to drop anchor at
the bay of Skanderbeg.
Shengjin Harbor (latitude 41° 49’ N, longitude 19° 35’,4 E) is located in the small bay of Shengjini,
in the northeastern part of the Bay of Drini, between Cape of Shengjini in the west and coast in the
northeast . The entrance to the harbor is narrowed by the shoal that starts at the Cape of Shengjini and
continues to the east. For entries and exits of the vessels in the port of Shengjini due to the works in the
port (eastern extension of the wave-breaker) and the dredging of the basin, the entry channel has
changed. Before entering the port, it is recommended to communicate with the Harbour Master. The
direction light of the entrance to the harbor and lighting buoys that determine channel do not exist at
present, as they will be set after determining the new channel.
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Shengjini Harbor and the new pier
Ships for loading and unloading dock to the concrete bridge which is 90 m long (for processing
purpose is used 70 m) and 15.2 m wide. Depths on the west side of the bridge vary from 5.2 m at the
beginning of it, 6.3 m in the middle and 7.5 m at the top of the bridge, while on the eastern side of the
bridge the depths are 4.5 m at the beginning of the bridge, 7.1 m in the middle and 7.5 m at the top of
the bridge.
In the east of it is built the new berth (pier) with a length of 100 m and depth of 5-7 m and a processing
square up to 800 m2. On the west part there are built new piers for fishing vessels with a length of 105
m and at this pier there are two other concrete bridges, built in parallel with the direction from west to
east. The first northwestern bridge is 34 m long, 5 m wide and 0.5 m deep at the begining of the pier
nearby the ground and up to 4,3 m at the top of it. The other bridge, 40 m south of the first one is 39 m
long, 7 m wide and the depths are 0.1 m at the beginning, 3.3 m in the middle and 4.6 m at the top of it.
In both these bridges are docked the fishing boats as they belong to the fishing assosiation.

The Bay and The Entrance to the Shengjini Harbor
The port is protected from the western waves through breakwater arising in the direction to S-SE of
Cape of Shengjini by continuing 200 m into the sea and than continues with the protective stone wall of
the harbor on the north side of it. The eastern side of the berakwater is shallow, because here lies the
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shoal in the front of the entrance of the port, while the west side is deep and 10 m depths exceed 4
cables. The length of the western breakwater is 275 m and that of the eastern breakwater of the port is
650 m. The building of this breakwater is not finished yet. On both ends are set headlights of the
entrance to the port.
The Portside Entrance Headlight (Red): is built on the head of the western breakwater (latitude 41 °
48'.44 N and longitude 19 ° 35'.21 E). 6 m high white red concrete tower , the height of light from the
water level is 11.5 m and the visibility is 4 miles.
The Starboardside Entrance Headlight (Green): is temporary on the head of the eastern breakwater.
It is a 4 m high metal conctruction. The height of the light from the water level is 6 m and the visibility
of the light is 4 miles (latitude 41 ° 48'.537 N, longitude 19 ° 35'.307 E)

The Entrance Headlights of the Shengjini Harbor
City of Shengjin is a port city located on the Adriatic coast, north of the Bay of Drini and Bay of
Shengjini. The population of the city is 4,000 (2013). Shengjin is located 8 km northwest of the city of
Lezha, on the Adriatic coast. Julius Caesar, in his book "The Civil War" mentions the name of the
harbor as Nymfeum in the year 48 BC. The harbor of Shengjin has been at all times the harbor of
Lezha. This relationship never disappeared, and today is experienced a new role of Shengjini as it is
now a connection to the roads linking Albania and Kosovo. Shëngjini harbor is the most important
seaport in the north of Durres. Ancient settlement named Nimfeum is set at approximately the same
time with Lissus (today is called Lezha). In the fourteenth century the harbor known as the Pier of
Meda used to have great activities regarding the establishment of Arber principalities and the harbor
was well protected from storms. After the Ottoman occupation the importance of Shëngjini Pier felt
and in the nineteenth century Shengjin used to be a small village. During these years Shëngjini has
undergone radical changes. Shengjini harbor is a port under construction with an operational
infrastructure that consists of three concrete docks. Depths in the harbor vary from 4-7 m. The harbor
has berth for a fishing company with a significant number of fishing vessels. Shëngjini is known as a
tourist town. In recent years tourists resorts are built on the beautiful coast of the city. Shengjini is
connected via roadway with Lezha and through it with the railway is connected to Shkodra, Tirana,
Durres, Vlora etc. The town is supplied with potable water and electricity in sufficient quantities.
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Shengjin Cape (latitude 41° 48’.7 N, longitude 19° 35’,1 E) is extended 4 cables toward southwest and
is closing from the west the harbor of Shengjin. It is a hilly cape and it starts raising gradually. On the
west side it is steeper than the east side. Also on the west side sea is deeper than on the eastern side. 5
m depths on the western side of Cape run almost adjacent to the coastline, while on the eastern side lies
the shoal of Shengjin with depths of 0.2 to 0.8 m. At the cape of Shengjini there are built a group of
buildings that can be seen clearly during the day from the sea.
Shengjini Lighthouse (latitude 41° 48’,6 N, longitude 19° 35’,1 E) is located on the terrace of a
yellow military building near the Cape of Shengjini. The shape of the sign: 2 m stainless steel tube,
total height is 11 m. Height of the light from sea level is 32 m. Visibility is 12 miles.
In the northwest, 1 cable from the Cape of Shengjini, is built a small port (not finished) surrounded by
a breakwater from the west and the east, which has not been completed yet. The entrance to the harbor
from southeast is 50 m wide. In the northeastern part of the port there is built a 120 m long pier and the
depths there are up to 5 m.
The largest width between two breakwaters in the port is 170 m. Port through two breakwaters is
protected from all directions waving, except the southeast direction, which is open, but because of the
shape of the coastline of the Bay of Shengjin, the waving comming from this direction does not raise
sea inside the port. In both the heads of breakwaters at the entrance of the harbor (latitude 41 ° 48 ', 5
N, longitude 19 ° 34', 9 E) will be placed orientation headlights for enterance and exit from it. It is
forbiden to enter, anchor or dock in this port for all albanian and foreign merchant and fishing vessels.

The Lighthouse of Shengjin and the Small Port (unfinished)
From Shëngjin to Buna river the coast is extended with a length of 10.8 miles in the direction west northwest. From Shengjini Cape in the distance 3.2 miles to its northwest, the coast is mountainous,
with large slope. The height of this part of the coast here goes up to 510 m, exactly where the range of
the mountains starts to leave the coastline with direction to the northwest. As the mountain range leaves
the coast to the inside of the land, here it starts the lowlands of the gorge of the Buna River, which
comes in the form of a triangle with very wide base and its peak at the flow of Buna river. This lowland
continues also on the right side of Buna river, with the Montenegrin coast up to Cape of Gjeran
(Djeran), 5.1 miles northwest of the mouth of Buna. On this side is located the marsh of Zoganj, 4.3
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miles north of Buna mouth, on the Albanian coast rises the Mount of Renci with a height of 166.4 m
and an overall oval shape seperated from the surrounding hills. The lowlands in general is marshy and
in some places is inhabited. The flora of lowlandand is marshy and in inhabited places there are poplar
and fruit trees.
Depths of the Shengjin - Buna area are great, especially where the coast is high. In the mountainous
area 5 m depths exceed 1 cable away from the coastline. Even 10 m and 20 m depths here almost
converge with 5 m ones. At the area where the coastline is lowland the depths leave the coastline and
go away up to 3-4 cables. 3 m depths pass at 3-5 cables,10 m depths pass 3 cables to 1.2 miles and 20
m depths pass 1.2-1.5 miles.
There are no underwater dangers. The Seabed is loess and nearby the shore it is sandy.
Viluni Lagoon It lies about 2.5 miles east of the Buna River mouth, with a length of 1.8 miles and a
width not larger than 0.6 miles. The lagoon is connected with the sea by a channel 0.6 miles long and
200-300 meters wide. Depths of the channel where it joins the sea,vary from 0,5 -0,9 m, while in the
channel they reach up to 2 m (in the middle of it). These depths continue up to the area where the
channel meets the lagoon and after that the depths start to get down to 1.2 m. The lagoon is used for
fishing. In the east of the channel, near the edge of the sea and parallel with it is located a small and
narrow marsh .
In the northern part of the channel is built a two-storey building (latitude 41 ° 51'9, N longitude 19 ° 26
', 5 E) , 12 m high, which can be seen clearly from the sea and can be taken as a point of orientation. In
Velipoja is built a beach (latitude 41 °, 5 ', 19 N longitude 19 ° 25'.5 E), with tourist resorts. This region
is a wonderful tourist region.

Velipoja
Buna River, gets out of Shkodra Lake and it joins to the Large Drini from the beginning and it flows
into the sea, 10.3 miles west - northwest of the port of Shengjin. Buna river has more water than all
other rivers of the Albanian coastline and it is a waterway for internal communication. The bed of the
river, near its mouth is divided into two branches by a small island called Vada and forming a delta that
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is coated with bush. Although the position of the branches of the river have been stable for several
years, the branch in the south has moved to the south, entering deeper on Albanian land. Depths in the
river change continuesly. When one of the branches becomes shallower, the river deepens the other
branch and makes it deeper. In the front of the small island and the river gorge sometimes are created
gritty shoals and small islands, so for this sector should not be trusted fully to maps. As orientation
points to enter the river gorge serve:
Church of Saint - Nicholas (latitide 41⁰ 53 'N, longitude 19⁰ 23 N), hill of Pulaj with height of 25 m,
and the one of Nicholas with height of 32 m, respectively located in the east 6 cables and the other 8
cables in west- northwest of the church, and the building of the Harbour Master (Montenegro), located
on the right coast of the river. Depths at the mouth of the river depend on the winds and tides. The
average depth in the mouth of the river is 1.5 m. At the time shirok blows depths grow up to 3 m.
Winds blowing from the sea create a great swaying in the front of the mouth of the river, that makes
the entrance into the river difficult. Data about the depths at the mouth of Buna river can be obtained by
pilots (narrators) of Pulaj village.
The speed of flow in the river branches depends on the level of water in it and usually it is 1.5-2 knots,
when the level of Shkodra Lake is normal, while in the upper part of the river is about 3.5 knots.
Depending on weather conditions and the level of water in the lake, the speed of flow in the top of the
river could go up to 5 knots, and at the lower part of it to 3.5 knots.
The river erodes also a lot of land of its bed, so its water is turbid throughout its layout to the mouth.
Deposits that are brought by the river change the position of the river mouth the position of the
channel. However the river is not navigable. Up to the village of Obot, it is possible to sail with small
fishing boats as the depths enable it. In winter, when the level of the water is raised these boats can sail
up to Shkodra.
Pulaj Village (latitude 41° 52’ N, longitude 19° 23’ E) is located on the left coast of the Buna river in
the distance of 1.8 miles from its mouth.
Saint-Nikolla Village is located on the right coast of the river, in Montenegro 4 cables away from
Pulaj village. The village consists of several houses, located in a tree forest. In the village there can be
seen the churche and the building of the port harbor master, which serve as orientation points during
the approach to the river mouth by the sea. Near the harbor master building, there is located a wooden
bridge for small boats.
Obot Village is located on the left coast of the Buna river, 14 miles away from the mouth. It has a
bridge for docking the small boats and warehouses. The village consists of several houses. The place
for anchoring near the village of Obot is outside the channel of the river, near the right coast.
Shkodra City (Scodra). It is one of the most ancient and largest cities of Albania. An important
economic and cultural centre. The population of the city is 171,200 inhabitants (2013). It is located
near Shkodra Lake, at height 16 m, between the river of Drini and Buna, Taraboshi mountain and
Rozafa castle, 24 miles away from the delta of the Buna river. Shkodra was established at IV century
on the hills arround the Shkodra Castle. It was the center of the Illyrian tribe Labeat and during the rule
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of Ghent became the capital of the Illyrian state. It is occupied several times by various empires and
kingdoms as 168 by the Romans, in 1040 by Serbs and in 1396 by Venetians. Shkodra did stand
against two Ottoman sieges in 1474 and 1478-79 and fell into their hands after a heroic defense, which
had international echo. After the invasion, it collapsed and was returned into a village. The city did
recovered again and in the seventeenth century became the main economic center of northern Albania.
In 1870 there used to live 50,000 inhabitants and the city was an important connection place, speceially
with Ulcinj and Shengjin. Over the years of Albanian League of Prizren Shkodra was an important
place of national movement. The city during the Balkan War and during World War I became a target
of predatory objectives of neighboring states of Montenegro and Serbia. Fascist invaders were faced
with weapons in hand. Shkodra has become today one of the most important cities. It has regular
service of telecom, mail and communications. It is connects via roadways with all the cities of Albania
and railways to Tirana, Durres, Vlora, Elbasan, Pogradec etc. Small boats that can sail up to the city, do
their dock by putting the bow against the flow.
Anchorage Areas. A good and protected area of anchorage from the land winds is the area againts the
mouth of Buna River. Large ships usually drop anchor in the south-southwest of the Pulaj village at 30
m depth, where the seabed is loess. Small boats stay at anchor more near to the mouth of the river, at 810 m depth. Sailing ships, waiting for following winds to get out from the river or to go into it, usually
drop anchor between the line that connects Pulaj village with that of Nicholas and the spot where the
riverbed splits into two branches. For small river boats sailing across the river, good places to drop
anchor are, near the village of Brenj and that of Laureze (latitude 41 ° 55 'N, longitude 19⁰ 23' E) near
the village of Prekal, located 2 miles north-northwest of Laureza village, and near the village Pentar,
Belaj (latitude 41 ° 58 'N, longitude 19 ° 23' E), near the village of Rrushkull, located 2.2 miles northnortheast of the Prekal village and near the village of Obot. Starting from the delta of Buna to the
western region of the lower Samrishi, about 8.8 miles from the mouth of the river, along Buna River
passes the Albanian-Montenegro borderline.
Shkodra Lake It is located 12 miles from the coast and has a layout from southeast to northwest. Its
coasts are flat and uniform. Only in the northwest and northeast part of the lake they are interrupted
(folded) from mouths of rivers and creeks of which the most important is the Moraca River, which
flows into the northwestern part of the lake, in the Montenegro. In the northeastern part, lake is inserted
into a gorge and forms a narrow bay. This bay has taken the name of the nearby village and it is called
Hoti Lake . Here passes Albanian-Montenegrin border. The lake is rich of fish, especially its northern
part. Water basins surrounding the lake are abundant with wild birds. Here are grown pelicans, ducks,
larks and bittern. The shores of the lake are sparsely populated. Lake depths vary from 2-9 m. The
shallower part is the one of northwest.
The water level in the lake is 6 m higher than sea level and goes under many swinging. Every winter
water level of the lake is increased 2.7 - 3 m, as a result of which the city of Shkodra sometimes suffers
partial flooding.
Small Island of Guri i Gjeranes (Stone of Gjerana) (latitude 41° 53’ N. longitude 19° 17’ E) is 4
meters high and is located 3 miles west-northwest of the western branch of the mouth of the Buna river.
This small rocky island has no plant and has a dark red color, due to which it is visible.
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In the distance 2 cables southwest of Stone of Gjerana lies a rocky shoal, depth on the top of which is
1.5 m. The shores of the island and the edges shoal are deep. Adjacent to the edge of the shallowness
passes depths of 20 m.
The Gorge of Milena (Gjerana) is inserted in the east of Gjerana Cape, 5 miles W-NW of mouth of
Buna River. This is a narrow and shallow gorge in the form of a long sleeve, which initially extends
northward and than turns to E-NE until it is joint to marsh of Zoganj. The entrance to the gorge from
the south side is bordered by the high cape of Gjerana. Creeks that flow into the gorge and the flow of
the Buna river create deposits at the entrance to the gorge. To protect the gorge from the deposits
brought by Buna, at the eastern cape of the entrance it is built a dam of stones with direction to south.
To enter to the gorge there is a channel approximately 20 m wide, through which can pass boats with
draft up to 1.8 m. At the entrance to the gorge, on the eastern coast of the Cape of Gjerana is built a
concrete jetty about 30 m long and 5 m wide, with depth at the top of the jetty 4 m.
From the Cape of Gjerana to Cape of Mendres the cost is high and rocky and it goes down sloping to
the sea in the form of rock.
The Harbor and the City of Ulqin. Port of Ulqin is located in a small bay 1.8 miles northwest of the
Cape of Gjerana. Coast in the area of entrance capes is high, very steep and rocky. The begining of the
bay is surrounded by a sandy beach. In the port there are buildings of the small city of Ulqin. As
orientation points to enter the bay serve: a high tower in the northern part of the Old Town (in the
northeastern corner of the fortified part) some parts of minarets of mosques, as well as several other
high buildings. Ulqin buildings can be seen 13 miles from the shore. Depths at the entrance to the port
are about 5 m, decreasing gradually to the top of the bay. The coast at the top of the bay has a shoal
with a width up to 0.5 cable and depth less than 2 m. The seabed in port is sandy. There can enter small
boats. The port is unprotected to winds and the waves of the south and protected from the wind of
Bora. When there are southwest winds, in the port there is a strong waving and incoming current speed
increases. If during the stay in port, the wind of shiroku starts ships must leave. While entering into the
port attention must be paid to quarries (shoal), located near the western cape of entrance, as well as
rock of Liman located near the coast, 4 cables. W-NW of the next cape. On the west coast of the
harbor, near the outer point of the western cape of the entrance is built a small pier of concrete and
rocks for fishing vessels up to 3 m and 0.5 cable north of the harbor is built a bridge, at which depth is
less than 1 m.
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City of Ulqin
The Lighthouse of Ulqin (latitude 41° 55’ N, longitude 19° 12’ E) is built on an old castle on the
western cape of the entrance to the port of Ulqin. The shape of the sign: An iron rectangular white
tower with a height of 27 m from sea level. The city of Ulqin is located near the port with the same
name. From the sea can be seen the old town surrounded by an old wall of a Turkish fortress with
towers located on the western cape of the entrance . The rest of the city is located on the hill behind the
port. The subberbs of the city is empty of forest and fruit trees, only in specific places during the spring
grow shrubs. In the city there is a port authority, post-telegraph-telephone office, an poly-clinic, a
pharmacy, two Smitheries and an oil factory. At the eastern entrance of the harbor is located a large
hotel and a summer resort. The city of Ulqin is connected with motorways to the city of Shkodra.
Water can be obtained from the pipelines, but there are not water hydrants at the piers.
Anchorage Areas. Large ships, in good weather conditions or when winds from land are blowing,
should drop anchor 5 cables S-SW of the Ulqin harbor entrance. Depths here vary from 17 - 19 m and
the seabed is sandy so it is proper spot to anchor. Small boats can stay at anchor in the middle of the
harbor at the depth of 3 m.
Mendra Cape (or Menda) (latitude 41° 57’ N, longitude 19° 09’ E) is the northwest cape of the
entrance to the bay of Drini and is formed by the slope of the hill with height of 123 m, the top of
which is located 6 cables at E-SE edge of it. Cape is distinguishable, clothed with woods, rugged, rocky
and it goes sharp into the sea.
Mendra Lighthouse (latitude 41° 57’ N, longitude 19° 09’ E) is set at the Cape of Medra on an octahedral concrete white cement tower . Height of light is 35 m from the sea level.
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INSTRUCTIONS OF CHOOSING THE GENERAL COURSES OF ENTRING THE ADRIATIK
SEA IN ORDER TO GO TO THE PORTS OF THE ALBANIAN COAST.
Ships sailing toward the Adriatic Sea usually sail in the dirction of Corfu island, because this island is
detected from great distances.
During the arrival from the West, first are detected the mountains of Greece and then the island of
Corfu and the other its surrounding islands, which from far away look like small range of hills. A good
visible orentation point is the TV antenna located on a the top of the Pandokrator mountain in northern
Corfu.
Sometimes it can be seen the Cape Santa Maria di Luka and coastline that lies to the west of it.
When South wind blows, which is usually associated with poor visibility and even close coast is
distinguished with difficulty, it is not recommended to approach too close to Italian coast at the area of
the cape region of Santa Maria di Luka.
When the Italian coast is detected, the course should be take in the direction towards the Albanian coast
in order to approachthe area of the Cape of Gjuheza (Tongue).
Wind direction at the entrance of the Adriatic Sea depends on the season of the year. During the fall
and winter seasons dominate east, southeast and south and in the summer season dominate the winds of
north and northeast. Northeast wind blows for a long time, but as a strong wind it can not continue
more than 3 consecutive days. In the winter there blow strong winds. At the entrance of the Adriatic
Sea almost all the time there is present great waving and rain. When entering the Adriatic Sea, if the
wind is blows from the counter direction of our course, the course should be kept toward the Albanian
coast in order to benefit from the following northwestern current. The Italian coast from Santa- Maria
di Luke to Otranto should passed in distance, because the southeastern current coming down along it
when the above winds blow.
When sailing along the Albanian coast, keep in mind that the north coast of Vlora bay is shallow, sandy
and is distinguished with difficulty, so the course should be taken to a safe distance from the coast. The
northwestern current that runs along the coast with about 1 knot speed, in the vicinity of the port of
Durres has a north east direction. If in the area starts a great storm with direction to the south, which in
this part of the coast can create danger, the ship can find protection at the Bay of Vlora or at the Bay of
Skanderbeg. Entering the Bay of Durres is not safe, because in poor visibility conditions the low coast
of the bay is distinguished with difficulty. Ships sailig along the coast between the Bay of Vlora and
the Bay of Drini should take into consideration the winds of Bora blowing from the N-NE, southwest
winds blowing directly to the shore, as well as southeastern winds, which are associated with weak
visibility.
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CHAPTER IV: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND VARIOUS SAILING TABLES
Units of measurement used at sea.
No

Unit

Is equal to

Notes

1

2

3

4

2

Nutical Mile

1852 m

It is equal to the length of 1 minute
and is used to measure the
distances at the sea.

3

Nautical Cable

185 m

It is 1/10 of a nautical mile and it is
used to measure small distances at
sea. Its exact value is 185.2 m.

4

Foot

30 ,5 cm

It is an English unit (foot) and is
used in the English nautical charts
and navigational literature to
express small depths of the sea and
to mesure the draft of the ships.

Fathom

1.83 m

It used for the expression of depths
in English nautical maps

Yard

91.4 mm

It is an English length mesurement
unit, used to measure small
distances.

Inch

2,54 cm

It mostly used to measure caliber

Knot

Miles/hour

Speed unit is equal to the
corresponding amount of nautical
miles that crosses the ship in 1
hour. For example if ship speed is
18 knots it mean 18 miles per hour.

5

6

7

8

In some countries (England, USA etc.) except nautical mile is used also land mile or statuto (statute
mile), which serves only to measure distances on land and is equal to 1609.4 m.
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Convertion of nautical miles to kilometers
Nautical
Miles

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Kilometers
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
1,852
3,704
5,556
7,408
9,260
11,112
12,964
14,816
16,668

0,185
2,222
4,074
5,741
7,593
9,445
11,297
13,149
15,001
16,853

0,370
2,408
4,260
5,916
7,778
9,630
11,482
13,334
15,186
17,038

0,556
2,593
4,445
6,112
7,964
9,816
11,668
13,520
15,372
17,224

0,741
2,593
4,630
6,112
8,149
10,001
11,853
13,705
15,557
17,409

0,926
2,778
4,630
6,297
8,334
10,186
12,038
13,890
15,742
17,594

1,111
2,963
4,815
6,482
8,519
10,371
12,223
14,075
15,927
17,779

1,296
3,148
5,000
6,852
8,704
10,556
12,408
14,260
16,112
17,964

1,482
3,334
5,186
7,038
8,890
10,742
12,594
14,446
16,298
18,150

1,667
3,519
5,371
7,223
9,075
10,927
12,779
14,631
16,483
18,335

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

9

Convertion of kilometers to nautical miles
Kilometers

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Nautical Miles
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
0,540
1,080
1,620
2,160
2,700
3,240
3,780
4,320
4,860
0

0,054
0,594
1,134
1,674
2,214
2,754
3,294
3,834
4,374
4,914

0,108
0,648
1,188
1,728
2,268
2,808
3,348
3,888
4,428
4,968

0,162
0,702
1,242
1,782
2,322
2,862
3,402
3,942
4,482
5,022

0,216
0,756
1,296
1,836
2,376
2,916
3,456
3,996
4,536
5,076

0,270
0,810
1,350
1,890
6,430
2,970
3,510
4,050
4,590
5,130

0,324
0,864
1,404
1,944
2,484
3,024
3,564
4,104
4,644
5,184

0,378
0,918
1,458
1,998
2,538
3,078
3,618
4,158
4,698
5,238

0,432
0,972
1,512
2,052
2,592
3,132
3,672
4,212
4,752
5,292

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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0,480
1,026
1,566
2,106
2,646
3,128
3,726
4,266
4,806
5,346
9

Convertion of feet to meters
Feet

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0

0
0,305
0,610
0,914
1,219
1,524
1,829
2,134
2,438
2,743
0

1

0,030
0,335
0,640
0,945
1,250
1,554
1,859
2,164
2,469
2,774
1

2

3

0,061
0,366
0,671
0,975
1,280
1,585
1,890
2,195
2,499
2,804
2

0,091
0,396
0,701
1,006
1,311
1,615
1,920
2,225
2,530
2,835
3

4

5

Meters
0,122
0,152
0,427
0,457
0,732
0,762
1,036
1,067
1,341
1,372
1,646
1,676
11,95
1,981
2,256
2,286
2,560
2,591
2,865
2,896
4
5

6

0,183
0,488
0,792
1,097
1,402
1,707
2,012
2,316
2,621
2,926
6

7

8

9

0,213
0,518
0,823
1,128
1,433
1,737
2,042
2,347
2,652
2,957
7

0,244
0,549
0,853
1,158
1,463
1,768
2,073
2,377
2,682
2,987
8

0,274
0,579
0,884
1,189
1,494
1,798
2,103
2,408
2,713
3,018
9

Convertion of fathom to meters
Fathom
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0

1

2

0
1,829
3,658
5,486
7,315
9,144
10,973
12,802
14,630
16,459

0,183
2,012
3,840
5,669
7,498
9,327
11,156
12,984
14,813
16,642

0

1

3

5

6

7

8

9

0,366
2,195
4,023
5,852
7,681
9,510
11,339
13,167
14,996
16,825

4
Meters
0,549 0,732
2,377 2,560
4,206 4,389
6,035 6,218
7,864 8,047
9,693 9,876
11,521 11,704
13,350 13,533
15,179 15,362
17,008 17,191

0,914
2,743
4,572
6,401
8,230
10,058
11,887
13,716
15,545
17,374

0,097
2,926
4,755
6,584
8,412
10,241
12,070
13,899
15,728
17,556

01,280
3,109
4,938
6,767
8,595
10,424
12,253
14,082
15,911
17,739

1,463
3,292
5,121
6,949
8,778
10,607
12,436
14,265
16,093
17,922

1,646
3,475
5,304
7,132
8,961
10,790
12,610
14,448
16,276
18,105

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

4
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Convertion of milimeters to milibars
Cm/
mm

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Mili Bars
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Tenth

919,9
933,2
946,6
959,9
973,2
986,6
999,9
1013,2
1026,6
1039,9
1053,2
1066,6

921,2
934,6
947,9
961,2
974,6
987,9
1001,2
1014,6
1027,9
1041,2
1054,6
1067,9

922,6
935,9
949,2
962,6
975,9
989,2
1002,6
1015,9
1029,2
1042,6
1055,9
1069,2

923,9
937,2
950,6
963,9
977,2
990,6
1003,9
1017,2
1030,6
1043,9
1057,2
1070,6

925,2
938,6
951,8
965,2
978,6
991,9
1005,2
1018,6
1031,9
1045,2
1058,6
1071,9

926,6
939,9
953,2
966,6
979,9
993,2
1006,6
1019,9
1033,2
1046,6
1059,9
1073,2

927,9
941,2
954,6
967,9
981,2
994,6
1007,9
1021,2
1034,6
1047,9
1061,2
1074,6

929,2
942,6
955,9
969,2
982,6
995,9
1009,2
1022,6
1035,9
1049,2
1062,6
1075,9

930,6
943,9
957,2
970,6
983,9
997,2
1010,6
1023,9
1037,2
1050,6
1063,9
1077,2

931,9
945,2
958,6
971,9
985,2
998,6
1011,9
1025,2
1038,6
1051,9
1065,2
178,6

Mm
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

mb
0,1
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,7
0,8
0,9
1,1
1,2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Convertion of milibars to milimeters
Cb/
Mb
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

690,1
697,6
705,1
712,6
720,1
727,6
735,1
742,6
750,1
757,6
765,1
772,6
780,1
787,9

690,8
698,3
705,5
713,3
720,8
728,3
735,8
743,3
750,8
758,3
765,8
773,3
780,8
788,3

691,7
699,1
706,6
714,1
721,6
729,1
736,6
744,1
751,6
759,1
766,6
774,1
781,6
789,1

692,3
699,8
707,3
714,6
722,2
729,8
737,3
744,8
752,3
759,8
767,3
774,8
782,3
789,8

693,1
700,6
708,1
715,6
723,1
730,6
738,1
745,6
753,1
760,6
768,1
775,6
783,1
790,6

693,8
701,3
708,8
716,3
723,8
731,3
738,8
746,3
753,8
761,3
768,8
776,3
783,8
791,3

694,6
702,1
709,6
717,1
734,6
732,1
739,6
747,1
754,6
762,1
769,6
777,1
784,6
792,1

695,3
702,8
710,3
717,8
725,3
732,8
740,3
747,8
755,3
762,8
780,3
777,8
785,3
792,8

696,1
703,6
711,1
717,8
726,1
733,6
741,1
748,6
756,1
763,6
771,1
778,6
786,1
793,6

696,8
704,3
711,8
719,3
726,8
734,3
741,8
749,3
756,8
764,3
771,8
779,3
786,8
794,3
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Mb
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

Mm
0,1
0,2
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,5
0,6
0,7

The distance of the visible horizon
Height
meters

Distance
miles

Height
metra

Distance Height Distance Height
Miles
metra miles
metra

Distance Height
miles
metra

Distance Height
miles
metra

Distance
miles

1
0,25
0,50
0,75
1,0
1,25
1,5
1,75
2,0
2,25
2,5
2,5
3,0
3,25
3,5
3,75
4,0
4,25
4,5
4,75
5,0
5,5
6,0
6,5
7,0
7,5

2
1,0
1,5
1,8
2,1
2,3
2,6
2,8
2,9
3,1
3,3
3,4
3,6
3,8
3,9
4,0
4,2
4,3
4,4
4,5
4,7
4,9
5,1
5,3
5,5
5,7

3
8,0
8,5
9,0
9,5
10,0
10,5
11,0
11,5
12,0
12,5
13,0
13,5
14,0
14,5
15,0
16,0
17,0
18,0
19,0
20,0
21,0
22,0
23,0
24,0
25,0

4
5,9
6,1
6,2
6,4
6,6
6,7
6,9
7,1
17,2
7,4
7,5
7,6
7,8
7,9
8,1
8,3
8,6
8,8
9,1
9,3
9,5
9,8
10,0
10,2
10,4

8
15
15,3
15,6
15,8
16,1
16,4
16,6
16,9
17,1
17,4
17,7
17,9
18,1
18,4
18,6
18,8
19,1
19,3
19,5
19,7
20,0
20,2
20,4
20,6
20,8

10
21,8
22,8
23,7
24,6
25,5
26,3
27,1
27,9
28,7
29,4
30,2
30,9
31,6
32,2
32,9
33,5
34,2
34,8
35,4
36,0
41,6
46,5
51,0
55,0
58,9

12
62,4
65,8
69,0
72,1
75,0
77,8
80,6
83,2
85,8
88,3
90,8
93,0
95,3
97,6
99,8
101,9
108,0
113,9
119,5
124,8
129,9
134,8
139,5
144,1
148,5

5
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

6
10,6
10,8
11,0
11,2
11,4
11,6
11,8
12,0
12,1
12,3
12,5
12,7
12,8
13,0
13,2
13,3
13,5
13,6
13,8
14,0
14,1
14,3
14,4
14,6
14,7
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7
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100

9
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
400
500
600
700
800

11
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2700
3000
3300
3600
3900
4200
4500
4800
5100

The distance crossed over time and speed.
Minute 1
Knot
1
2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Minute
Knot
12

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

0,03
0,07
0,10
0,13
0,17
0,20
0,23
0,27
0,30
0,33
0,37
0,40
0,43
0,47
0,50
0,53
0,57
0,60
0,63
0,67
0,70
0,73
0,77
0,80
0,83
0,87
0,90
0,93
0,97
1,00
1,03
1,07
1,10
1,13
1,17
1,20
1,23
1,27
1,30
1,33
1,37
1,40
1,43
1,47

0,05
0,10
0,15
0,20
0,25
0,30
0,35
0,40
0,45
0,50
0,55
0,60
0,65
0,70
0,75
0,80
0,85
0,90
0,95
1,00
1,05
1,10
1,15
1,20
1,25
1,30
1,35
1,40
1,45
1,50
1,55
1,60
1,65
1,70
1,75
1,80
1,85
1,90
1,95
2,00
2,05
2,10
2,15
2,20

0,07
0,13
0,20
0,27
0,33
0,40
0,47
0,53
0,60
0,67
0,73
0,80
0,87
0,93
1,00
1,07
1,13
1,20
1,27
1,33
1,40
1,47
1,53
1,60
1,67
1,73
1,80
1,87
1,93
2,00
2,07
2,13
2,20
2,27
2,35
2,40
2,47
2,53
2,60
2,67
2,73
2,80
2,87
2,93

0,08
0,17
0,25
0,33
0,42
0,50
0,58
0,67
0,75
0,83
0,92
1,00
1,08
1,17
1,25
1,33
1,42
1,50
1,58
1,67
1,75
1,83
1,92
2,00
2,08
2,17
2,23
2,33
2,42
2,50
2,58
2,67
2,75
2,83
2,92
3,00
3,08
3,18
3,25
3,33
3,42
3,50
3,58
3,67

0,10
0,20
0,30
0,40
0,50
0,60
0,70
0,80
0,90
1,00
1,10
1,20
1,30
1,40
1,50
1,60
1,70
1,80
1,90
2,00
2,10
2,20
2,30
2,40
2,50
2,60
2,70
2,80
2,90
3,00
3,10
3,20
3,30
3,40
3,50
3,60
3,70
3,80
3,90
4,00
4,10
4,20
4,30
4,40

0,12
0,23
0,35
0,47
0,58
0,70
0,82
0,93
1,05
1,17
1,28
1,40
1,52
1,63
1,75
1,87
1,98
2,10
2,22
2,33
2,45
2,57
2,68
2,80
2,92
3,03
3,15
3,27
3,38
3,50
3,62
3,73
3,85
3,97
4,08
4,20
4,32
4,43
4,55
4,67
4,78
4,90
5,02
5,13

0,13
0,27
0,40
0,53
0,67
0,80
0,93
1,07
1,20
1,33
1,47
1,60
1,73
1,87
2,00
2,13
2,27
2,40
2,53
2,67
2,80
2,93
3,07
3,20
3,33
3,47
3,60
3,73
3,87
4,00
4,13
4,27
4,40
4,53
4,67
4,80
4,93
5,07
5,20
5,33
5,47
5,60
5,73
5,87

0,15
0,30
0,45
0,60
0,75
0,90
1,05
1,20
1,35
1,50
1,65
1,80
1,95
2,10
2,25
2,40
2,55
2,70
2,85
3,00
3,15
3,30
3,45
3,60
3,75
3,90
4,05
4,20
4,35
5,50
4,65
4,80
4,95
5,10
5,25
5,40
5,55
5,70
5,85
6,00
6,15
6,30
6,45
6,60

0,17
0,33
0,50
0,67
0,83
1,00
1,17
1,33
1,50
1,67
1,83
2,00
2,17
2,33
2,50
2,67
2,83
3,00
3,17
3,33
3,50
3,67
3,83
4,00
4,17
4,33
4,50
4,20
4,83
5,00
5,17
5,33
5,50
5,67
5,83
6,00
6,17
6,33
6,50
6,67
6,73
7,00
7,17
7,33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

0,02
0,03
0,05
0,07
0,08
0,10
0,12
0,13
0,15
0,17
0,18
0,20
0,22
0,23
0,25
0,27
0,28
0,30
0,32
0,33
0,35
0,37
0,38
0,40
0,42
0,43
0,45
0,47
0,48
0,50
0,52
0,53
0,55
0,57
0,58
0,60
0,62
0,63
0,65
0,67
0,68
0,70
0,72
0,73
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45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

0,75
0,77
0,78
0,80
0,82
0,83
0,85
0,87
0,88
0,90
0,92
0,93
0,95
0,97
0,98
1,00

1,50
1,53
1,57
1,60
1,63
1,67
1,70
1,83
1,77
1,80
1,83
1,87
1,90
1,93
1,97
2,00

2,25
2,30
2,35
2,40
2,45
2,50
2,55
2,60
2,65
2,70
2,75
2,80
2,85
2,90
2,95
3,00

3,00
3,07
3,13
3,20
3,27
3,33
3,70
3,47
3,53
3,60
3,67
3,73
3,80
3,87
3,93
4,00

3,75
3,83
3,92
4,00
4,08
4,17
4,25
4,33
4,42
4,50
4,58
7,67
4,75
4,83
4,92
5,00

4,50
4,60
4,70
4,80
4,90
5,00
5,10
5,20
5,30
5,40
5,50
5,60
5,70
5,80
5,90
6,00

5,25
5,37
5,48
5,60
5,72
5,83
5,95
6,07
6,18
6,30
6,42
6,53
6,65
6,77
6,88
7,00

6,00
6,13
6,27
6,40
6,53
6,67
6,80
6,93
7,07
7,20
7,33
7,47
7,60
7,73
7,87
8,00

6,75
6,50
7,05
7,20
7,35
7,50
7,65
7,80
7,95
8,10
8,25
8,40
8,55
8,70
8,85
9,00

7,50
7,67
7,83
8,00
8,17
8,33
8,50
8,67
8,83
9,00
9,17
9,33
9,50
9,67
9,83
10,00

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Knot
minute

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Knot
minute
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Highlights of the horizon
No

Short Name

Full name

Degrees

1

2

3

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

N
N1/4E
NNE
NE1/4N
NE
NE1/4L
ENE
E1/4N
E
E1/4S
ESE
SE1/4E
SE
SE1/4S
SSE
S1/4E
S
S1/4W
SSW
SW1/4S
SW
SW1/4W
WSW
W1/4S
W
W1/4N
WNW
NW1/4W
NW
NW1/4N
NNW
N1/4W

North
North – 1 / 4 East
North – North East
North – East 1 / 4 North
North – East
North – East 1 / 4 East
East - NorthEast
East 1 / 4 North
East
East 1 / 4 South
East – SouthEast
South – East 1 / East
South – East
South – East 1 / 4 South
South – SouthEast
South – 1 / 4 East
South
South – South 1/ 4 West
South – SouthWest
South – West 1 / 4 South
South – West
South – West 1 / 4 West
West – SouthWest
West 1 / 4 South
West
West 1 / 4 North
West – NorthWest
North – West 1 / 4 West
North – West
North – West 1 / 4 North
North – NorthWest
North – 1 / 4 West

0⁰, 00
11⁰,25
22⁰,50
33⁰,75
45⁰,00
56 ⁰,25
67 ⁰,50
78⁰, 75
90⁰,00
101⁰,25
112⁰,50
123⁰,75
135⁰,00
146⁰,25
157⁰,50
168⁰,75
180⁰,00
191⁰,25
202⁰,50
213⁰,75
225⁰,00
236⁰,25
247⁰,50
258⁰,75
270⁰,00
281⁰,25
292⁰,50
303⁰,75
315⁰,00
326⁰,25
337⁰,50
348⁰,75
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1

2

Wind Speed
m/s

3

Km/h

Sea Force

Wind
Characteristics

Pressure
kg/m2

Wind Force

The scale of wind force (Boufor Scale) and the state of the sea

4

5

6

Sea
Characteristics

Signs to evaluate strength of the
true wind and the strength of sea
state

7

8

0

Calm

0 – 05
(0)

0–1
(0)

0

0

Flat

Sea surface is like a mirror. In
land smoke rises vertically or
almost vertically.

1

Light Air

0,6-1,7
(1)

2-6
(4)

0,1

1

Ripples without
crests

Ripples with the appearance of
scales are formed, but without
foam crests. In the land direction
of wind shown by smoke drift,
but not by wind vanes.

2

Light breeze

1,8-3,3
(2,5)

7-12
(9)

0,5

1-2

Small wavelets.

Small wavelets, still short, but
more pronounced. Crests have a
glassy appearance and do not
break. In the land wind felt on
face; leaves rustle; ordinary vanes
moved by wind.

3

Gentle breeze

3,4-5,2
(4,5)

13-18
(16)

2

2

Large wavelets.

Large wavelets. Crests begin to
break.
Foam
of
glassy
appearance. Perhaps scattered
white horses. In land leaves and
small twigs in constant motion;
wind extends light flag.

4

Moderate
breeze

5,3-7,4
(6,5)

19-26
(23)

4

3

Small waves
with breaking
crests.

Small waves, becoming larger;
fairly frequent white horses. In
land raises dust and loose paper;
small branches of trees are
moved.

5

Fresh breeze

7,5-9,8
(8,5)

27-35
(31)

6

4

Moderate waves Moderate waves, taking a more
of some length. pronounced long form; many
white horses are formed. Chance
of some spray. In land small trees
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in leaf begin to sway; crested
wavelets form on inland waters.

6

Strong breeze

9,912,4
(11)

36-44
(40)

11

5

Long waves
begin to form.

Large waves begin to form; the
white foam crests are more
extensive everywhere. Probably
some spray. In land large
branches in motion; whistling
heard
in
telegraph
wires;
umbrellas used with difficulty.

7

Near Gale

12,515,2
(14)

45-54
(50)

17

6

Sea heaps up.

Sea heaps up and white foam
from breaking waves begins to be
blown in streaks along the
direction of the wind.In land
whole
trees
in
motion;
inconvenience felt when walking
against the wind.

8

Gale

15,318,2
(17)

55-65
(60)

25

7

Moderately
high waves with
breaking crests
forming
spindrift.

Moderately high waves of greater
length; edges of crests begin to
break into spindrift. The foam is
blown in well-marked streaks
along the direction of the wind. In
land breaks twigs off trees;
generally impedes progress.

9

Severe Gale

18,321,5
(20)

66-77
(72)

35

8

High waves
whose crests
sometimes roll
over.

High waves. Dense streaks of
foam along the direction of the
wind. Crests of waves begin to
topple, tumble and roll over.
Spray may affect visibility. In
land Slight structural damage
occurs (chimney-pots and slates
removed).

10

Storm

21.625.1
(23)

78-90
(84)

46

9

Very high
waves with
overhanging
crests.

Very high waves with long overhanging crests. The resulting
foam, in great patches, is blown
in dense white streaks along the
direction of the wind. On the
whole the surface of the sea takes
on a white appearance. The
'tumbling' of the sea becomes
heavy and shock-like. Visibility

64
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affected.
In
land
seldom
experienced
inland;
trees
uprooted; considerable structural
damage occurs.

11

Violent Storm

25,229,0
(27)

91104
(97)

12

Hurricane

Over
29

Over
104

Exceptionally high waves (small
and medium-size ships might be
for a time lost to view behind the
waves). The sea is completely
covered with long white patche of
foam lying along the direction of
the wind. Everywhere the edges
of the wave crests are blown into
froth. Visibility affected. In land
very
rarely
experienced;
accompanied by wide-spread
damage.

Over
104

The air is filled with foam and
spray. Sea completely white with
driving spray; visibility very
seriously affected.

Note: In the brackets is set the rounded average speed of the wind.
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TABLE OF ADRIATIC AND IONIAN SEAS LIGHTHOUSES (ALBANIAN COAST).
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NAME INDICATOR IN ALPHABETIC ORDER
-A- Adriatik

- sea

- Agni

- cape

- Almura

- lake

- Apolonia

- antic city

- Ardenica

- monastery

- Arusha

- gorge
-B-

- Bati

- gorge

- Bollano

- bay

- Boshtova

- village

- Bredenesh

- lighthouse

- Buna

- river

- Butrint

- bay

- Butrint

- lighthouse

- Butrint

- lake
-C-

- Corfu

- harbor lighth

- Corfu

- island

- Corfu

- channel

- Corfu

- harbor

-Ç151

- Çika

- mountain
-D-

- Dentes

- cape

- Dhrasti

- cape

- Drini

- bay

- Drini

- river

- Dukati

- bay

- Durrësi

- shoal (Talbotit)

- Durrësi

- lighthouse

- Durrësi

- bay

- Durrësi

- cape

- Durrësi

- harbor

- Durrësi

- city
-E-

- Erikusa

- lighthouse

- Erikusa

- island

- Erzeni

- river
-F-

- Fano

- lighthouse

- Fano (othoni)

- island

- Flamuri

- peak

- Fokjano

- gorge

- Ftelias

- bay
-G-

- Georgantes

- rocky shoal

- Grama

- lighthouse

- Grama (Dedahili)

- bay
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- Graves

- bay

- Godulla

- lagoon
-GJ-

- Gjimara

- nouse

- Gjuheza

- lighthouse

- Gjuheza

- cape
-I-

- Ilqe

- peak

- Ishmi

- river
-J-

- Japraku

- bay

- Joni

- sea
-K-

- Kakome

- gorge

- Kalaja (Panorma)

- lighthouse

- Kalaja (kulle, Uji i Ftohte)

- lighthouse

- Kalasë (Uji i Ftohte)

- cape

- Karagoli

- bay

- Karavasta

- lighthouse

- Karavasta

- lagoon

- Karloveci

- lighthouse

- Karloveci (Golloveci)

- cape

- Kavadoni

- lighthouse

- Kavadoni

- cape

- Kongjorufa (Shen-Jani)

- bay

- Koreta (flamur)

- peak
-L153

- Lalesi

- bay

- Lezha

- city

- Limion

- bay
-M-

- Mati

- river

- Mendra

- lighthouse

- Mendra

- cape

- Milenes (Gjeranes)

- gorge

-N- Narta

- lagoon
-O-

- Obot

- village
-P-

- Paladh

- cape

- Palla (Pali)

- lighthouse

- Palla

- roadstead (bay)

- Panorma

- lighthouse

- Panorma

- bay

- Pashaliman

- cape

- Pashaliman

- lagoon

- Patok

- lagoon

- Peristere or Tignoso

- small island

- Pogojeta

- gorge

- Prato (allpuni)

- cape

- Pulaj

- village
-Q154

- Qefali

- lighthouse

- Qefali

- cape
-R-

- Raguza

- bay

- Rodon (Skenderbeut)

- lighthouse

- Rodon

- bay

- Rodon (Skenderbeut)

- cape
-RR-

- Rruget e bardha(white roads)

- creek
-S-

- Samothraka (Mathraqi)

- island

- Saranda

- shoal

- Saranda

- bay

- Saranda

- city

- Sazan

- lighthouse

- Sazan

- light (harbor lights)

- Sazan

- island

- Sazan

- south cape, lighthouse

- Selita (Selada)

- shoal

- Selita (lagji)

- lighthouse

- Selita(lagji)

- cape

- Seman

- river

- Sevasin

- lighthouse

- Shengjin

- lighthouse

- Shengjin

- bay

- Shengjin

- cape

- Shengjin

- mountain, lighthouse
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- Shengjin

- harbor

- Shengjin

- city

- Shen katerina (Ajios Katerini)

- cape

- Shen-Ndreu

- gorge

- Shen-Nikolla (Panormes)

- bay

- Shen-Nikolla (Sazan)

- bay

- Shen-Nikolla (Sveti Nikola)

- village

- Shen-Stefan (Ajios Stefanos)

- bay

- Shen-Stefan

- cape

- Shen-Theodhori (Shen Thodri)

- cape

- Shkalla

- cape

- Shkodra

- lake

- Shkumbini

- river

- Spile

- bay

- Spinarasi

- gorge

- Stilo

- small island

- Stilo

- cape

-T- Tale

- lighthouse

- Tetranisi

- bay

- Tetranisi

- island

- Tignoso

- lighthouse

- Treporte

- lighthouse

- Treporte

- cape
-U-

- Uji i Ftohte

- bay
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- Ulqini

- lighthouse

- Ulqini

- city
-V-

- Varvara

- cape

- Viluni

- lagoon

- Vlora

- lighthouse

- Vlora

- bay

- Vlora

- harbor

- Vlora

- roadstead

- Vlora

- city

- Vjosa

- river
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USED MATERIALS AND REFERENCES
 The Sailing Directions for Adriatic and Ionian seas in paper format and its digitalization.
 1993-1994 surveys made by US, paper copy (all the coast);
 The surveys of year 2000 made by Greece: Saranda bay and bay of Limion, scale 1: 5,000 in
paper format;
 The surveys of 2011 of the Roadstead and the Harbor of Durres made by the US team "Fleet
Survey Team" in digital and paper format.
 The surveys of 2012 of a part of the Bay of Vlora (Bay of Dukati and the part from harbor of
Vlora to Zvernec) made by the US team "Fleet Survey Team", in digital and paper format.
 Different maps of British, American and Italian production, etc:
1. Admiralty Map No. 186, 1991 edition. From Vlora to Bari and Brindisi to Vieste, 1:
300000.
2. Admiralty Map No. 188, 1992 edition. Entrance to the Adriatic Sea including the island of
Corfu, 1:300000.
3. Admiralty Map No.1590, 1997 edition. It consists of three maps:
- Bay of Durres 1:35000;
- Approach to the Harbor of Vlora 1:80000;
- Nautical Plan of Petrolifera 1:15000.
4. US NGA Map No. 54280, 2005 edition. Corfu Channel, 1:250000.
5. Admiralty Map No. 205, 2008 edition. It consists of two maps:
- Approach to Corfu Island, 1:150000;
- Nautical Plan of Corfu Channel, 1:25000.
 Online information gathered from sailing directions published by Admiralty, IIMM (Italian
Navy Hydrographic Institute, etc.).
 The other data of Albanian Hydrographic Service
 Several publications used for the second chapter:
1. Manual "Summary of the laws of the sea";
2. http://www.quizperlapatente.it/Colreg.pdf
3. http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/?pageName=navRulesContent#rule22
4. http://msi.nga.mil/MSISiteContent/StaticFiles/NAV_PUBS/Chart1/SecIALA.pdf
5. http://www.automaticpower.com/IALA%20Navguide%20Edition%204%20Dec%202001%
20-%20English.PDF.
In the interest of the revised edition of the Sailing Directions there are conducted alot of surveys from
land and sea. During those surveys contacts have been made with Port Authorities and the Harbor
Masters of the Harbor of Shengjin, Porto Romano, Durres and Saranda, Director of the yacht harbor
"Marina Orikumi "and PIA.
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zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis
zurück zu den Sailing Directions

weiter

Sailing Directions / Inhaltsverzeichnis
Stand: März 2020

B–4c

Die Schreibweise der Namen richtet sich nach der Schreibweise in den Sailing Directions
"Gorge" = schmale Bucht, Fjord

Agni, Cape
.
Aijos Stefanos
Allpuni, Cape .
Almura, Lake .
Apollonia (City)
Arusha Gorge.
Asprokavi, Cape.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

49
49
64
41
101
69
47

Ballano-Bay .
Barketa, Rock .
Bati, Gorge .
Bredeneshit, Feuer
"
., Hafen
Buna River. .
Bunec. .
.
Butrinti, Bay .
Butrinti, Lake .
Butrinti, River .

.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
.

50
43
38
45
46
133
59
38
40
39

Castle Cape. .
-- -- Leuchtfeuer.
Çika Mountain
Corfu
.
- - - Hafen
.
- - - Island
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

85
85
68
35
48
47

Denta, Cape .
.
Dhrasti, Cape .
.
Dim Kushta Cape.
.
Djapollo Island
.
Djuhezes, Cape
.
Drini, Cape of .
.
-- -- River. .
.
Dukati Bay. .
.
Durres, Bay of .
.
-- -- Cape .
.
-- -- Fischereihafen
-- -- Hafen .
.
-- -- Marina"
.

43
47, 50
79
52
53
124
127
82
105
113
112
109
112

Erikusa, Island
Fano, Island .
-- -- Leuchtfeuer
Fokjano, Gorgel.
Ftelja Bay
.

.
.
.
.
.

47, 50
47, 51
52
37
37

Galloveci, Cape.
Gjimara Nose .
Gjuheza, Cape.

.
.
.

77, 78
71
72

Gjuheza, Leuchtfeuer.
Grama, Bay .
.
-- -- Cape. .
.
-- -- Leuchtfeuer .
Grava, Bay of .
.
Guri I Gjeranes
.

72
69
69
70
59
135

Haxhi Ali-Cave.
Hilqe, Peak. .
Himare, Hafen

.
.
.

Ishimi River. .
Izvori River . .

.

126
82

Jala, Gorge .
Jali Vunoi, Gorge.
Japraku-Bay .

.
.
.

66
66
76

Kakome, Gorge
.
Kallami, Cape .
.
Kalase, Cape .
.
-- -- Peninsula .
.
Kallami, Cape.
Karaburun Peninsula.

57
76
62
63

Karloveci Cape.
.
-- -- Leuchtfeuer. .
Karagolit Bay .
.
Karvara, Cape
.
Karavastasa , Godulla of
-- -- Lagoon .
.
-- -- Leuchtfeuer. .
Kavadonit, Cape
.
Kepi I Palit
.
.
Kollogieri Cape.
.
Kongjorufa Bay.
.
Ksamili, Peninsula
.
Lagji Cape.

.

Lalzi, Bay of. .
Lekuresit, Castle
Lëkurësit Feuer
Lezha (City) .
Limion, Hafen .
Limioni, Bay .
-- -- Hafen.
Llamani, Bay of
-2 -

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

77, 78
73
65

68, 73, 76,
78
77
77
49
50
101
101
101
61
119
80
78
30
103, 104
105
121
43
36, 45
128
46
54
54
64

Sailing Directions / Inhalts-

Verzeichnis

Marina Orikum.
Marlera, Island
Mati River.
.
Mendra, C ape.
Mendre, Cape of
Mertesa, Cape of.
Mertesës, Cape
Milena, Gorge of.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Narta Lagoon.

.

98

Orikum
.
-- -- Marina .
Othonoi, Island

.
.
.

83
83
47, 51

Paladha, Cale .
Palermo, Bay .
Pali, Cape.
.
Palla, Cape. .
Panorma, Bay
-- -- Leuchtfeuer
Pashaliman Lagoon
-- -- Leuchtfeuer.
Patoku Lagoon.
Peristera, Isla .
Petrolifera IEP
Pignosi Leuchtfeuer
-- -- -- Rock
Pogajetam Gore .
Prato, Cape . .
Pulaj Village. .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Shën Mërtir Cape
.
66
Shën-Ndreut, Gorge. .
69
Shen Nikolla, Bay
.
62, 75
Shen Vasil Cape.
.
79
-- -- Leuchgtfeuer .
80
Shën-Theodhori, Cape of . 66
Shengjin, Cape.
.
132
-- -- Hafen,
.
129, 130
Shengjini Bay.
.
128
Shkalla, Cape .
.
41
Shkodra Village.
.
134
-- -- Lake
.
.
135
Shkumbini River.
.
103
Skanderbeg, Cape of.
125
Skenderbeu, Cape of.
121, 125
Small Kar, Lagoon. .
102
Spile, Bay of .
.
64
Spinarasi, Gorge
.
60
St. Catherine Cape .
50
St. Stefan – Bay
.
49
- - - , Cape.
.
49
St. Nikolla Village. .
134
Stefanos, Cape.
.
41
Stilo, Cape
.
.
37
Stilo, Insel
.
.
37

83
47, 50
126
137
124
41
42
136

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

43
60
120
119
60
63
82
82
126
43
88
50
50
56
64
134

Qafa e Permetit, Cape
Qefali, Cape .
.
-- -- Leuchtfeuer .
Qeparo, Quay ..
.

41
56
56
60

Raguza Bay. .
.
79, 81
Rameci Cape .
.
83
Rodoni, Cape of.
.
121, 125
Rogeze Bay siehe Raguza Bay
Romano, Porto
.
116
Rrugete Bardha.
.
68
Samothraki, Island .
Samothraqi Mathraqi .
Saranda, touristic harbour
Sazan, Hafen .
.
-- -- Island .
.
Selita Cape. .
.
.
.
.
-- -- Shoals of
.
Seman Cape .
.
-- -- River. .
.
Sevasini Leuchffeuer.
Shën Gami Bay
.

47, 52
52
46, 47
73
73
99, 103,
104, 105
106
106
100
100
80
78, 79

/ Seite 2

Tale Leuchtfeuer
Tetranisi, Cape
Treport, Cape .
-- -- Leuchtfeuer.
Treporte.
.

.
.
.
.
.

127
41
88, 91
96
76

Uji I Ftohte , Bay
Ulcin. .
.
Varesë, Cape .
Viluni Lagoon .
Viroi Cape
.
Vjosa River. .
Vlora, Bay of .
-- -- Hafen .
-- -- Roadstead.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

85
136
55
133
84
76, 99
53, 77, 78
85
85
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Leuchtfeuerverzeichnisse der albanischen Küste (Einführung)

B – 5 a /1

Für die albanische Küste stehen zur Zeit u.a. folgende Leuchtfeuerverzeichnisse zur Verfügung:
1. Das amtliche albanische Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis (TABELA E FENERËVE ADRIATIK E JON (BREGDETIT
SHQIPTAR) NËN ADMINISTRIMIN E SHHSH 2019-2020) des Hydrographischen Instituts Albanien (in
albanischer Sprache)
2. Die amtliche Admiralty List of Lights and Fog Signals / West Mediterranean (NP78), Taunton/GB (in
Englisch). In diesem Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis sind eine Reihe kleinerer Leuchttonnen, die insbesondere für die
Sportschifffahrt von Bedeutung sein können, nicht aufgeführt.
3. Das amtliche Elenco dei Fari e Signali da Nebbia des Istituto Idrografico della Marina, Genua/IT (in
Italienisch)
4. Das deutsche Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis Adria/Ionisches Meer des Nautik-Verlages München (in Deutsch).
Das amtliche albanische Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis, Stand Februar 2020, ist als Kapitel B-5 b hier angefügt.
Aus dem deutschen Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis sind die Seiten mit den albanischen Feuern mit Stand Mai 2020 als
Kapitel (B – 6) hier gelistet.

Eine Übersichtskarte der größeren Leuchtfeuer mit den E-Nummern = siehe nächste Seite
05/20

.

Leuchtfeuerverzeichnisse der albanischen Küste (Einführung)
Übersicht über die größeren Leuchtfeuer an der albanischen Küste
(Quelle: Google Earth)

5/20
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Bova e Kanalit K.Palit e
majtë
Bova e Kanalit K.Palit e
10
djathtë
Feneri me Mbulim Kepi
11
Palit 1
Feneri me Mbulim Kepi
12
Palit 2
9

41° 24’ 54”

019° 24’ 6”

Fl.R.2s

3

E kuqe

41° 25’ 6”

019° 24’ 36”

Fl.R.2s

3

Jeshile

41° 24’ 42”

019° 23’ 48”

Fl.W.2.5s

4

E Bardhë

41° 24’ 36”

019° 23’ 48”

Fl.W.6s

4

E Bardhë

Bovë Laterale e
kuqe
Bovë Laterale
jeshile
Fener drejtimi
treliçe hekuri

-

3

-

3

6

9

Tub inoksi

1.7

10

14

126

13 Feneri i Durrësit (Vilës)

41⁰ 18’ 55”

019⁰ 26’ 07”

Fl.(2).10s

24

E Bardhë

Kullë guri
tetëfaqëshe me gurë
dekorativ të bardhë)

Feneri i kuq i hyrjes në
portin e Durrësit (majtas)
Feneri jeshil i hyrjes në
15 portin
e
Durrësit
(djathtas)

41⁰ 18’ 09”

019⁰ 28’ 20”

Fl.R.5s

6

E Kuqe

Kullë plastike e
kuqe

4

8

41⁰ 18’ 15”

019⁰ 27’ 23”

Fl.G.5s

6

Jeshile

Kullë plastike
jeshile

4

8

41⁰ 18’ 50”

019⁰ 28’ 58”

Iso.WRG.2
s

5-7-5

E Kuqe e Bardhë
- Jeshile

Shtyll xingato

5

7

41⁰ 15’ 54”

019⁰ 26’ 45”

LFI W 10s

6

E kuqe e
bardhë

Bovë me ngjyrë të
kuqe dhe të bardhë

-

4

41° 16’ 37”

019⁰ 27’ 12”

Fl.G.3s

6

Jeshile

Bovë Laterale e
djathtë jeshile

-

4

41° 16’ 42”

019⁰ 27’ 00”

Fl.R.3s

3

E Kuqe

Bovë Laterale e
majte e kuqe

-

4

41° 17’ 06”

019⁰ 27’ 22”

Fl(2)G.6s

3

Jeshile

Bovë Laterale e
djathtë jeshile

-

4

14

Shenja e drejtimit për
16
kanalin Durrës 017°
Bova Nr.0 e ujrave të
17 lira, për hyrjen në kanal
të portit Durrësit
Çifti I-rë: Bova Nr.1,
18 kanali i hyrjes porti
Durrës
Çifti I-rë: Bova Nr.2,
19 kanali i hyrjes porti
Durrës
Çifti II-të: Bova Nr.3,
20 kanali i hyrjes porti
Durrës

21

22

23

24

25

Çifti II-të: Bova Nr.4,
kanali i hyrjes porti
Durrës
Çifti III-të: Bova Nr.5,
kanali i hyrjes porti
Durrës
Çifti III-të: Bova Nr.6,
kanali i hyrjes porti
Durrës
Bova
e kthesës për
hyrjen në portin e
Durrësit Nr.7 (Bovë
anësore e djathtë)
Bova e
Talbotit

cekinës

së

26 Bovë e cekinës Durrësit
Feneri i kuq Porti
Peshkimit (majtas)
Feneri
jeshil
Porti
28
Peshkimit (djathtas)
27

29

30

Cekina e Salades
( Bova nr. 1 )

Cekina e Salades
( Bova nr. 2 )

41° 17’ 12”

019⁰ 27’ 12”

Fl(2)R.6s

3

E Kuqe

Bovë Laterale e
majte e kuqe

-

4

41° 17’ 35”

019⁰ 27’ 36”

Fl(3)G.10s

3

Jeshile

Bovë Laterale e
djathtë jeshile

-

4

41° 17’ 38”

019⁰ 27’ 25”

Fl(3)R.10s

3

E Kuqe

Bovë Laterale e
majte e kuqe

-

4

41⁰ 18’ 07”

019⁰ 27’ 41”

Fl.G.5s

3

Jeshile

Bovë Laterale e
djathtë jeshile

-

4

41⁰ 17’ 03”

019⁰ 26’ 15”

Q(6)+LFI
W.15s

6

E Bardhë

-

4

41⁰ 18’ 07”

019⁰ 25’ 20”

Q(9)W15s

6

E Bardhë

-

4

41⁰ 18’ 04”

019⁰ 27’ 07”

Fl(2)R.8s

3

E Kuqe

8.5

10.5

41⁰ 18’ 07”

019⁰ 27’ 07”

Fl(2)G.8s

3

Jeshile

8.5

10.5

19° 26,5’

Q W 1s0.3
+ 0.7 = 1”

6

E Bardhë

-

4

19° 25,5’

Q (9) W
15s
(0.3+0.7) x
8 + 0.3+6.7
= 15”

-

4

41° 13,2’

41° 12,2’

6

E Bardhë

Bovë Kardinale
Jugore
(E verdhë - e zezë)
Bovë Kardinale
Perëndimore
(e verdhë-e zezë-e
verdhë)
Kullë metalike e
kuqe
Kullë metalike
jeshile
Bove Kardinale
Veriore,
E zeze - e verdhe
Bove Kardinale
Perendimore,
E verdhe - e zeze –
e verdhe

31 Cekina e Saladës 3
Feneri i Selitës (Kepi
32
Lagjit)
Feneri i
Karavastasë
33
(Hidrovori)

41⁰ 18’ 47”

019⁰ 27’ 20”

LFl.W.6s

11

E Bardhë

40⁰ 52’ 49”

019⁰ 25’ 26”

Fl.W.3s

10

E Bardhë

40⁰ 30’ 43”

019⁰ 23’ 48”

Fl(2) W 8s

9

E Bardhë

35 Triport Majtas

40⁰ 29’ 00’’

019⁰ 26’ 00’’

Fl(2)R.5s

6

E Kuqe

36 Triport Djathtas

40⁰ 28’ 56’’

019⁰ 26’ 00’’

Fl(2)G.5s

6

Jeshile

34

Feneri i Treporteve
(Zvërnec)

37

Porti Vlorës Perëndimori
(i kuqi)

40⁰ 26’ 57”

019⁰ 28’ 50”

Fl R 3s

5

E Kuqe

38

Porti Vlorë
(jeshili)

40⁰ 26’ 54’’

019⁰ 29’ 03’’

Fl G 3s

5

Jeshile

39 Feneri i Kalasë

40⁰ 24’ 56’’

019⁰ 28’ 56’’

LFl.W.10s

10

E Bardhë

40 Benzinato Vlorë

40° 28’ 30”

019° 24’ 06”

Fl(2)W.6s

6

E Bardhë

40⁰ 19’ 41’’

019⁰ 25’ 11’’

Fl(2)W.5s

8

E Bardhë

41

Lindori

Feneri i Orikumit
(Pashaliman)

42 Bova kufizuse Pashaliman

40⁰19’36.26’’ V 019⁰ 26’ 19.48’’ L

Fl 4 Y 10s

5

E verdhe

43 Feneri i Portit Sarandes

39° 52' 152’’ V

Fl W 3s
6
(0.5+2.5)

E Bardhë

020° 00' 188’’ L

Kullë plastike e
bardhë
Treliçe hekuri mbi
hirovor
Kullë gri tetëfaqëse
betoni
Bazament plastik i
kuq, mbi kullë
rrethore betoni
Bazament plastik
jeshil, mbi kullë
rrethore betoni
Kullë plastike e
kuqe, mbi bazament
betoni katërkëndësh
Kullë plastike
jeshile, mbi
bazament betoni
katërkëndësh
Kullë e bardhë
katërfaqëshe betoni
Rrezik I Izoluar
Kullë gri betoni
katërfaqëshe
Bove metalike e
verdhe
Kullë metalike me
shirita të bardhë e 8
të kuq.

4

71

12.8

15.8

12

70

6

8

6

8

8

10

7

8

8

44
5

8

21
4
6

44

Feneri
i
Shën–Vasilit
(Sevasinit, Mermerit)

40⁰ 22’ 30’’

019⁰ 24’ 18’’

Fl(3)W.8s

8

E Bardhë

45

Feneri
Jan)

40° 26' 18’’

019° 19' 18’’

Fl G 3s

5

Jeshile

40° 25’ 317’’

019° 17’ 492’’

Fl.W.6s
1+5

11

E Bardhë

Fl.W.6s

5

E Bardhë

Gallovecit

(Shën

46 Feneri i Kepi Gjuhëzës

40⁰ 13’ 00’’

47 Feneri i Gramës

019⁰ 28’ 24’’

Sazan Feneri i
48
Veriori (djathtas)

Hyrjes

40⁰ 30’ 11”

019⁰ 17’ 07”

Fl.G.4s

4

Jeshile

Sazan Feneri
Jugori (majtas)

Hyrjes

40⁰ 30’ 07”

019⁰ 17’ 07”

Fl R 4s

4

E Kuqe

50 Feneri i Sazanit Jugori

40° 28,451’ V

19° 17,152’ L

Fl R 3s
0.5+2.5=3s

4 (led
200 11
mil)

E Kuqe

51 Feneri i Sazanit Veriori

40° 30’40’’

019⁰ 16’ 11”

Fl(4) W
15s

24

E Bardhë

52 Feneri i Himarës

40⁰ 05’ 59”

019⁰ 44’ 29”

Fl W 3s

6

E Bardhë

49

I

Feneri i Kepi Palermos
53
(Panormës)

40⁰ 03’ 00’’

019⁰ 47’ 45”

Fl.W.8s

6

E Bardhë

Kullë betoni gri
tetëfaqëshe
Katërliçe hekuri
mbi bazament
betoni

6

55

4

14

Kullë metalike 9
metra ngjyre blu

9

44

Traliçe Hekuri

4

Kullë jeshile
plastike mbi
bazament betoni i
bardhë
Kullë e kuqe
plastike mbi
bazament betoni i
bardhë
Kullë Guri e bardhë
Tub inoksi mbi
Bunker
Kullë plastike e
Bardhë
Kullë guri e
katërkëndëshe
bardhë

51.5

4

10

4

10

8

32.5

5

157

6

8

10

114

54

55

Me
Drejtim
(Baza)

Palermo

Feneri i Kepit Qefalit

40⁰ 04’ 28’’

39° 55' 00’’

019⁰ 46’ 03”

019° 55' 00’’

Fl (4) W
12s

6

E Bardhë

Kullëe bardhe ne
forem prizmatike
12 meter

12

Fl W 5s

20

E Bardhë

Shtyllë Metalike

8

32

155

RAJONI SARANDË (Limion – Çukë)
56 Limion Djathtas

39⁰ 52’ 22”

019⁰ 59’ 21”

Fl G 3s

4

Jeshile

57 Limion Majtas

39⁰ 52’ 21”

019⁰ 59’ 18”

Fl R 3s

4

E Kuqe

58 Cekina e Sar. (Paladhës)

39° 51’ 50”

020° 00’ 06”

Q(6)+
LFlW.15s

6

E Bardhë

39° 52' 152’’ V

020° 00' 188’’
L

Fl W 3s (0.52.5)

6 (led
155)

E Bardhë

60 Bova e Plazhit Sarandë

39° 52’ 13”

020° 00’ 39”

Fl(2)W.6s

6

E Bardhë

61 Feneri i Lekurësit

39⁰ 51’ 51”

020⁰ 01’ 33.7”

Fl(3)W.30s

20

E Bardhë

39° 50’ 44’’

020° 01’ 29’’

Fl (4)W. 12s

6

E Bardhë

59 Porti Sarandë

62

Feneri
(Çukës)

i

Bredeneshit

Shtyll Metalike
jeshile
Shtyll Metalike e
kuqe
Bovë plastike
Kardinale Jugore
(e verdhë e zezë)
Kullë metalike me
shirita të bardhë e
të kuq.
Bovë Rrezik i
Izoluar
(e zezë & kuqe)
Kullë betoni me
veshje guri
dekorativ në formë
rrethore me dy
kate
Traliçe metalike
mbi bazament
betoni

6

8

6

8

-

4

6

8

-

4

5

214

4.5

37.5

63 Feneri me drejtim Shkoder

42° 03’ 643’’

019⁰ 27’ 4000”

64

40° 54’ 28’’

020° 39’ 08’’

Feneri i Pogradecit

Fl(3) w
3s(1+2)
Fl(3) w
3s(1+2)

6

E Bardhë

Traliçe metalike

8.9

6

E Bardhë

Shtyll inoksi 12 m
e bardhe

12

14

TABELA E FENERËVE TË DETEVE ADRIATIK E JON (BREGDETIT SHQIPTAR) JO NËN ADMINISTRIMIN E SHHSH
KOORDINATAT
N
r

EMRI FENERIT

φ: (North)

λ: (East)

KARAKTERISTI
KA

PASHMËR
IA NË
MILJE
DETARE

NGJYR
AE
DRITËS

TIPI

LARTËSIA E
FENERIT
NGA
NGA
NIVELI
TOKA
DETIT

RAJONI PORTO ROMANO Porti Gazit
1
2
3

Bova e Ujërave të lira
Romano Port
Bova anësore e kuqe e
hyrjes në Romano Port
Fener jeshil i hyrjes në
Romano port

41° 22’ 07”

019° 23’ 16”

-

2.5

E Kuqe

Bovë e kuqe

-

1.5

41° 22’ 12”

019° 24’ 03”

-

4

E kuqe

Bovë e kuqe

-

2.5

41° 22’ 12”

019° 24’ 05”

-

4

Jeshile

Tub inoksi mbi
skalierë

2

6

Bovë anësore e kuqe
Bovë anësore jeshile
Bovë anësore e kuqe
Bovë anësore jeshile
Bovë Kardinale

-

4
4
4
4
4

RAJONI VLORË PETROLIFERA
4
5
6
7
8

PIA, Bova e Kuqe Çifti I-rë
PIA, Bova Jeshile Çifti I-rë
PIA, Bova e Kuqe Çifti II-të
PIA, Bova Jeshile Çifti II-të
Dallëthyesi verior (Bovë)

40° 27’ 53’’.8
40° 27’ 50’’.3
40° 28’ 13’’.8
40° 28’ 11’’.8
40° 28’ 14’’

019° 26’ 17’’.2
019° 26’ 20’’.6
019° 26’ 30’’.8
019° 26’ 35’’.1
019° 26’ 25’’

Iso.W.2s
Iso.W.2s
Iso.W.2s
Iso.W.2s
-//-

4
4
4
4
-//-

E Kuqe
Jeshile
E Kuqe
Jeshile
E Bardhë

9

Dallëthyesi jugor (Bovë)

10 PIA Akuarium Bova Nr.1
11 PIA Akuarium Bova Nr.2
12 PIA Akuarium Bova Nr.3

40° 28’ 09’’.4

019° 26’ 55’’.8

-//-

-//-

E Bardhë

40° 28’ 29’’
40° 28’ 14’’.6
40° 28’ 22’’

019° 26’ 38’’.8
019° 26’40’’.7
019° 26’ 32’’.3

Fl.R.3s
Fl.G.3s
Fl.R.6s

6
6
6

E Kuqe
Jeshile
E Kuqe

Perëndimore
Bovë Kardinale
Perëndimore
Bovë anësore e kuqe
Bovë anësore jeshile
Bovë anësore e kuqe

-

4

-

4
4
4

TEC Vlorë

13 TEC Vlorë bova zezë

14 TEC Vlorë bova zezë

40ᵒ 28’ 35.2’’

40ᵒ 28’ 33.8’’

19ᵒ 23’ 35.9’’

Jo me
ndriçim

Bovë e
vogël e
zezë

19ᵒ 23’ 37.3’’

Jo me
ndriçim

Bovë e
vogël e
kuqe

-

1

-

1

Kordinatat e Fenereve per zonat e kufizuara Karaburun
15 Bova 10

40° 25’ 3425’’

019° 24’ 6444’’

F1. 3s

3

Bova
Bova
Bova
Bova

40° 26’ 7372’’
40° 28’ 7625’’
40° 27’ 5387’’
40° 30’ 1237’’

019° 21’ 0137’’
019° 18’ 2984’’
019° 19’ 1103’’
019° 18’ 1410’’

F1. 3s
F1. 3s
F1. 3s
F1. 3s

3
3
3
3

16
17
18
19

37
38
39
40

Verdhe
Bovë e verdhe
Verdhe
Bovë e verdhe
Verdhe
Bovë e verdhe
Verdhe
Bovë e verdhe
Verdhe
Bovë e verdhe

Kordinatat e Fenereve ne Portoromano Porti MBM
20 Bova 1
21 Bova 2

41° 22’ 16.44’’
41° 22’ 21.05’’

019⁰ 24’ 33.93’’
019⁰ 24’ 31.57’’

F1. 5s
F1. 5s

3
3

Fener jeshil
Bovë e kuqe

TEC
Vlorë
bova
zezë
TEC
Vlorë
bova
zezë

40ᵒ 28’
35.2’’
40ᵒ 28’
33.8’’

22
23
24
25
26

Bova 3
Feneri 4
Feneri 5
Feneri 6
Feneri 7

41° 22’ 1458’’
41° 22’ 1044’’
41° 22’ 1.77’’
41° 22’ 58.09’’
41° 22’ 5337’’

019⁰ 24’ 10.71’’
019⁰ 24’ 15.38’’
019⁰ 24’ 46.40’’
019⁰ 24’ 50.67’’
019⁰ 24’ 37.39’’

F1. 5s
F1. 5s
F1. 5s
F1. 5s
F1. 5s

Bovë jeshile
Bovë e kuqe
Bovë jeshile
Bovë e kuqe
Bovë e kuqe/bardhe

3
3
3
3
3

Kordinatat e Boves Oqanografike Shengjin
28

Feneri 1

41° 48’ 12.07’’
019⁰ 34’ 28’’

Fl.3s

Bove jeshile

3.5

1

Porti Marina e Orikumit

29 Fener i Kuqi

40 20.5153

019 28.3074

F.R

3

E Kuqe

Bovë anësore

-

3

30 Fener Jeshil

40ᵒ 20’ 32”

019ᵒ 28’ 18”

Fl.G.4s
1+3=4s

3

Jeshile

Tub Hekuri
Jeshil

4

5

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

weiter

Deutsches Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis Albanien

B–6

Genehmigter Auszug des Teils "Albanien" aus dem deutschen Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis
"Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis Adria / Ionisches Meer" (Stand: Mitte Juli 2020)
(Die Feuer sind in der Reihenfolge der englischen Feuernummern und dem albanischen Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis (Tabela
Fenerëve të Deteve Adriatik e Jeon (BREGEDETIT SHQIPTAR NËN ADMINISTRIMIN E SHHSH) gelistet).
(Berichtigt nach den Britischen Notices to Mariners)

Seite 1
1.Spalte: Obere Nummer: Englisches Leuchtfeuerverzeichnis, darunter: AL= Albanisches Lfv.
darunter: IT= Italienisches Lfv. ; darunter: ggf. LAL = Amtliche albanische Liste spezieller Einfahrten
Name
(Höhe über Position
Kennung/
Nenn-- Höhe
Nr..
Feuerträger
Erdboden) N / E
Wiederkehr
Tragweite über See.
Albanien
3702
HR 796
3702.1

Kepi i Shengjinit (Shenjini)
Pfahl auf dem Dach eines Hauses (18 m)

41° 48,60'
19° 35,30'

Blz. r. 5 s

-- auf dem Kopf des Wellenbrechers
Metall-Turm
(4 m)

41° 48,54'
19° 35,31'

Blz. gn. 5 s

10 sm

24 m

4 sm

6m

0,5 + (4,5) s

0,5 + (3,5) s

zeitweilig in Funktion (2020)
3702.2
HR 796.2

-- auf dem Kopf des Wellenbrechers
r./w. runder Metall-Turm

41° 48,60'
19° 35,20'

3702,3

-- (keine nähere Angabe)
g. Bake

41° 48,20'
19° 34,47'

3702.5
HR 796.5

Mali Renzit (w-lich von Shengjin Hafen) 41° 49,90'
Pfahl auf einem Gebäude
(16 m) 19° 34,30'

HR 797
It 5557

Leuchttone vor dem Zufahrtskanal
r. Leuchttonne

41° 48,6'
19° 35,5'

3703
HR 798

Richtfeuer Zufahrtskanal Durres 002°,
Unterfeuer, in der Mitte der Pier
w. Gerüstturm

41° 48,9'
19° 35,3'

3703.1
HR 799

-- Oberfeuer, 75 m vom Unterfeuer
entfernt, am Fuß der Mole
w. Gerüstturm

41° 48,9'
19° 35,3'

3704
HR 799.4

Talej, auf dem Dach des Wasserkraftwerkes

41° 42,68'
19° 35,22'

Blz. 6 s
(keine Angabe)

7 sm

15 m

3705
HR 800

Sqepi i Skenderbeut (Rodonit)
Gerüstturm auf Bunker

41° 35,29'
19° 26,88'

Blz. (2) 10 s

8 sm

40 m

(3 m)

3708
HR 801

Bishiti i Palles
w. viereckiger Turm

41° 24,80'
19° 23,50'

10 sm

33 m

(14 m)

1 + (9) s

3709.1
HR 801.5

Kanal, Unterfeuer

41° 24,8'
19° 23,7'

5 sm

10 m

0,5 + (2) s

3709.11
AL 12

-- Oberfeuer

41° 24,61'
19° 23,72

4 sm

10 m

1,5 + (4,5) s

3711
HR 802
IT 5561

Sqepi i Durresit (Capo Durazzo)
w. achteckiger Turm
(14 m)

41° 18,92'
19° 26,11'

11 sm

126 m

1 + (2) + 1 + (6) s

Blz. r. 5 s

4 sm

11 m

0,5 + (2,5) s

Blz. g. 3 s

3 sm

Blz. 5 s

10 sm

46 m

1 + (4) s

Blz. r. 5 s

2 sm

0,5 + (4,5) s

Blz. r. 6 s

5 sm

12m

5 sm

15 m

0,5 + (5,5) s

Blz. r. 5 s
0,8 + (4,2) s

F. r. auf einem r./w. Mast 2 sm e-lich

1 + (2) + 1 + (6) s

Blz. w. 10 s

Blz. 2,5 s

Blz. 6 s

Blz. (2) 10 s

Nr..
HR 803
3711.5
3711,8

Name
Feuerträger

(Höhe über Position
Erdboden) N / E

Kennung/
Wiederkehr

Untiefentonne
gn. Tonne

41° 16,6'
19° 27,0'

Blz. 5 s

Durrës, S-Wellenbrecher, Kopf
r. Bake

41° 18,12'
19° 27,11'

Blz. (2) r. 8 s

-- N-Wellenbrecher, Kopf
gn. Bake

41° 18,12'
19° 27,12'

Blz. (2) gn. 8 s

Seite 2
Nenn-- Höhe
Tragweite

über See.

3 sm

0,5 + (4,5) s

3 sm

10 m

3 sm

10 m

6 sm

8m

6 sm

8m

Glt. r./w./gn. 2 s

r. 5 sm

12 m

1 + (1) s

w. 7 sm

1 + (1) + 1 + (5) s

1 + (1) + 1 + (5) s

3712
It 5563

Durres, S-Mole, Kopf
w. Säule

(8 m)

41° 18,2'
19° 27,3'

3714
HR 807

-- E-Mole, Kopf
gn. Säule

(5 m)

41° 18,3'
19° 27,4'

3714.1
HR 807.1
It 5561.1

-- Leitfeuer 017°
gr. Gebäude

(11 m)

41° 18,84'
19° 27,97'

3714.2
It 5561.5

-- Ansteuerungstonne
r. Leuchttonne mit r. Ball-Toppzeichen
und w. Streifen mit Radarreflektor

41° 15,9'
19° 26,7'

2 + (8) s

3714.25
It 5561.6

-- Leuchttonne Nr. 1
r. Leuchtonne mit Toppzeichen und
Radarreflektor

41° 16,6'
19° 27,0'

0,5 + (2,5) s

3714.3
It 5561.7

-- Leuchttonne Nr. 2
gn. Leuchttonne mit ∆ Toppzeichen und
Radarreflektor

41° 16,5'
19° 27,1'

3714.35
It 5561.8

-- Leuchttonne Nr. 3
r. Leuchttonne mit Toppzeichen und
Radarreflektor

41° 17,2'
19° 27,2'

3714.4
It 5516.9

-- Leuchttonne Nr. 4
gn. Leuchttonne mit ∆ Toppzeichen und
Radarreflektor

41° 17,2'
19° 27,4'

3714.45
It 5562

-- Bake Nr. 5
41° 17,64'
r. Bake Toppzeichen und Radarreflektor 19° 27,42'

Blz. (3) r. 10 s
3 sm
4m
2 x [0,5 + (1,5)] + 0,5 + (4,5) s

3714.5
It 5562.2

-- Leuchttonne Nr. 6
gn. Leuchttonne mit ∆ Toppzeichen und
Radarreflektor

41° 17,6'
19° 27,6'

Blz. (3) gn. 9 s
3 sm
4m
2 x [0,5 +(1,5)] + 0,5 + (4,5) s

It 5562.5
HR 803

-- Leuchttonne
Leuchttonne mit S-Toppzeichen und
Radarreflektor

41° 16,7'
19° 26,8'

Fkl. (6) + Blk. 15 s 6 sm
4m
Bezeichnet ein Unterwasserhindernis

3714.55
It 5562.7

Secche Talbot (Talbot Shoal)
schw. Leuchttonne mit g. Spitze und
S-Toppzeichen , Radarreflektor

41° 17,0'
19° 26,2'

Fkl. (6) + Blk. 15 s 6 sm

3m

3719
HR 808

Kep i Lagit (Kala e Turres)
w., achteckiger Turm

41° 08,8'
19° 26,3'

Blk. 6 s

10 m

-3-

Blz. r. 5 s
1 + (4) s

Blz. 5 s
1+ (4) s

gn. 5 sm
gn 015° - 16,5°, w. 16,5° - 17,5°
r. 17,5° - 19,0°
Radarantwortbake Mo(D) 30 s 6 sm

(8 m)

Blk. 10 s

Blz. r. 3 s

Blz. gn. 3 s

6 sm

4m

3 sm

3m

3 sm

3m

3 sm

3m

0,5 + (2,5) s

Blz. (2) r. 6 s

0,5 + (1) + 0,5 + (4) s

Blz. (2) gn. 6 s

3 sm

3m

0,5 +(1) + 0,5 + (4) s

2 + (4) s

6 sm

Nr..
3720

Name
Feuerträger

(Höhe über Position
Erdboden) N / E
40° 52,9'
19° 25,5'

Karavastase, auf dem Dach des
Wasserkraftwerkes

Kennung/
Wiederkehr
Blz. 8 s

Seite 3
Nenn-- Höhe
Tragweite

über See.

10 sm

19 m

7 sm

12 m

24 sm

157 m

0,8 + (7,2) s

(keine weiteren Angaben vorhanden)

3721
HR 809

Lum Vosje (Vojuca) (Flußmündung)
S-Seite
viereckiger Sockel m. w. Bändern (10 m)

40° 38,7'
19° 19,2'

0,5 + (2,5) s

3723
HR 810
AL 51

Sazan (Ishull i Sazanit) , NW-Seite
Säule auf 2-stöckigem Turm
(12 m)

40° 30,67'
19° 16,2'

3x [1 + (1)] + 1 + (8) s

3725
HR 811/
IT 5572

Shen Nikolles (Shen Kollit), N-Mole,
Kopf
(7 m)
gn. Türmchen

40° 30,20'
19° 17,10'

3726
HR 812/
IT 5573

-- S-Mole, Kopf
w. pyramidenförmige Säule auf Sockel
(7 m)

40° 30,12'
19° 17,45'

3726.5
AL 50

Sqepi i Jugor
w. Steinturm

40° 28,45'
19° 17,15'

0,5 + (2,5) s

40° 30,7'
19° 23,8'

1 + (1) + 1 + (5) s

Blz. 3 s

Blz. (4) 15 s

sichtbar 065° - 318°
Blz. gn. 4 s

3 sm

8m

1 + (3) s

(Position angenähert)
Blz. r. 4 s

3 sm

8m

1 + (3) s

(Position angenähert)
Blz. r. 3 s

3 sm

32 m

9 sm

70 m

6 sm

5m

(8 m)

3727
It 5577

Gjiri I Vlores (Valona Bay)
Kep i Treporteve
w. achteckiger Turm

3727,3
AL 40

Platform
Platform

40° 28,41'
19° 24,03'

Blz. (2) 6 s

3727.5

-- äußerer Wellenbrecher

40° 28,9'
19° 25,6'

Feuer (keine weiteren Angaben vorhanden)
Nach Bericht 2005

IT 5578

Leuchttonne
r. Leuchttonne

40° 28,1'
19° 23,9'

Blz. r. 5 s
Bezeichnet das Ende einer Ölleitung

3727.6
IT 5579

Vlore, neuer Hafen, W-Wellenbrecher
r. Turm mit Galerie
(6 m)

40° 29,00'
19° 26,00'

Blz. (2) r. 6 s

3727.7
IT 5579.5

Vlore, neuer Hafen, E-Wellenbrecher
gn. Turm mit Galerie
(6 m)

40° 28,90'
19° 26,00'

Blz. (2) gn. 6 s

3728
AL 45

Squepi i Gallovecit
Metall-Turm

40° 26,31'
19° 19,26'

0,5 + (4,5) s

3728,9
AL 37

Vlorë, W-Mole, Kopf
w. Turm
(4 m)

40° 26,96'
19° 28,83'

0,5 + (1,5) s

3729
It 5580

Vlores (Valona), E-Mole, Kopf
w. Turm

HR 816
-----

Leuchttonne im E-Teil der Bucht
gn. Leuchttonne

(10 m)

(8 m)

Blz. (2) 8 s

0,5 + (1) + 0,5 + (4) s

7 sm

8m

0,5 + (1) + 0,5 + (4) s

7 sm

8m

0,5 + (1) + 0,5 + (4) s

Blz. gn. 5 s
Blz. r. 3 s

5 sm

14 m

5 sm

10 m

sichtbar 095° - 290°
(6 m)

40° 27,0'
19° 28,8'
40° 22,8'
19° 27,8'

Blz. gn. 3 s

3 sm

8m

1 sm

2m

1 + (2) s

Blz. gn. 5 s
0,5 + (4,5) s

bezeichnet ein Wrack
3729.5
It 5581
-4-

Sqepi i Kalas (Kepi I Kalas)
w. quadratischer Turm

(6 m)

40° 24,90'
19° 28,90'

Blk. 10 s
1,5 + (8,5) s

11 sm

44 m

Nr..
It 5581.5

It 5582

Name
Feuerträger

(Höhe über Position
Erdboden) N / E

Leuchttonne

Leuchttonne
Leuchttonne mit 2 Ball-Topzeichen

Kennung/
Wiederkehr

40° 24,8'
19° 28,3'

0,3 + (1,7) s

40° 23,0'
19° 27,8'

1 + (2) + 1 + (6) s

Blz. r. 2 s

Blz. (2) 10 s

Seite 4
Nenn-- Höhe
Tragweite

über See.

3 sm

3m

5 sm

4m

bezeichnet eine gefährliche Untiefe

(4 m)

40° 20,54'
19° 28,28'

1 + (3) s privat

3731
HR 817

Pasha Limanit (Sqepi Orikum)
w. viereckiger Turm
(8 m)

40° 19,70'
19° 25,20'

0,5 + (1) + 0,5 + (3) s

3732
IT 5584
AL 44

Sevasinit (Sqepi i Shën Vasilit)
grauer. 8-eckiger Turm

40° 22,56'
19° 24,26'

Blz. (3) 8 s

(6 m)

3732.5
HR 818.5
AL46

Sqepi Gjuezes (Kepi Gjuhezes)
w. Pfahl auf einem Bunker

40° 25,32
19° 17,49'

Blz. 6 s

(9m)

3733
HR 819.7

Grames
(ehem. Thalassa Khimarras, NE-Seite)
MetallGerüstturm mit Galerie und Säule
(5 m)

40° 13,00'
19° 28,5'0

3733.5
IT 5585.7

Himare
w. Turm

(6 m)

40° 06,00'
19° 44,50'

3733,8

Bay of Palemo
Turm

(12 m)

40° 04,31'
19° 46,71'

3x [0,3 + (1,7)] + 0,3 + (5,7) s

Rt. Palermo (Squepi i Panormes)
w. viereckiger Steinturm
(10 m)

40° 02,97
19° 47,60'

0,5 + (7,5) s

-- Pier, Kopf
(keine weiteren Angaben vorhanden)

40° 00,38'
19° 53,42'

Kep i Kefalit (Sqepi i Quefalit)
Mast auf dem Dach eines Gebäudes

39° 54,47'
19° 54,84'

3730,3

3734
HR 820
AL 53
3734.5
HR 820.5
,
3741
IT 5588

Kepi i Lumit
gn. Metall-Mast

F. gn.

Blz. (2) 5 s

3 sm

5m

8 sm

21 m

8 sm

55 m

2 x [0,5 + (1)] + 0,5 + (4,5) s

11 sm

44 m

8 sm

52 m

9 sm

8m

1 + (5) s

Blz. 6 s
1 + (5) s

Blz. (3) 8 s

2x [0,5 + (1)] + 0,5 + (4,5) s

Blz. (4) 12 s

Blz. 8 s

6 sm

32 m

6 sm

114 m

Blz. r. 3 s

4 sm

7m

Blz. 5 s

20 sm

155 m

4 sm

6m

4 sm

6m

6 sm

6m

3 sm

3m

20 sm

214 m

1 + (4) s

(8 m)

Bay of Limioni
r. Mast

39°52,35'
19° 59,30'

Blz. r. 3 s

Bay of Limioni
gn. Mast

39°52,32'
19° 59,41'

Blz. gn. 3 s

Kepi I Feruc
Turm

39° 52,15'
20° 00,18'

Blz. 3 s

HR 823,2
It 5590

Gji i Sarande Leuchttonne
r. Leuchttonne

39° 51,9'
20° 00,2'

3742.3
IT 5592
AL 61

Gjiri Sarandës (Likursi)
runder gemauerter Turm

39° 51,84'
20° 01,59'

3741,2
3741,3
3741,5

-5-

(5 m)

0,5 + (2,5) s

0,5 + (2,5) s

1 + (2) s

Blz. r. 2 s
0,3 + (1,7) s

Blz. (3) 30 s

2x [1 + (1)] + 1 + (25) s

Nr..

3742.5
IT 5591
AL 62

Name
Feuerträger

(Höhe über Position
Erdboden) N / E

Gjiri Sarandës, SE-Seite
runder Gerüstturm auf Fundament (4 m)

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

39° 50,70'
20° 01,39'

Kennung/
Wiederkehr

Blz. (4) 12 s

Seite 5
Nenn-- Höhe
Tragweite

6 sm

über See.

37 m

3x [0,3 + (1,7)] + 0,3 + (5,7) s

weiter

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis
Hafenämter Albanien
(alphabetisch)

Durrës (Port of Entry)
41° 18' N 19° 27' E
Hafenkapitän
UKW
Kanal 16, 15
Ruf:
Durrës Harbour Master
Telefon:
+355 (0)52 220 016
220 017 (Head Office)
220 018 (Operations Office)
Dienstbereit:
H24
Fax:
+355 (0)52 220 016
220 017 (Head Office)
Internet:
www.apdurres.com.al
Port Authority
E-Mail:

apd@apdurres.com.al

Himara (Port of Entry)
40° 07' N 19° 44' E
Hafenkapitän
keine Angaben bekannt
Porto Romano
Hafenkapitän
E-Mail:
Internet:
Port Authority
Seite 2

41° 23' N 19° 25' E
über Hafenkapitän Durrës
info@romanoport.com.al
www.romanoport.com.al
Tel.: +355 (0)69 205 8951

weiter
B–7/1

Hafenämter Albanien (alphabetisch)
Sarandë (Port of Entry)
39° 52' N 20° 00' E
Hafenkapitän
UKW
Kanal 16, 11
Telefon
+355 (0)85 22 734
Shëngjin (Port of Entry)
41° 48' N 19° 35' E
Hafenkapitän
UKW
16, 71
Ruf:
Shengjin Harbour Master
Telefon:
+355 (0)281 22201 (Port Authority)
Fax
nicht bekannt
E-Mail:
nicht bekannt
Dienstzeit
H24
Internet:
www.portofshengjin.com
Vlorë (Valona) (Port of Entry)
40° 27' N 19° 29' E
Hafenkapitän
UKW
Kanal 16, 12
Call:
Harbour Master Vlore
Telefon:
+355 (0)33 24659
Fax:
nicht bekannt
E-Mail
info@portivlore.com
Dienstzeit
08.00 – 18.00 Uhr
Internet:
www.portivlore.com
(3/20)

B – 06 / 2

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

weiter

Küstenfunkstellen Albanien

B-8

Vlorë (Aulona, Valona) ZAV3
Tel.: +355 332 30210,
4 223 6992 (Office)
Fax: +355 332 32058,
4 223 6992 (Office)
E-Mail: doshivlora@yahoo.it
Sprechfunk:
UKW
GW/MW
Kurzwelle

Durrës

40° 27,5' N

Kanal 16, 18, 85

H24 (auf Kanal 16)

Küstenfunkstelle
2 182 kHz
8 134 kHz

Seefunkstelle
2 182 kHz
8 134

19° 29,25' E

Dienstzeit
H24

ZAD

41° 18' N

19° 27' E

Tel.:
+355 522 2019
Fax:
+355 522 3587
E-Mail: nicht bekannt
DSC:
Sprechfunk:
UKW

GW/MW
(3/20)

Durrës
Lezha
Sarande
Vlorë

41°
41°
39°
40°

18'
49'
52'
27'

N
N
N
N

19°
19°
20°
19°

26`E
35' E
00' E
29' E

Seefunkstelle

Küstenfunkstelle
2 182, 2 282 kHz



 Kanal 16
 H24
Dienstzeit
2 182, 2 282 kHz

H24

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

weiter

3/20

Klima, Wetter, Winde…(Einleitung)

B-9

Die Kenntnis der Wettersituationen eines Fahrtgebietes ist für Wassersportler von entscheidender
Bedeutung – kann doch sowohl die Freude am Segeln, aber auch eine Auseinandersetzung mit den
Elementen davon abhängen.
In der vorliegenden Informations-Sammlung stehen zur Verfügung:
1. aus den "Sailing Directions"
Die "Meteorological Desciption" für das Küstengebiet der albanischen Küste (siehe "Sailing Directions,
Seiten 10 - 15), hier durch Anklicken zu erreichen:
Seiten 10-15

(B-9 / AL)

2. Wetter- und Windverhältnisse am Mittelmeer
In den ehemaligen deutschen Seehandbüchern waren neben den ausführlichen nautischen Angaben auch
umfangreiche Informationen über die Klima- und Wetterbedingungen des jeweils im Buch beschriebenen
Seegebietes vorhanden. Diese Angaben stammten vom Deutschen Seewetteramt in Hamburg und
basierten auf den jahrelangen Wetter-Beobachtungen der zuständigen Behörden und erfahrener
Seeleute, die in diesen Gebieten unterwegs waren.
Wenn auch die heutigen Methoden der Klimaforschung, der Wetterbeobachtung und der Vorhersage in
vielen Fällen eine wesentlich bessere Einschätzung der Wetterlage ermöglichen, so sind doch in diesen
Angaben in vielen Fällen auch Hinweise auf lokale Wetter - Erscheinungen enthalten, die für Wassersportler von großer Bedeutung sein können.
Aus diesem Grunde haben wir die Kapitel der "alten", schon lange nicht mehr im Handel erhältlichen
Seehandbücher, soweit sie Klima- und Wetterbedingungen beschreiben, hier "gerettet" und können sie
mit Genehmigung des Seewetteramtes interessierten Wassersportlern als Informationsquelle zur
Verfügung stellen.
Die Abschnitte sind gebietsmäßig, den jeweiligen Handbüchern entsprechend, unterteilt:
In der vorliegenden Informations-Sammlung ist der Abschnitt
Nr. "32" (2032):
Mittelmeer, VI. Teil: "Adria"aus dem
Seehandbuch 2032 abgedruckt.
Hier anklicken: B - 9/D

zurück zum Kapitel B – 9 "Klima, Wetter, Winde…"
weiter
Auszug aus den
"SAILING DIRECTIONS FOR ADRIATIC AND IONIAN SEAS "
(B – 9 / AL)

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis
weiter
zurück zur Einführung "Klima, Wetter, Winde…"
Wetter- und Windverhältnisse Adria

B – 9 –(D)

(Auszug aus dem "Mittelmeer-Handbuch des Deutschen Hydrographischen Instituts (heute BSH), IV.
Teil, 6. Auflage," 1982. Kopien mit freundlicher Genehmigung des Deutschen Wetterdienstes,
Geschäftsbereich Wettervorhersage und Schifffahrtsberatung vom 16.02.2009.)

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

weiter

Wetterberichte / Einleitung

B – 10

3/20

An der albanischen Küste können albanische, deutsche und
griechische Seewetterberichte gehört werden. Dabei handelt es
sich um die Berichte der albanischen Küstenfunkstelle Vlore
(Vlona), des deutschen Wetterdienstes/Seewetter, Offenbach und
der griechischen Küstenfunkstelle Kerkyra.
Die Frequenzen und Sendezeiten können nachfolgend getrennt
aufgerufen werden:
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Küstenfunkstelle Valona (Vlore).

B – 10 / AL

Deutscher Wetterdienst

.

.

B – 10 / DE

Küstenfunkstelle Kerkyra .

.

B – 10 / GR.

zurück zu Wetterberichte / Albanien / Einleitung

weiter

Wetterberichte, albanische

B – 10 / AL
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Vlorë (Aulona, Valona)
Pos. 40° 27,51' N
19° 29,25'
E
UKW Kanal 18, 85
Sendezeit: 06.00 und 18.00 h UTC
Wetterwarnungen und Vorhersage
in albanischer, englischer, italienischer und
griechischer Sprache.
3/20

zurück zu "Wetterberichte / Einleitung"

Wetterberichte /Albanien / deutsche

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

weiter

B – 10 / D / 1
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Der deutsche Wetterdienst Hamburg / Seeschifffahrtsberatung gibt einen Mittelmeer-Seewetterbericht heraus, der in
gesprochener Form (siehe a.) zur Verfügung steht. Detailllierte Vorhersagen für diesen Bereich sind über das Internet
in gedruckter Form (siehe b,) erhältlich.
a.) Wetterbericht in gesprochener Form:
Frequenzen: 5905 und 6180 kHz
Sendezeiten: 16:00 UTC und Wiederholung gegen 20:15 UTC im Anschluss an den Nord-/OstseeSeewetterbericht
Seewetterbericht mit folgendem Inhalt:
Wetterlage
Vorhersagen bis Folgetag-Abend:
Reviere: u.a.
• Adria
• Ionisches Meer.
b.) Internet:
Auf der Internet-Seite des Deutschen Wetterdienstes
https://www.dwd.de/DE/leistungen/seevorhersagemmost/seewettermittelmeerost. %20html
wird für das Mittelmeer ein Seewetterbericht gezeigt, der gebietsmäßig differenziert angegeben wird. Für die Adria
erfolgt eine Dreiteilung in einen nördlichen, einen mittleren und einen südlichen Teil.
Zunächst wird eine Übersicht gegeben:
Fortsetzung nächste Seite:

Wetterberichte /Albanien / deutsche

B – 10 / D / 2

Dann folgt tabellarisch eine Übersicht für den aktuellen Tag und die nächsten 4 Tage. Hier der Ausschnitt aus der
Tabelle für den für den "südlichen Teil" :

zurückck zur
"Wetterberichte /
Einleitung"

zurück zu "Wetterberichte Albanien / Einleitung"

weiter

Wetterberichte Albanien griechischer Sender

B – 10 / GR

Wetterberichte über UKW (Radio Olympia):
Station
Kerkyra

UKW Kanal
02

Inhalt: auf Ersuchen über Kanal 16 und
um 06.00 h, 10.00 h, 16.00 h und 20.00 h:UTC
Gesendet werden :
Sturmwarnungen, Übersicht, 24-Stunden-Vorhersage und Aussichten für weitere 12 Stunden für die Gebiete
18 – 53 in Griechisch und Englisch.
(Die Gebiete 18-53 betreffen die griechischen Küsten- und Inselgewässer. )
Wetterberichte über Navtex:
in englischer Sprache
Sender Frequen Sendezeit
z
UTC
Kerkyra 518 kHz 05.40 09.40
17.40 21.40
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Inhalt

für Gebiet

Sturmwarnung,
Übersicht,24-Std.Vorhersage und
Aussichten für
weitere 12 Stunden

South Adriatic,
North/South Ionian
Sea, Patraikos,
Korinthiakos,
Kithira Sea

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

weiter

Marinas in Albanien

B - 11

In Albanien gibt es nur eine offizielle "Marina", die Marina ORIKUM mit
der Position 40° 20' 32" N 19° 28' 18" E . Sie liegt im
Golf von Vlorë und ist ganzjährig geöffnet.
Tel. +355 391 22248
Fax. +355 391 22248
UKW Kanal 15
E-Mail: marinaorikum@hotmail.it
www.marinaorikum.it
Ein weiterer Fischereihafen mit der Bauart einer Marina wurde westlich
der Hafeneinfahrt von Durrës gebaut. Hier sind Liegeplätze vorhanden,
Service-Einrichtungen
fehlen z.Zt. noch.
(Beide Aufnahmen von Google Earth).
3/20

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

weiter

Diplomatische Vertretungen

B – 12
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Österreichische Auslandsvertretungen / Albanien
Botschaft Tirana
Anschrift:
Telefon:
Fax:
E-Mail:
Geöffnet:

Tirana / Albanien
Rruga Xibrakeve 4
00355- 4- 2274 855, 2274 856
00355- 4- 2233 140
tirana-ob@bmeia.gv.at
Mo - Do 09.30 – 13.00 Uhr

Honorarkonsulat Shkodra
Anschrift:
Shkodra / Albanien
Lagja Vasil Shanto,
Rruga Vaso Kadia Nr. 170
Telefon:
00355- 682 0502 67
giergileqeiza@shkodra-honorarkonsulat.com
E-Mail:
Parteiverkehr:
nach Anmeldung per Telefon oder E-Mail
Schweizerische Vertretungen / Albanien
Botschaft Tirana (Embassy of Switzerland)
Anschrift:
1019 Tirana / Albanien
Rruga Ibrahim Rugova 3/1
Telefon:
00355- 4 – 224 01 02
00355- 4 –223 65 35
tirana@eda.admin.ch
Fax:
E-Mail:
tirana.@eda.admin.ch
Deutsche Auslandsvertretungen / Albanien
3/2020

Botschaft Tirana
Anschrift:
Postanschrift:
Telefon:
in Notfällen:
Fax:
E-Mail:
Internet:
Dienstzeit:

1001 Tirana / Albanien
Rruga Skenderbej Nr. 8
Botschaft der Bundesrepublik Deutschland,
Rruga Skenderbej Nr. 8, Tirana, Albanien
00355- (0)4 2274 505
00 355 68 2029 109
00355- (0)4 2232 050
info@tira.diplo.de
www.tira.diplo.de
Mo – Do 08.15 – 12.00 und
14.00 – 15.45 Uhr
Fr 08.12- 12.45 Uhr

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis
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Ein- und Ausreise über See / Dokumente

B – 13

Bei der Einreise über See nach Albanien muß in einem Port of Entry
einklariert werden. Ebenso muß vor dem Verlassen der albanischen
Hoheitsgewässer ausklariert werden.
Ports of Entry sind:
Durrës, Shengjin, Vlorë, Sarande und Himara.
Diese Häfen sind ganzjährig zum Ein- und Ausklarieren geöffnet.
Für "touristische Schiffe" ist eine vorherige Anmeldung nicht erforderlich,
während sich Handelsschiffe 24 Stunden vor dem Einlaufen anmelden
müssen.
Das Ein- und Ausklarieren kann durch eine Agentur oder durch den
Schiffsführer selbst durchgeführt werden. Die Anmeldung durch eine
Agentur ist kostenpflichtig; nach Presseberichten liegt die Gebühr bei 10
$, teilweise bei 50.- €
Beim
•
•
•
•
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Einklarieren müssen folgende Dokumente vorgelegt werden:
amtlicher Registrierungsnachweis der Yacht,
Führerschein und ggf. Funkzeugnis des Skippers,
Versicherungsnachweis für die Yacht
eine Crewliste .

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis
Versicherungspflicht

weiter
B - 14

Für ausländische Yachten ist in Albanien eine internationale Versicherung
notwendig, die in Albanien anerkannt ist.
Danach kann damit gerechnet werden, dass die von deutschen
Versicherungsgesellschaften ausgegebene international bekannte mehrsprachige (früher "blaue, jetzt) weiße Versicherungskarte" in Albanien
ebenso wie in den übrigen Mittelmeerländern als Nachweis einer
bestehenden Versicherung anerkannt wird.
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zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis
Tankstellen am Wasser

weiter
B – 15

Nach offizieller Auskunft gibt es z.Zt. in Albanien noch keine Tankstellen,
die von Yachten am Wasser erreichbar sind.
Es wird empfohlen, über Agenturen eine Betankung per Tankwagen zu
organisieren.
Die Treibstoffpreise in Albanien betragen (17.03.2020) lt. ADAC-Angaben:
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zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis
Besondere Vorschriften für Wassersportler

weiter
B -16

Historische Objekte unter Wasser dürfen nicht erforscht werden. Sie sind
vom internationalen öffentlichen Recht als Erbe der Menschheit geschützt.
Nur nach Genehmigung durch die zuständigen albanischen Behörden ist
eine Erforschung zulässig.
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Seekarten für die albanische Küste

B - 17
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Englische Seekarten *)
4/29

Nr.
186
188
1440
1590

Titel
Vlore to Bar and Brindisi to
Vieste
Entrance to the Adriatic Sea
including Nisos Kerkyra
Adriatic Sea
Ports in Albania (Durrës,
Vlorë

Maßstab 1:
300 000

Ausgabe-Datum
02.01.2020

300 000

02.01.2020

1 100 000
Pläne

17.08.2017
02.01.2020

*) Diese Seekarten werden nicht vorrätig gehalten, sondern werden "POD" =
Printed on demand" nach einer Bestellung in einer bis zum letzten Stand
berichtigten Fassung jeweils neu gedruckt.

Deutsche NV Sportbootkarten
4/20
(Ausschnitt aus dem online-Katalog)

NV-Atlas GR 1 Greece - Ionian Islands & Peloponnese - Albania
Kombipack: Papierkarte & digitaler Download inklusive nv charts App.
6 Übersegler, 12 Revier- und 19 Detailkarten. Format 30x42cm, broschiertes
Atlas Format. Im Satz ist ein Download-Code für sämtliche Karten des Gebiets im
nv.digital-Format zur Nutzung mit Smartphone/Tablet (Apple: iOS/MacOSX,
Android, Windows 7/8/10) enthalten.
(Ausschnitt, soweit die albanische Küste beschrieben wird: )
Charts print and digital C1 - C25
Passage Charts
C 1 Dubrovnik to Crete 1: 1,750,000
C 2 Albania to Ionian Islands 1: 950,000
C 3 Shëngjin to Vlorë · Albania 1: 350,000
C 4 Vlorë to Lefkas · Kérkira 1: 350,000
Details
C19A Vlorës · Albania 1: 80,000
C19B Durrés · Albania · Vlorés 1: 40,000
4/20

zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis

weiter

Wichtige Telefonnummern in Albanien

B -18

Deutsche Botschaft Tirana (in dringenden
Notfällen, z.B. Verlust eines Passes oder
im Falle eines Unfalls): .
.
+355 42 27 4505
Bereitschaftsdienst außerhalb der Dienstzeiten (abends und am Wochenende)
+355 68 202 9109
Seenot-Rufnummer .

125 ( englisch )

Notruf für Polizei, Erste Hilfe und
Feuerwehr
.
.
.

112 (englisch)

Notruf Erste Hilfe

Notruf Feuerwehr
Notruf Polizei

.

.

.

. 127

.

.

.+355 4 222 2235 .(englisch)

.

.

128 oder +355 4 222 3333

.

.

Notruf Straßenverkehrspolizei

. 129 , +355 69 411 0209
. 126

Notfallzentrum des „Mutter Tereza“ Krankenhauses
Rezeption für Notfälle .
.
.+355 4 234 9363
Emergency Response Albania (ERA)
Notfalldienst :
.
.
.
.+355 68 211 2112 ( englisch)
German Hospitals (Spitali Gjerman) 067 200 4282; 067 500 4282;
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zurück zum Inhaltsverzeichnis
Presseberichte über Törns an der albanischen Küste oder auf dem
Skardasee (Skutarisee).
B - 19

In den letzten Jahren sind immer wieder Berichte in der nautischen
Fachpresse über Törns an der albanischen Küste und auf dem Skardasee
erschienen, die teilweise mit präzisen Angaben eine Vielzahl von wichtigen
Informationen vermitteln können. Daher sind hier Quellenangaben
vorhanden, mit denen derartige Berichte bei den Redaktionen der
Zeitschriften bestellt werden können. Aus Copyright-Gründen können
diese Berichte nicht durch die Informationsstelle Mittelmeer beschafft
werden.
4/20
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Signatur
425 ND
Autor
Muth, Martin
Titel / Untertitel
Costa incognita / Zwischen Kroatien und Korfu liegt die unbekannteste
Küste des Mittelmeeres - die albanische. Offen ist sie für Sportboote aber auch eine Empfehlung ?
Kurzkommentar
Es handelt sich um einen aktuellen (2003) Bericht über die Erfahrungen
des Redakteurs, der mit seiner Yacht mehrere Häfen (Shengjin, Durres,
Vlore (Valona), Sarzan, Narté)
in Albanien besuchte. Eine
Zusammenstellung der wichtigsten Informationen (Bestimmungen, UKWKanäle, Wetterberichte, Telefonieren, Seekarten, Sprache, Fischfang,
Einkaufen) ist vorhanden.
Quelle
Mittelmeer Sailing; 2 (1); 72-77; 2004;

Signatur
1403 ND
Autor
Patsch, Erich; Csida, Sascha;
Titel / Untertitel
Segeln entlang der Albanischen Riviera / Auch mitten in Europa gibt es
noch Reviere, für die der Fahrtensegler eine ordentliche Portion
Pioniergeist mitbringen muß. Albanien ist ein gutes Beispiel dafür.
Kurzkommentar
Eine Revierbeschreibung einiger Häfen von Albanien, basierend auf
Fortsetzung nächste Seite
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einem Törn ab Korfu. Beschrieben wird die Einklarierung in Sarande,
besucht wird Port Palermo, der Hafen Vlora (Vlore) und die Marina
Orikum. Ausführliche Angaben zu den jeweiligen Häfen einschließlich
Plänen, basierend auf Google Earth Fotos, sind vorhanden. Das
Einklarierungs-Procedere
mit
einem
Agenten
wird
ausführlich
beschrieben.
Quelle
Ocean7; 2 (11-12); 28-31; 2008;
Signatur
1755 ND
Autor
Redaktion
Titel / Untertitel
Das Meer des Balkans / Skadarsee: zwischen Montenegro und Albanien
Kurzkommentar
Zwischen Montenegro und Albanien liegt der Skadarsee, der mit einer
Fläche bis zu 540 qkm der größte Binnensee Südeuropas ist. Durch den
See verläuft die Grenze zwischen Montenegro und Albanien. Im Sommer
2009 wurde die Wassergrenze für den Sportbootverkehr geöffnet: man
kann in der montenegrinischen Marina Plavnica am Nordufer des Sees
ausklarieren und am neuen Sportbootanleger in Shkoder in Albanien
einklarieren. Auskünfte erteilt die Marina Plavnica. In der Marina Plavnica
können Daycruiser gechartert werden.
Quelle
Boote; 43 (1); 86; 2010;

Signatur
2047 ND
Autor
Patsch, Erich;
Titel / Untertitel
Segeln entlang der Albanischen Riviera
Kurzkommentar
Es wird ein Törn, ausgehend von Korfu/Griechenland, beschrieben.
Einklariert wurde in Sarande, wobei die Einschaltung eines "Agenten"
empfohlen wird. Besucht wird die Marina Orikum, die Häfen Vlore und
Himara und die Bucht Porto Palermo. Für die besuchten Plätze sind
Google-Earth-Fotos, ergänzt um nautische Angaben, abgedruckt. Ein
äußerst instruktiver Artikel !
Quelle
YachtInfo; 15 (4); 10-13; 2008;
Signatur
2084 ND
Autor
Redaktion
Fortsetzung nächste Seite
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Titel / Untertitel
Montenegro / Albanien
Kurzkommentar
Am Nordufer des Skadarsees (Skutari-Sees), der sowohl zu Montenegro
als auch zu Albanien gehört, wurde im montenegrinischen Teil das
Plavnica Eco Resort eröffnet, zu dem u.a. eine Marina mit 100
Liegeplätzen gehört. Man kann dort auch Boote chartern.
Quelle
YachtInfo; 17 (1); 26; 2010;
Internet-Adresse
www.plavnica.info
Signatur
2134 ND
Autor
Melwisch, Harald;
Titel / Untertitel
Albanien / Von Montenegro aus
Kurzkommentar
Törnbericht
zweier
Segelyachten
von
Dubrovnik
über
Zelenika/Montenegro --Bar--nach Shengjin (Albanien), weiter nach
Durres und zurück. Nautisch verlief der Törn problemlos, ausführlich
beschrieben werden die Kosten und Gebühren für das Einklarieren
sowohl in Montenegro als auch in Albanien. Besonders wird auf die
Tatsache verwiesen, dass es offensichtlich weder in Shengjin noch in
Durres eine Tankstelle am Wasser gibt. Der Bericht schließt: "Der Bericht
ist nur etwas für Segler, die nicht täglich eine Marina benötigen und die
ein neues Gebiet kennenlernen wollen, bevor es erschlossen ist."
Quelle
YachtInfo; 18 (2); 14-17, 2011;
Signatur
3397 ND
Autor
Prietl, Erwin;
Titel / Untertitel
Abstecher ins Unbekannte / Der Autor reiste im Sommer 2013 mit
seinem 36-Fuß-Motorboot von Kroatien nach Albanien und fand ein
weitgehend unberührtes Revier mit interessanten Zielen (Autor)
Kurzkommentar
Törnbericht eines Törns von Kroatien mit einem 36-Fuß-Motorboot nach
Albanien. Einklariert wurde in Durres, angelaufen wurden die Marina
Orikum, Sarande, Vlore und Shengjin. Ausführlich werden die Erlebnisse
in den einzelnen Häfen beschrieben, wobei sowohl beim Einklarieren als
auch in den Häfen die An- und Abmeldung jeweils durch einen "Agenten"
erfolgte (pro Hafen ca. 60.- € inkl. Gebühren). Die Telefonnummern von
Agenten in den besuchten Häfen sind angegeben. Tankmöglichkeiten
wurden nicht gefunden (waren auch wegen einer sparsamen Fahrt nicht
notwendig). Die durch die Agenten empfohlenen Restaurants waren sehr
Fortsetzung nächste Seite
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gut. Andere Yachten wurden kaum getroffen. Der Törn verlief völlig
problemlos und war hochinteressant.
Quelle
yachtrevue; 38 (5); 62-64; 2014;
Signatur
3410 ND
Autor
Schauer, Hans-Joachim;
Titel / Untertitel
Albanien / Keine Küste zum Fürchten
Kurzkommentar
Törnbericht über einen Törn von Bar / Montenegro entlang der
albanischen Küste nach Griechenland. In Albanien wurden folgende
Häfen besucht: Shengjin, Durres, Vlore, Marina Orikum und Sarande.
Ausführlich werden die Kontakte zu den Behörden beschrieben. Einige
Anschriften von "Agenten" (offizielle Helfer für die Behördengänge) sind
angegeben.
Quelle
Naut. Nachrichten der Kreuzer-Abteilung; 49 (3); 68-69; 2014;
Signatur
3614 ND
Autor
Victor, Carl;
Titel / Untertitel
Albanien / Albaniens Riviera
Kurzkommentar
Eine Revierbeschreibung, basierend auf einem Törn von Griechenland
nach Albanien, geschrieben von einem nautischen Fach-Journalisten, der
weiss, auf welche Informationen formaler und nautischer Art ein Skipper
wartet ! Beschrieben wird das Einklarieren, Liegeplätze in Häfen,
Ankerbuchten, Gefahrenstellen, die einzige Marina Albaniens, die
Versorgungs-möglichkeiten, die Windverhältnisse, Chartermöglichkeiten,
Leihwagen, - kurz, alle wesentlichen Punkte für einen Törn in diesem
Gebiet !
Quelle
YachtInfo; 21 (1); 4-9; 2014;
Signatur
3786 ND
Autor
Fritsch, Andreas;
Titel / Untertitel
Albanien bekommt zweite Marina /Südlich von Durres soll in den
nächsten zwei Jahren ein Hafen samt Ferien-Anlage entstehen. Es wäre
die ideale Ergänzung an der langen Küste.
Kurzkommentar
In der Bucht Kalaje e Turres, ca. 10 sm südlich von Durres, ist nach
Presse-Berichten seit Oktober 2014 die Marina "Porto Albania" im Bau,
die durch eine schweizerische Holding finanziert wird. Der erste
Bauabschnitt soll im Herbst 2016 fertiggestellt sein.
Fortsetzung nächste Seite
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Quelle
Yacht online; 23.01.2015;
Internet-Adresse
www.yacht.de/reise/news/albanien-bekommt-zweitemarina/a95817.html
Signatur
4291 ND
Autor
Müller, Bodo;
Titel / Untertitel
Meer aus Rosen / Montenegro. Der große Skardarsee ist bei uns nahezu
unbekannt- und ein Geheimtipp für Bootsleute, die das Abenteuer
suchen. (Quelle: Autor).
Kurzkommentar
Ein äußerst interessant geschriebener Bericht über den Skardarsee,
dessen Westufer zu Montenegro und dessen Ostufer zu Albanien gehört.
Der Nordteil ist stark mit Seerosen überwuchert und kann nur mit
Ortskenntnis auf schmalen "rosenfreien" Bahnen befahren werden. Der
Autor war mit einem im ECO Resort Plavnica, zu dem eine Marina
gehört, gecharterten Motorboot unterwegs. Eine Fahrt über den See
nach Albanien scheiterte an fehlenden Zoll-Möglichkeiten. Alle
notwendigen Angaben für einen derartigen Törn werden gegeben. Der
Törn ging von Plavnica - Kranjina - Moracnik , wobei zwischendurch
immer wieder das Resort Plavnica angelaufen wurde.
Quelle
Boote; 47 (9); 64-75; 2014;
Signatur
4402 ND
Autor
Victor, Carl;
Titel / Untertitel
Im Land der Skipetaren / Wer vom Trubel in den Revieren und den
Kämpfen um den letzten Liegeplatz im Hafen genug hat, sollte es mal
mit einem Törn an Albaniens Riviera versuchen. (Quelle: Autor).
Kurzkommentar
Törnbericht eines Törns mit einer Charteryacht, ausgehend von der
griechischen Marina Gouvia auf Corfu, zunächst nach Sarande, dem
südlichen Einklarierungshafen in Albanien. Dort wird das Einklarieren
von einem Agenten (nach Funk-Anmeldung auf UKW-Kanal 11)
übernommen. Die notwendigen Unterlagen sind aufgeführt; Kosten 50.€). Beschrieben wird die Weiterfahrt nach Norden an der Küste und das
Ankern in einigen Buchten (Grama-Bucht, Namenlose Bucht), weiter zur
Marina Orikum, dann zurück zur Bristany-Bay - Palermo-Bucht und
Sarande - (Ausklarieren). Es werden wenige Yachten angetroffen, und in
den Buchten ankern nur wenige Yachten. Über Erfahrungen mit
Versorgungsmöglichkeiten mit Ausnahme einiger Restaurants wird nicht
berichtet. Eine ausführliche Tabelle mit den Ankermöglichkeiten in
Buchten und Häfen und ihre dortigen Versorungsmöglichkeiten
Fortsetzung nächste Seite
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ist (wie üblich bei diesem Autor) vorhanden. Zusätzlich sind
"Reise-Tipps" vorhanden, in denen einige wichtige Hinweise auf das
Einklarieren, Art und Umfang der notwendigen Befähigungsnachweise
des Skippers und Co-Skippers, ferner des "Funkers" gegeben werden,
ferner spezielle "Restaurant-Tipps" für einige Restaurants in Sarande,
Gjirokaster, Porto Palermo und Orikum und "Ausflugs-Tipps" zu einigen
interessanten Plätzen in Ufernähe.
Quelle
Charter-Horizonte; 1/2020; 80-89; 2020;

Signatur
4439 ND
Autor
Panzer, Kirsten;
Titel / Untertitel
Albanien - ein noch unberührtes Revier
Kurzkommentar
Bericht mit kurzen, aber präzisen Beschreibungen eines SegelyachtTörns von Montenegro bis Korfu. Beschrieben werden die albanischen
Häfen Shengjin, Durres, Vlore, die Marina Orikum, Himare, Sarande, und
die Ankerbuchten Porto Palermo und Kakomea-Bay, ferner das Procedere
des Einklarierens. Ganz besonders wird die Freundlichkeit der
Bevölkerung hervorgehoben. Ein Verzeichnis der verfügbaren Seekarten
und Handbücher ist vorhanden.
Quelle
TransOcean online; 27.07.2016;
Online-Adresse
https://www.trans-ocean.org/Bericht-lesen/ArticleId/3073/Albanien-einnoch-unberuhrtes-Revier

Die vollständigen Artikel können bei den jeweiligen Redaktionen resp. Verlagen bestellt
bzw. aus dem Internet heruntergeladen werden.
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